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“NO ONE KNOWS YOUR
P A S S I O N L I K E S H A N N O N S.”

Shannons insurance is for motoring enthusiasts just like you, with features like:
n Choice of repairer n Agreed value n Multi-Vehicle & Multi-Policy discounts
n Special low usage rates n Riding gear cover n Cover for modifications
n Flexible coverage for bikes that are laid up, being restored, or at club events
n Home Contents Insurance including $10,000 enthusiast cover for your
collectables & tools n Pay by the month premiums at no extra cost
Call Shannons on 13 46 46 for a quote on your special bike, special car, daily
drive, or your home, and speak with a genuine enthusiast.
Join the Shannons Club today! Get connected
and share your passion - shannons.com.au/club

INSURANCE FOR MOTORING ENTHUSIASTS | CALL 13 46 46 FOR A QUOTE | SHANNONS.COM.AU
Shannons Pty Limited ABN 91 099 692 636 is an authorised representative of AAI Limited ABN 48 005 297 807, the product issuer. Some benefits only apply to comprehensive vehicle cover. Shannons has not
taken account of your objectives, financial situation or needs. Read the Product Disclosure Statement before buying this insurance. Contact us for a copy.
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OUR COVER:
“Motorcyclist’s view of the Oxley Highway from Ginger’s
Creek Roadhouse NSW” - was taken by Paul Barlow
#34981. He used a Canon Ixus 80 IS, 6.2 – 18.6mm lens
set at 18.6mm, ISO 80, shutter speed 1/200 of a second,
with aperture at f4.9.
Marveling at how those bikes were positioned, we blew
the daylights out of the image and found no evidence of
photoshopping, just hazardously close positioning.
We wondered how many scratches had to be `buffed out’,
but Paul assured us; “No motorcycles were harmed in the
staging of this photograph!”
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EDITORIAL SUBMISSIONS TO:
Email: ridingon@ulysses.org.au
or mail to PO BOX 3242 Narellan NSW 2567

Please ensure all photos and images submitted to the Riding On are of high
resolution. All images must be 2MB or over. We cannot print low resolution
images.
Proof-readers: Colin Hook and Bryan Fricker.
CLOSING DATES FOR EDITORIAL SUBMISSIONS:
31st January for Autumn (March) issue
30th April for Winter (June) issue
31st July for Spring (September) issue
31st October for Summer (Dec) issue
"Ulysses Club Incorporated accepts no responsibility for the accuracy of any information
contained in Riding On and readers should satisfy themselves independently if acquiring
any items advertised or described in Riding On. Except as permitted under the Copyright
Act 1968 (Cth.) no part of Riding On can be reproduced without the written permission of
the Ulysses Club Incorporated. The views and opinion expressed by the contributors to
the Riding On are not necessarily those of the National Committee of the Ulysses Club, and
may not reflect its policy or position.
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From the mess on the
editor’s desktop.
NOW, everyone please take a deep breath and calm down.
Peace has been declared in the world of Ulysses, with regard to
how we spell Ulyssean or Ulyssian.
My original tongue-in-cheek observation was never intended to
provoke the controversy that followed. While reaction was of
course anticipated, it was never expected to polarise the Club
membership as it did. I certainly did not expect the abusive
e-mails that were sent using anonymous services!

November 19 saw Wauchope officially announced as the first
motorcycle friendly town in NSW, one of only three in Australia
to formally adopt the brand. They even had a cake to celebrate!
Bicheno in Tasmania was Australia’s first Motorcycle Friendly
Town, and Texas in Queensland was the first on the mainland.

At the same time, I was receiving messages of support from
fellow members who, like me, instinctively felt that spelling the
word with an `e’ was correct, and had done their own checking
of dictionaries.
Meanwhile, our esteemed President Helena Gritton was fielding
more than her fair share of telephone calls, protesting at
what was seen as an insult to the memory of Old #1 Stephen
Dearnley. Nothing could have been further from my intent, but
this was getting out of hand.
Action was needed, so we devised a compromise – one word
with two different spellings.
Contributors who have adopted the `e’ in their writing may
continue to do so, and those who prefer to retain the `I’ may
also do so. Neither spelling form will be altered in any way, both
are welcome in Riding On.
Whether it is written as Ulyssian or Ulyssean, we will all know
what is meant.
Finally, we appear to have cured the `curling cover’ that
affected recent editions of Riding On.
You are all quick to let us know about any problems, and there
have been no reports of the last cover trying to turn itself inside
out.
Now for some really good news!
If you intend riding to Wauchope for the 2017 AGM Event, you
will be assured of a warm welcome, and not only from the
Ulysses Club host Branch.
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This was no Government initiative, the new Motorcycle Friendly
Town status was locally developed and supported by the
Wauchope Chamber of Commerce and the Port MacquarieHastings Council.
It is surely no coincidence that those august bodies should so
publicly embrace the motorcycle riding fraternity as Wauchope
- Port Macquarie prepare to host the Ulysses Club AGM Event in
May 2017.
Another really good reason to attend the AGM, just in case you
needed a reason!
Best wishes for a very Merry Christmas, and a safe and Happy
New Year.
Keep on riding, and keep it sane out there.

Gary K. Warner
#65262

e | president@ulysses.org.au
m | 0407 602 496

Hello fellow Ulysses
members.
It is hard to believe that
Christmas is just around
the corner, where has this
last year gone?
It’s heartening to know
that a very large sector
of our membership
are community and
charitably minded, by their
involvement in toy runs
and various other civic
oriented activities. These
activities assist in raising the Ulysses club profile in a very
positive and public way, and members deserve recognition
for their ongoing contribution and compassion to others less
blessed them themselves.
Members of the National Committee have been exceptionally
busy with their respective roles; the ideas and enthusiasm
keep flowing as will be obvious through reading their
individual reports as well as the minutes of the National
Committee meetings.
As part of our undertaking to be visible and accessible to our
members, we’ve been extremely pleased that representatives
from several branches within the area of our meetings were
keen to join us for a small segment of our meetings. This was
followed by social interaction, and the Victoria and Western
Australia branches respectively were no exception.
Membership, positively promoting our club, working together
as the one club, sharing event calendars and branch
interaction were the focus during inter-branch discussion
meetings held in SE Qld; NSW – Hills / Sydney basin and
Southern NSW / ACT. South Australia and Western Australia
hold an informal gathering of branch executives once a
year at their Odyssey; Tasmania have an informal social
gathering and Victoria are keen to launch their first interbranch meeting. The theory is for branches within the state to
communicate with each other, share club/branch related ideas
and concerns. A delegate relays workable suggestions back to
the National Committee.
Some very useful feedback has been received and reviewed
and where appropriate, acted on. These are inexpensive and
promotional oriented – issuing branches with generic club
business cards to hand out to potential members; brochures
and drink coasters to include in promotional bags at expos
etc. Connecting members with branches upon joining has
been implemented and further utilisation of social media tools
has been suggested. Members being associated with the RV
group is also seen as positive in retaining members. Another
good branch initiative is the designing of branch related
brochures and the handing out of welcome packs as a means
of welcoming new members into their branch.

National President’s Report
the good that is gained from the management experience far
outweighs all other negative aspects that unfortunately can
creep in. Branch AGMs will get underway within the first six
months of the new year, this is an opportunity for members
to embrace the possibility of becoming more involved in the
management of their branch and for members to confirm
their commitment to supporting their chosen branch.
Quite a few members of the Ulysses Club have, over the
years, been privileged to secure the respect of organisers of
various events, as scouts and marshals, utilising their love of
riding in a totally different way… they volunteer their time.
Stalls at Expos also require voluntary input by members and
these people enjoy the added benefit of talking to strangers
about their passionate topic - the Ulysses Club. This sort
of club and community involvement is commendable and
augments well for positive publicity for the Ulysses Club.
Organisation of the AGM Events at Macquarie-Wauchope NSW
2017, Riverland SA 2018, and Mornington Peninsula Vic 2019,
are well underway with the 2017 AGM Event only five months
away. To be eligible for the sensational early bird prize,
register now.
It’s been a while since more than one AGM Event proposal
bid has been received for consideration and subsequent
assessment. However that trend has turned around and
we are very appreciative that the branches involved in the
preparation of these bids, have the backing of the members
and community alike.
National AGM Event Coordinator (NAGMEC) Rob White has
advised that he will be relinquishing his role at the 2017 AGM
Event, due to work opportunities. Blue Knowles, director
of the AGM Event 2015 Wodonga, has accepted the role of
NAGMEC, and is already becoming familiar with the role.
Ulysses Club Arthritis Research Fund (UCARF) raffle books
are available for sale. If you haven’t been sold a ticket yet, it
might pay to track them down – the prizes are certainly worth
it.
My time on the National Committee is coming to an end.
After 13 years of servitude to our members, I’ll be stepping
down from the National Committee at the 2017 AGM in Port
Macquarie/Wauchope.
Merry Christmas and Happy New Year to you and your loved
ones; as you celebrate the festivities of the season with
family and friends, please consider paying a thought to those
members who might be spending this Christmas on their own.
If you happen to be travelling during this time, please keep
safe.

Helena Gritton
#14027
National President

Our club relies on volunteers in many capacities, which
includes members who volunteer to be on a branch
committee. Sometimes it can be challenging, but thankfully
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Vice President’s Report

Summer is almost
upon us I hope – in the
south of the country
we’ve had winter keep
a foothold in the door
in early November.
I’ve enjoyed reading
the reports from our
Ulysses Clubs overseas
who have been packing
their bikes and gear
away in preparation
for their Winter. It’s
also fantastic that
many of our members
from Australia take
the opportunity to
visit the club members
overseas.
The Riding On website (http://www.ridingon.com.au) has
been launched since my last report to you. We’ve had some
great feedback, we even received an enquiry for membership
before the website was officially launched! Now there are
two great ways to share your stories and photos of your
adventures, in Riding On and Riding Online. Send all the great
times you have with Ulysses Club – where you’ve been, how
you got there, what you saw - to ridingon@ulysses.org.au as
you normally would and if you have questions or suggestions
for the Riding On website, please send them to webmaster@
ulysses.org.au .
The website is a departure from the DNN websites we’ve
been using, and it provides greater flexibility for different
ways of communicating, as well as better opportunities for
advertising. Communication to members has been a focus of
this National Committee and more News Items, an improved
website generated enewsletter has been implemented, and
enewsletters are sent regularly to members as well as to

Branch Committees.
The AGM 2017 Event website has grown in content since
it was launched, and I appreciate the effort that the AGM
Event team members have goned to in providing information
for the website. For a website to be useful, content must be
added regularly and be easily found – Wayne our Web Admin
does a great job of keeping the website tidy and keeping the
presentation up to speed.
I attended the Melbourne Branch Odyssey at Nagambie
this year and really enjoyed the easy friendship offered by
members, who have such an enjoyable time at this Odyssey.
The WA Odyssey and SA Odyssey have also been held recently
– I encourage you to make time to go to these events, they
are a good way to create special memories and make new
friends while continuing the Ulysses Club journey.
Also since my Spring report, I attended the Australasian Road
Safety Conference which was fortunately held in Canberra.
I have provided a detailed report of that Conference as
well as the report from Dave Wright who represented the
National Committee at the Australian Motorcycle Council.
I am delighted that Shaun Lennard has been confirmed
as the Victorian representative on the Ulysses Club Road
Safety Committee, as well as Kim Beck who will be the new
Queensland representative.
You may not have realised that we have a Twitter account
as well as our Facebook page. If you are a Twitter user
please follow us, our Twitter address is https://twitter.com/
UlyssesClubAust
I wish you and your families a very happy and joyous
Christmas, and may your New Year be filled with great roads
to ride.

Jen Woods

#21395
National Vice President

0 0 2 2 + years

formerly Ferris Wheels Safaris

Yaks & Yetis

21 days: Nepal,
India, Bhutan

Life is a DARING ADVENTURE or nothing at all !
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IMAGE: MOTORRADREISENDER.DE

ADVENTURE
WORLD.

Wherever you go, whatever you ride, MOTORRADGARAGE.COM.AU has a world
of adventure accessories for you to discover.

EXCLUSIVE AUSTRALIAN DISTRIBUTOR OF

9
FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT PRODUCTS TO SUIT YOUR BIKE CALL US ON 08 9350 9052 OR VISIT OUR INFORMATIVE SITE.
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Secretary’s Report
DURING a recent
discussion with a
Western Australia
based branch
secretary, it was
determined that
she had compiled
a document
which related
to the handover
procedures when
there are changes
made in the
Branch committee.

I subsequently
had a look at this
document which
provided a clear
and easy-to-follow
process when
the branch president, secretary or treasurer changes, either
at an AGM or due to other circumstances such as illness or
work commitments. It goes without saying that some people
may be deterred from either accepting a nomination for a
committee role, or nominating themselves, because of the
perceived complexities involved. The document I viewed
certainly alleviates any concerns that may be held.
This handover document and associated discussion led me to
re-ignite a process that I introduced last year. In my day job,
I am a Learning and Development strategist, and as such, I
recognise the value of mentoring. This process occurs when
an experienced person identifies potential in another, and
together they work toward the development of the mentee,
with a view that the mentee (in the Ulysses Club scenario) will
eventually take on the role currently performed by the mentor.
This is a proven method of succession planning, something
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which I consider key to the continued success of the Ulysses
Club in general terms, and a branch in particular.
The mentoring process can take many forms – one on
one consultation if it is within a branch, or using modern
technology such as Skype or email if the mentor and mentee
are more remote. The identification of branch presidents,
secretaries and treasurers who are “doing it well” is critical, as
these are the people who shape the direction and culture of
a branch and will ensure that those attributes are passed on.
Being in a mentoring position also assists in filling the vacuum
when a person steps down from a role and becomes less
involved in the running of a branch.
I can certainly cite success in the mentoring process with
secretaries from two Queensland- based branches working
well to solve day-to-day concerns and the identification
of things done well. Mutual encouragement and support
validates things done well and quickly identifies processes
which could be improved upon or changed altogether.
I would like to hear from members who believe that their
branch president, secretary and treasurer are doing the
‘right thing’ by the Ulysses Club and who could assist in the
mentoring process. I would also like to hear from those
presidents, secretaries and treasurers who may be finding
their roles a little challenging and would benefit from some
guidance and support from an impartial mentor. All such
contacts will be treated in confidence, and will remain so if the
participants wish it, even when the mentor/mentee links have
been established.

Mark Seja

#39695
National Secretary

e | treasurer@ulysses.org.au
m | 0423 379 848

Treasurer’s Report

e | treasurer@ulysses.org.au
m | 0429 002 411
IT is not often that
the deadline for the
submission of reports
for Riding On and the
bi-monthly accounts
reports coincide. The
accounts reports up
to 31st October 2016
are now available.
Regrettably the results
are disappointing; we
are showing a deficit
of $45,852 for the 10
month period. With
a further two months
before the end of
our financial year
our budget indicates that the Club will end this year with a
deficit in the order of $75,000. As I have previously reported,
the trading position is severely affected by the loss on the
Launceston AGM ($42,770) coupled with significant decline in
budgeted revenue from Advertising (Riding On). The shortfall
in these two items essentially covers the losses reported.
Given the decline in membership numbers (which translates
to less operating revenue) the National Committee is
thoroughly reviewing all areas of activity to ensure costs are
minimised. We have a responsibility to ensure we operate in
surplus; at this stage we are hopeful of achieving this without
a dramatic increase in member subscriptions.
It is with regret that I note the passing of our Auditor, Mr.
Barrie Pitt. He had a long association with the Club and was
always available to provide a considered opinion on accounting
matters. We are currently seeking to appoint a new auditor,
preferably a member resident in the Sydney basin with CA or
CPA qualifications.

The administrative/accounting processes in the National
Administration Office are developing with a far greater
emphasis on the use of MYOB accounting software The Club
has subscribed to MYOB for some years but the system has
not been fully implemented. We are moving toward the
situation where the accounting records of the Club are fully
kept in house giving more immediate access to trading results
and cost control reporting.
In order to simplify office processes we have moved to reduce
the number of active bank accounts. We are now funnelling
all trading revenue through one bank account. If you need
to transfer funds to Ulysses Club for any dealings (except
UCARF) please deposit to the Commonwealth Bank Account
BSB: - 062-813, Acc. #10201995 using your member number
as reference. The UCARF and UCARF Raffle accounts are still
active but are used solely for UCARF related transactions.
Recently, NatCom approved a change in the banking
arrangements for UCARF. Rather than have a dedicated
account for UCARF funds they will now be merged and
managed with the general funds of the Club. Initially this
has resulted in a term deposit being established for some of
UCARF balances which will result in extra income for UCARF of
some $2,050 in a year.
Finally, may I wish all members a peaceful, happy Christmas
and successful new year in 2017.

John Osbourne

#41785
National Treasurer

0 0 2 2 + years

formerly Ferris Wheels Safaris

Dalmatian Delights

20 days: Croatia, Sarajevo,
Dolomites ... 6 countries

Life is a DARING ADVENTURE or nothing at all !
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e | advertising@ulysses.org.au
Advertising Liaison’s Report
Purchasing
Officer Report
m | 0418 329 617
Our advertising revenue has been down,
but we are hopeful of increasing advertising
income over summer as this has a major
impact on the production of the Riding On
magazine.
At this stage many existing advertisers have
renewed their commitment for one or more
issues and some new clients have come on
board, but more are required. With such a vast
membership there may be many members who
have businesses, friends or employers who
might benefit from an ad in the Riding On,
even if only for one issue. So please have a
look around and see who you know that might
be interested.
As you know, Ulysses Club members can
advertise bikes or bike gear for sale for free
in the Riding On magazine. For something

e | purchasing@ulysses.org.au
m | 0418 329 617

OUR purchasing area has been relatively stable, sales have
been steady but slow over the winter period. The cooler and
longer winter probably kept many bikes in the garage for
longer than they should have been and there are not as many
members buying up on riding gear. But “Winter is coming”….
Oops! That should be “Summer is coming” and now is the
time to renew those worn out riding shirts, water bottles, neck
coolers or t-shirts. With Christmas coming up there are also
some great gift items like the key rings, Ugly Fish sunglasses,
BBQ aprons, belts and buckles. And ladies, if you don’t already
have one, get yourselves one of our great butterfly t-shirts
and polos. And for all our newer members, have a good look
through our Gear Shop pages and pick up some great gear. For
those formal occasions the boys could dress up with one of our
stylish
many
A l l neckties,
B a d g eand
s QofPcourse
H _ M athere
y 1 1are
. p
d f combo
P a g options
e 1 4 /
for old badges and patches at bargain prices.
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different, we recently had an enquiry about
advertising a motorcycle for sale from a nonmember. He was offered the opportunity to
place a paid ad for one issue. So if any of
our members have friends or relatives with a
bike or bike gear for sale and they might be
interested in placing an ad for a reasonable
cost, then ask them to get in touch with me
or the National Office and we can discuss a
suitable rate.

Henry Rokx
#28636 DM#45
International Liaison

e | treasurer@ulysses.org.au
m | 0423 379 848

Purchasing Officer’s Report

The overall value of stock on hand has dropped substantially
over the last couple of years, but we are still carrying perhaps
a bit more than we should be. Hopefully over the next few
months we will make some inroads and sell some of the older
stock. Look out for a few bargains over summer.

Henry Rokx
#28636 DM#45
Purchasing officer
0 5 / 1 1 ,
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Committee Report
SUMMER 2016
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Club Permit Scheme Report

Things are steady with Club Permits. There have been a number of enquiries via “Contact Us” regarding renewals and new
registrations, most from Victoria. Some enquiries regarding renewals simply stem from the fact that members either have not
read their paperwork or no longer have it available. The number of Club Permit holders in Victoria is now up to 313 and New
South Wales is steadily increasing. Phil Whitton advises that the inspection form in use in NSW is proving to be very enlightening
as it covers areas of concern due to ageing of components like the fuel cap cork/rubber. Old hydraulic brake hoses ballooning
and shock absorber rubber mounts are also of concern, just as much as blown brake light bulbs. Nobody seems to check their
electrics before a ride which is concerning on older bikes.
It is good to see that many members are getting good use out of their older rides, but please make sure you abide by the
restrictions covering your permits. Above all, ride safe and stay upright.

Henry Rokx
#28636 DM #45

28 YEARS OF ORGANISING TOURS

$8690 - 19 Days
$8990 - 19 Days
$8390 - 19 Days

TW075_04 Asian Experience.indd 1

$7490 - 18 Days
$6990 - 20 Days
$3990 - 15 Days

7/10/16 11:38
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Motorcycle Industry Liaison’s Report
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AS yet another calendar
year draws to a close, it
is a good time to reflect
on some of the successes
within our Ulysses Club.
With sponsorship being
such an important pillar
for us, it is indeed pleasing
to report that this year we
have enjoyed very strong
support from some of our
established major sponsors
and from a good number
of new sponsors.
In addition to being our Club’s principal supporter, QBE
Insurance has generously added the sponsorship of UCARF
Raffle tickets to their already significant contributions. Other
long-term sponsors continuing their support include Shannon’s
Insurance and Supercheap Autos.
We are indeed privileged to have new key supporters come
on board this year and into the future. These sponsors include
Polaris Industries, Suzuki Motorcycles, World on Wheels Tours,
DriveAway Holidays, Maurice Blackburn Lawyers, and Stay
Upright; to all of whom we extend our sincere appreciation
and gratitude. Additionally, we are having constructive, ongoing negotiations with a couple of other potential sponsors,
both of whom will be of benefit to members directly and to the
Club generally.
Apart from benefitting our Club overall, these sponsorships
guarantee that we can continue to strongly support some of
our major activities including, UCARF Raffle (with the best
prizes ever), MAOTY – with Zone and National Winners prizes,
and Early Bird Registration winner’s prize.
Naturally it is in our collective best interests to actively support
our sponsors whenever and wherever possible.
Our MAOTY National Adjudicator – Graham Moore #62762
– is currently engrossed in the arduous task of determining
the zone and National winners of our annual Motorcycle
Apprentice of the Year award. Zone winners’ details will be
published in the Autumn edition of Riding On and the National
Winner announced at our AGM Event in Port Macquarie –
Wauchope in May 2017.
Motorcycle test rides and reports published in Riding On
continue to be very popular with our members. This edition

features a BRP CanAm Spider F3 (by Paul Cheetham #46164)
and a new Triumph Trophy SE, by yours truly.
Plans are well underway for our motorcycle manufacturers to
join us at our 2017 AGM Event. After consultations with our
motorcycle exhibitors, it has been decided that we will see
Test Rides conducted over four days from Tuesday through to
Friday, and that at least one day will be opened to the public.
This effectively increases participation for the manufacturers
and has the added benefit of providing the public with an
insight into the activities of Ulysses Club members. I’m sure
our members appreciate the huge contribution made by our
manufacturers in participating in our AGM Events and in the
provision of new models for test ride reports in Riding On.
Ulysses Club continues to be an active participant in all
major and regional EXPOs and I extend our appreciation to
those dedicated members who ensure the success of our
involvement in these activities. A special thank you to Allan
Pratt #9186 for overseeing Expos in QLD, and Perry Stephens
#26184 and Noel Wiltshire #6006, for their role in organising
Ulysses Club involvement in the recent Troy Bayliss Moto Expo
in Melbourne, which was an outstanding success.
I recently had the privilege of convening and hosting an
initial meeting of Victorian Branch presidents and secretaries,
following the success of similar inter-branch meetings of
presidents and secretaries in other States. The response
was huge and there is no shortage of issues to share and
discuss…. all of which is healthy for the future of our Club.
All those attending agreed to plan quarterly meetings in the
future, to further foster the aims of the Ulysses Club through
discussion and sharing of issues and ideas of mutual interest
and concern.
Member welfare is always of paramount importance to all of
us, so it is pleasing to note that some of our members injured
while attending or returning from Launceston AGM are slowly
but surely on the mend. I hope the same can be said for any
other members who have been injured or ill or suffered loss in
recent times. Our thoughts are with you.
With the Festive Season upon us, I take this opportunity to
wish all members a very merry Christmas and a happy and
healthy year ahead in 2017.

Peter Baulch.
#27672
National Committee

Administration closed for Christmas
The National Administration Office will be closed for the
Christmas break from Thursday 22nd December 2016 and
will re-open on Monday 9th Jan 2017. Wishing you all our
members a Happy and Safe Christmas and New Year.
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Closed:
22nd December 2016
Re-open:
9th January 2017
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Committee Report
Once again I have enjoyed
an interesting couple of
months in the International
Liaison role.
We have had an enquiry
from Neels Bothma in
Mozambique, who would
like to form a Ulysses
Club in the capital city
of Maputo. Neels seems
very keen and said he
will follow up further with
the information provided
to him. I am keeping in
regular contact and have offered additional assistance where
required.
The Swiss held their AGM over the weekend the 1st of October,
the only change to their committee being that Ivan Hauri has
now been given the title of International Liaison. I correspond
regularly with Ivan, who keeps me up to date with the
Switzerland Club.
After Ivan shared his copy of the Riding on with fellow Swiss
Ulyssians, he received enquiries from some of them as to the
costs associated with purchasing their own copy of the Riding
On and having them sent to Switzerland. After conferring with
Amy, I emailed Ivan the costs with posting as against the cost
of becoming a non-resident Australian Ulysses member.
Ivan reports that he has given the costs to the members at
their AGM and he thinks we may pick up some non-resident
Ulysses members from Switzerland.
The seventh European Rally has been and gone, attracting
63 Ulyssians from all over Europe, South Africa and also from
Australia.
The Great Britain newsletter has a good story about the 7th
international gathering and I continue to receive the New
Zealand Ulyssian magazine. Both are good reads.
I am waiting to hear how Mick in Thailand is progressing with
his regalia. Mick is hoping to manufacture rings, dog tags and
is designing shirts for their members. Fonts on long sleeves
were a discussion held recently, with Henry, Amy and the
Ulysses shirt manufacturer input – in the end; it appears that
there is no official font or size for the sleeve writing. It is just
called the Ulysses font!
Further information has been received from the Zimbabwe
Club President Mark Salthouse regarding the Victoria Falls
Indaba Rally scheduled to be held over the weekend 23rd,
24th, 25th June 2017 in South Africa. The information
included contact details for members wishing to book tours
and accommodation. After forwarding this information to Jen
Woods, she has added these details to the National website.
If you would like to go to South Africa and meet fellow
Ulyssians, this is a great way to do so.

e
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International
Liaison’s Report
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his 10 day Ho Chi Min Trail ride. Should be a good read when
it comes in.
A condolence card on behalf of the National Committee has
been sent to Alan Russell, South Africa’s Joburg North chapter
president after the recent accident that saw the passing of his
wife and he badly injured. As we all know, we ride with the
risks associated with riding a motorbike, sadly too many of our
friends both here and overseas end their lives doing what we
all love.
An enquiry was received from a Ulysses member in Western
Australia regarding costings for sending a motorcycle to
Europe. This gentleman asked if details could be placed in
the Riding On regarding who people should contact and
the costs involved. He also wishes to have the timeframes
re transporting the bike in the article. I have made some
initial enquires, there several different avenues for interested
travellers and it would pay to ask around as costs will vary.
Some experienced overseas travellers have shared the
following contacts, saying good results received.
Bikes Abroad: bikesabroard.com.au
Contact Ivan: 0466 965 460 or ivan@bikesabroad.com.au
Brent: 0429 494 401
Get Routed: dave@getrouted.com.au
Contact: Dave & Maggie Milligan:
+44(077) 6584 6547 UK
+44 (076) 2440 6711 Isle of Mann
Fax 03 9331 0947
Australian
Ulyssians often
ask for Ulysses
contact details
to assist in their
overseas travel. I
am happy to help
with names and
contacts. Ulyssians
are the same all
over the World;
always happy to
help fellow riders!

Allan Pratt
#9186 DM #22

Glenn Nolan in Vietnam has promised a story and photos of
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Committee
Report
UCARF Report
BIENNIAL NATIONAL RAFFLE.
OUR club has secured its best ever first prize for the raffle, in
the form of an Indian Scout motorcycle valued at $19,995.00
ride away. Second prize is an Indian brand leather jacket
valued at $595.00, and third prize is two general admission
tickets to the 2017 Australian Moto GP valued at $198.00. We
wish to recognise and thank Polaris Australia for their contribution to the first and second prizes, the TAC (Transport Accident Commission Victoria) for supplying the third prize, and
QBE for ticket printing sponsorship. Thanks is also due to Mike
Abberfield, Peter Baulch and Jen Woods for their assistance.
The draw will take place at the 2017 Ulysses Club AGM event
in Port Macquarie/Wauchope on the 27th May 2017.
I would like to encourage branches and members to consider
requesting books of tickets for sales at meetings and other
events. Your assistance would be a great advantage to the
club in promoting the preferred charity of rheumatoid arthritis
research.
Tickets for the raffle are only $5.00 each and are also available in books of 20 for further distribution. Contact the
Ulysses Club administration office for ticket orders or further
enquiries.
SPONSORSHIP
I am pleased to inform members that the NatCom meeting
of Saturday 22nd October approved the UCARF Coordinator
recommendation of a new research sponsorship.
Dr Haiyan Lin is the recipient sponsored researcher who is
currently working on a part time basis of 2.5 days per week.
The new deal between the Ulysses Club and the Sutton Laboratories of the Institute of Bone and Joint Research elevates
Dr Lin to a full time research basis of five days per week until
June 31 2017.
Dr Haiyan Lin will be continuing the work of our former spon-
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UCARF REPORT

sored researcher Dr Helena Liang, which will be the testing
of new drug therapies that have the potential to prevent
inflammation and destruction of tissue in rheumatoid arthritis
(RA). One major benefit of this new potential therapy is that
it is safe and will not cause the serious side effects associated
with current biological therapies for RA.
LIZ’S SUCCESSFUL CHARITY RIDE
The Spring edition of Riding On featured an article entitled
“Liz’s own Odyssey”.
Liz Tester has since completed her ride around Australia to
raise funds for UCARF and the Royal Flying Doctor Service. As
UCARF Coordinator I recently received a call from Liz to update me on her amazing charity ride adventure and the fund
raising results. I am very pleased to report that Liz has since
deposited an impressive $4,725.93 into the UCARF account.
That was 50 percent of what she raised, the other helf went
to the Royal Flying Doctor Service. Read about Liz’s charity
ride in this edition of Riding On.
DONATIONS
The following donations have been received since the last
recognition in the spring edition of Riding On. In no particular
order, the gratefully received contributions are as follows –
Tamar Tourers Branch $12.00, Lower Murray Branch $500.00,
Northern Gateway Branch $212.35 (plus the outstanding $2364.00 reported below) , Hills Branch $20.00, S.E.
Queensland Presidents Group Annual Cartwheel Charity Ride
$660.00, Whittlesea Branch (Christmas in July event) $608.00,
Tamar Tourers Branch $30.00, Wagga Wagga Branch $500.00,
Sydney Mid-Week Riders (quarterly charity ride) $330.00, R&R
Rogers $832.20, Sale and District Branch $1,500.00, Liz Tester
(Liz’s charity ride) $4,725.93, Hills Branch (Show and Shine)
$1,267.00.
Thank you very much, contributing branches and members,
for your generosity and support.
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UCARF Report
ACTIVITIES
On an invitation as UCARF coordinator, I headed north to support the Northern Gateway Branch Halloween Trivia Night on
Saturday 29TH October. Funds from the proceeds of the spooky
evening were for UCARF, and reached an amazing $2364.00
on the night. It was a real pleasure to accept a ceremonial
cheque from branch president Louise Rose and past president
Ros Rees.

Attending the Hills Branch social meeting of Wednesday 19th
October I was formally presented with a cheque for $1,267.00
being a part proceed of their most recent
“Show and Shine”. I wish to thank the branch for their consideration of UCARF as a beneficiary of this most successful
annual event.
THE IMPORTANCE OF ARTHRITIS RESEARCH
Arthritis is the major cause of disability and chronic pain in
Australia. Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is the second most common type of arthritis and the most destructive form, usually
beginning in the joints of the fingers. RA leads to not only irreversible joint destruction and chronic disability, but premature
mortality. The average life span of a sufferer of RA is 5 to 10
years less than a healthy individual.
The cause of this devastating disease is still unknown. In spite
of current treatments being relatively successful in suppressing disease activity, these systemic treatments do not cure the
disease, can have strong side-effects including life-threatening
infection and RA symptoms re-emerge after the discontinuation of immune suppression. Ideally, new treatments would
concentrate on effectively targeting the local joint areas, minimising systemic impact and maximizing patients’well being.

Also held on that weekend was the “Two Wheels to Wellington” event of the NSWMCC Motorcycle Awareness Month.
Wellington local members of the Dubbo and Districts Branch
Peter Ogden, Phil Melhuish and John Jannus have been doing
the hard yards for a few years now to ensure a most successful gathering of motorcyclists.
These guys and their fund raising activities have a history of
great support of our scientific research sponsorship program.

The Ulysses Club, branches and members should be justifiably
proud of their long history of continuing support of scientific
research into RA to not only help alleviate the pain and suffering of victims but one day help find a cure.

Kim Kennerson,
UCARF Coordinator,
#6929 LM#14

Over the Alps to Prague

Czech
Hungary
Tour 2017
DATES

MAy 6 - 20
July 29 - AuguSt 12

Czech Republic, Hungary, Slovakia, Austria, Slovenia, Poland

12
years

highlightS

Budapest, Prague,
Salzburg, Krakow,
Riding in Austrian Alps

www.adriaticmototours.com
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Research fellows, Dr Helena
Liang, Dr Haiyan Lin and
Dr Meilang Xue, study
experimental results in the
Sutton Arthritis Research
Laboratory.

REPORT FOR ULYSSES CLUB INC
BY DR HELENA LIANG
OCTOBER 2016
AS 2016 is fast wrapping up, I would like to provide the Ulysses Club with a progress report on my research project and
where this work will be heading in 2017.
Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is the second most common type
of arthritis and one of the most damaging forms. People with
this condition not only suffer from severe pain, swelling and
stiffness of joints that ultimately interferes with their most
basic daily tasks, but their death rate within the first 10 years
of diagnosis is also three times that of healthy individuals.
The disease is currently not curable, and almost half the RA
patients do not respond to current management therapies. In
addition, the current therapies can cause severe and sometimes life-threatening side effects, such as increasing the risk
of cardiovascular diseases, infections and even cancer.
In the past year, we have been testing new therapies that
have the potential to prevent inflammation and joint destruction in RA, and will not cause the side effects associated
with traditional therapies, hence making them safer. These
tests are being performed on both mouse and human cells,
as well as in well-recognised experimental animal models of
inflammatory arthritis. In cell studies, we found that one of
the potential new therapeutic agents is able to significantly
reduce inflammation in cells, known as synoviocytes - these
cells play an aggressive role and contribute to the pathogenesis of RA. In the animal studies, we have compared a group
of normal mice to other groups of mice modified genetically to
lack certain key molecules thought to play a crucial role in the
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inflammatory process of RA. One such molecule is the protease-activated receptor (PAR). Lead up work in this area was
performed by the previous UCARF fellow, Dr Kelly McKelvey.
This year we have induced inflammatory arthritis in normal
mice and compared them to mice that lack PAR. Without
any treatment, we found that the PAR-deficient mice showed
more severe RA symptoms than normal mice, confirming the
importance of PAR in controlling inflammation in RA. Even
more importantly, we found that our new therapeutic agent
can significantly reduce the severity of RA disease in normal
mice, and consequently has potential for treating human RA
patients in the future.
In the forthcoming months, we plan to study how the drug
will affect the severity of RA in our PAR-deficient mice and
in another genetically modified mouse strain which lacks a
blood protein called protein C (PC) – we are the only group in
Australia to have these mice, which have been kindly provided by a colleague in the United States. Our experiments are
designed to help us understand how potential new therapies
would improve the outcome, and ultimately the quality of life,
of RA patients. Additionally, we will assess whether the new
therapies can reduce the risk of cardiovascular diseases in
RA patients and thereby increase their chance of long term
survival.
I would like to express my sincere gratitude to the Ulysses
Club on behalf of the Sutton Arthritis Research Laboratory,
Institute of Bone and Joint Research, University of Sydney
for generously funding our research in the past year, which
ultimately aims to find a cure for rheumatoid arthritis. I hope
our research will continue to evoke interest and support from
the Ulysses Club in coming years.

NORTHERN
GATEWAY

ROCKS

HALLOWEEN
FOR UCARF
SOME years back, Northern Gateway Branch tried to decide
on an annual signature event, one unique to our Branch, an
event other Branches would like to support, to raise money
for our nominated charity, UCARF.
Sadly, the suggestion for a Halloween night was not taken
up, but in 2012 my wife Lyn and I began holding a Halloween night at our home, which got bigger and better each
year. We were really pleased that the Northern Gateway
Committee formally adopted a Halloween Night as the signature event for 2016, adding a popular Trivia component as a
drawcard.

UCARF coordinator,
Mr Kim Kennerson,
was invited and
despite a heavy schedule,
he agreed to “pull out all stops” to
attend, eventually driving up from Sydney to
Brisbane on the 29th. To our great appreciation, Ken spoke
to the crowd about UCARF and performed a whole range of
official functions on the night. We were also lucky to have in
attendance a National Committee member in Allan Pratt, who
assisted in presenting prizes.
We received a lot of support from other branches, with
members from Redcliffe, Redlands, Lockyer, Ipswich and
Brisbane among the 170 guests who enjoyed Trivia, were
photographed in a specially constructed Photo Booth, were
nominated for ccstume competitions, or danced to Rock n
Roll.
Best Male, Female and Couple Costume categories were
“chosen” by volunteer NG judges who openly solicited
bribes, helping to swell the UCARF donation by another couple of hundred dollars. Thanks everyone for your unusual
donation.

In May, a three-person sub-committee (Ros Rees #44090,
Rob Watson #48273, Lynn Grayden #53132) began planning the event for Saturday, 29th October, 2016, to be held
at a local bowls club. Donations were solicited from local
businesses for raffle, costume and trivia prizes, NG members
donated a range of goods and a bakery donated supper total donations exceeded $3000.
A major prize, a Whale Watching adventure in Hervey
Bay, for two people with accommodation, was raffled and
was won by Northern Gateway members Mark and Tracey
Barnes, who had only just married a few weeks earlier. A
second raffle had prizes from motorbike jackets to bottles of
wine. Our sincere and abiding thanks to donors, sponsors
and supporters for their generosity. (A full list is on the NG
website.)

The night was the huge success we had hoped for, with
$2,364.00 raised for UCARF. President Louise Rose and
sub-committee chair Ros Rees, presented Kim with a large
“interim” cheque. The real one will be in the mail – honestly!!.
Feedback from members, spread out across South East
Queensland, is that they can’t wait for next year’s event, as
they had such a great time. We certainly plan to continue
building the “brand” next year, raising money for UCARF with
our Northern Gateway Halloween Trivia Night.
Happy Halloween, until October 28th next year!
Ride safe and keep upright
Robert Watson #48273 ( aka “Eighty Six”)
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Letters To The Editor

Dear Editor,
Sometimes I wish there were more frequent editions of Riding
On as I often have to locate the previous issue to follow some
of the letters. However, I had no such problems with #132, for
reasons that will become apparent.
First, I would like to make a comment about the last AGM in
Tasmania.
Mike Meyman, as a rally organiser of Local, State, National
and International rallies, I hear your pain. Just remember that
those who complain the loudest contribute the least. They are
losers, not worth losing a moment’s sleep over. They are the
dead weight of all clubs.
I say to my riding students that we instructors try to supply
the tools to improve their riding skills as they can practise all
they like but using the wrong tools will not be of any help.
On that note, you use the verb “Practise” and the adjective
“Practising”, a bit of a semantic/grammar jungle is English.
Thank you and all praise to Phillip Hennessy for being man
enough to admit he may have overstepped his abilities.

the first page. If it was just black on green it may have been
OK but the textured green, NO.
In the “Contents” it said that “Ridden on” was on pages 8489, but it is not there. A big disappointment to both those
who posted an obituary and their families and friends. (Our
mistake; Ridden On is actually on pages 112 and 113 – Ed)
Gary, you may have realised this is a classic Australian Shit
Sandwich so I will end with some praise.
Riding On is probably one of the top three motorcycle club
magazines in the world. As some may have guessed, I am a
member of the International Vincent Owners Club and this has
repeatedly been voted best classic bike magazine/newsletter
in the world.
BUT Riding On is for ALL old farts who ride and has a
readership a lot of focused magazines would die for. It
is gaining attention world-wide and that is all good for
motorcycling. Keep up the good work and be prepared for
more constructive criticism.
Kindest Regards

The article about the Honda Africa Twin is probably excellent,
but my poor, 63 year old eyes were struggling by the end of

Alyn Vincent #7637

Coincidence (n. a remarkable instance of apparently fortuitous
concurrence)

Dearnley stating that “the book could be readable and
interesting for an intelligent amateur naturalist with an
enquiring mind”.

Dear Editor;
I was recently alerted to the existence of a book by a wellknown ecologist (in a limited circle of professional ecologists/
biologists) who worked in central Australia from the late 1950s
through to the 1980s.
That ecologist’s name was Alan Newsome (1935 – 2007) and
the book is The Red Kangaroo in Central Australia – An early
account by A.E. Newsome by Thomas and Alan Newsome.
Thomas is Alan’s son.
When I first came to Alice Springs as an aspiring biologist I
learnt a little of the exploits of Alan Newsome and many years
later I met Thomas Newsome, so when I learnt about the
book I had to have a copy.
‘What the hell has this got to do with Ulysses?’ I hear you ask.
On the surface, not much.
However as I started to read the preface by Thomas
Newsome I came across the following: ‘In the correspondence
I have found from Collins Publishers [now HarperCollins]
to Alan, the publisher appeared optimistic, with Stephen
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When I read this my antennae started to vibrate and the
synapses in my tired old grey matter started to fire and I got
as excited as a semi-retired scientist can get.
I don’t know how many of you know, but Old #1, Stephen
Dearnley was (among other things) a publisher with Collins
Publishing and this is the same Stephen Dearnley that
reviewed the manuscript that became the book to which I
have been referring.
Now I don’t know about you, but I was so excited by this
coincidence I almost wet myself!

Jeff Cole #32520

Letters to the editor
Dear Editor,
Could the creators of Riding On magazine please give
consideration to those of us members who have diminished or
less than spectacular eyesight when settling on the format of
future editions.

Dear Editor,
I always look forward to the opening pages of the editorial.
Always interesting, and a good read. Keep up the good work.
So congratulations on a great magazine, and yes, I have to agree
with David Jobson #2146 in Autumn Edition #130, LONG LIVE
THE PRINT.

Like many, my eyesight is deteriorating, plus I am also colour
blind, and I found the article in the Spring 2016 edition relating
to the Honda Africa Twin particularly difficult to read due to the
text being overlaid on a background that was not a solid colour
but was instead an image of sand with tyre or track marks in
it.
At a casual glance it looked good and matched the topic, but
when it came time to actually read the article, I struggled
to the point of nearly giving up. I’m not suggesting every
article should be black text on a white background, but please
consider that the demographic of the reading audience will
have a high percentage of people with less than perfect vision.

On a recent cold, wintery ride through inland Queensland, we
were often looking for that special place to have a stretch and
talk about good things, like riding, no matter how cold it is.

Thanks.

Numerous pit stops along the way are a necessity, but I have to
mention one special place that caught our attention with good
service, good prices and excellent food. It’s called HOL’S PLACE in
Yarraman, opposite the service station. We were greeted warmly
and given a discount on the coffee, simply because we wore the
Ulysses patch. This is not the only place that gives discounts to
Ulysses members, but to be fair, they are new owners, trying to
make a go of things, and asked us to spread the word.

#45658

So, next time in Yarraman, call in to HOL’S PLACE, say “Hi” to
Holly and Debbie and enjoy a hot cuppa and a great feed. If
a big group are travelling, by all means call ahead on 07 4163
8638, and they’ll throw on a barbie for the group.
RIDE SAFE EVERYONE
Daryll Peacock (BIG D) #44797

Richard Reeve

Richard, you are not alone.
Alyn Vincent has a shot about that in his letter, and
I confess that my own spectacles were little use! It
looked good on a monitor screen and we thought we
had a winner, but in print it was a loser.
No more visual challenges, I promise!
That full review, in a clear `easy reader’ format, is
available at https://www.ridingon.com.au/productreview/africa-twin-legend-reborn
Gary Warner – Ed.

12
years

Tuscany Sardinia
Corsica Tour
Italy, France (Corsica)

DATES 2017

April 20 - May 5
September 24 - October 9
September 26 - October 11
www.adriaticmototours.com
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The Ultimate
Riding Machine

The ultimate mid-sized adventure tourers, built to take on whatever you throw at them.
Both come standard with ABS, heated grips and centre stand. Class-leading options like ESA
and Riding Modes Pro provide the rider with extra comfort and control, while the torquey, fuel
uel
efﬁcient parallel twin engine is an adventure rider’s delight. The F 800 GS Adventure
dventure is for serious
se
erious
s
outback journeys, with a 24 litre fuel tank, weather protection, crash bars, spot
ot lights, wide foot
fo
oot
pegs and an enduro rear brake lever. Book a test ride today at bmwmotorrad.com.au
d.com.au
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Candidates National Committee 2017

The National Committee Of The Ulysses Club Inc. advises members that Nominations for
all positions of the National Committe for 2017 have been received and are as follows:
President
Jen Woods #21395
Nominated by: Kim Kennerson #6929
Seconded by: Mike Abberfield #8158

Treasurer
John Osborne #41785
Nominated by: Rob McMurray #57357
Seconded by: Andrew Robins # 62214

Vice President
Jen Woods #21395
Nominated by: Mike Kelly #58902
Seconded by: Robert Howie : 39554

Peter Baulch #27672
Nominated by: Gary Vandersluis #186
Seconded by: Kim Kennerson #6929

Committee
Allan Pratt: #9186
Nominated by: Rob White #22674
Seconded by: Ian Winter #53026

Secretary
Mark Seja #39695
Nominated by: David Bastian #44839
Seconded by: Linda Price #51526

Vice President
Mark Seja #39695
Nominated by: Rex Wallace #38193
Seconded by: Daren Tedmanson #21643

David Wright # 51871
Nominated by John Gliddon #35299
Seconded by: Mark Dixon #40152

Committee
Henry Rokx: #28636
Nominated by: Ron Phillips #48965
Seconded by: Gerd Bachmann #
33959

Secretary
Henry Rokx #28636
Nominated by: Elizabeth Phillips #51646
Seconded by: Denise Greenalgh #21447

Peter Baulch #27672
Nominated by: Alan Lindley #5309
Seconded by: Elizabeth Ferran
#55055

Resumes are dictated and printed exactly as submitted by the candidates

Peter Baulch #27672
Position Sought: National
President
Alternative: National
Committee Member
Today our Club faces new
challenges brought about by a
decline in member numbers,
reducing revenues and increasing
costs. Into the future, our Club
requires prudent management,
transparent governance and
strong leadership. I have consulted widely and given lengthy
consideration to my decision to accept nomination for the
position of President of the Ulysses Club Inc.
I have been encouraged by respected senior members who
recognise the depth of practical understanding and leadership
I would bring to the role of President. My experience as
a manager/director of both public and private companies,
along with my time as a board member of community based
organisations (including National President of Apex) has
provided me with the leadership and people skills needed
to carry our Club forward. I have been closely involved with
motorcycling organisations for many years including VMC
and AMC. This breadth of experience provides me with the
confidence, managerial and people skills to lead and invigorate
the new NatCom being elected in May 2017, to meet the
significant challenges our Club now faces.

Ulysses Club at the watershed Alice Springs AGM, I have been
committed to helping put the fun back into being a member.
One of my first major tasks was reviewing and amending
our constitution, which now provides for transparency, due
process and fairness.
During 2016 I have been responsible for portfolios including
our Motorcycle Apprentice of the Year awards (MAOTY),
liaising AGM Event participation, Test Rides and Reports, and
advertising and sponsorship with motorcycle manufacturers.
Sponsorship has enjoyed significant growth this year, UCARF
has been the beneficiary of new sponsorship arrangements
ensuring that the National UCARF Raffle Prize is now
substantially sponsored. I hope that our Club will continue
to benefit from my ongoing negotiations with motorcycle
manufacturers.
As our constitution requires, members must nominate for
individual positions on the National Committee, so I have also
nominated for a Committee position. In the event that I am
not elected President, I am eager to continue to contribute
to the management of our Club as a National Committee
member.
I seek your continued trust and support and I look forward
enthusiastically to extending my management responsibilities
on NatCom, as we build for the future health, strength and
enjoyment of our great Ulysses Club.
Peter Baulch #27672

Since first being elected to the National Committee of our
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Candidates National Committee 2017
Jennifer Woods #21395

members of the club through whatever means they choose.

Position Sought: National
President “
Alternative: National Vice
President, National Committee
Member

I strongly believe in the positive power of our community
through work undertaken by members and Branches to
fundraise for charities and importantly, UCARF.

I am humbled and proud to
have been nominated for the
position of President of this
great club. I accepted the
nomination after strong urging
by senior members of the club and existing National Committee
members. I seek your continued trust and support to enable me
to continue to serve the club and fulfil that role, which I will do
to the very best of my ability should I be elected.
I have gained a solid understanding of our members’ interests,
concerns and needs and through my experience with various
National Committee portfolios, extending my understanding
of the Constitution and the role the National Committee plays
in guiding the clubs development and business activities.
I recognise that the National Committee has an important
financial responsibility and I actively support that through my
previous extensive business management experience.
I value the power of communication to connect people and
enjoy my current role as Webmaster with all its challenges. I
have long understood the value of effective communications
and advocated for consistent and open communication to all

Mark Seja
Position sought: National Vice
President
Alternative: National Secretary
Over the past three years, I have
served this Club as the National
Secretary, initially filling a casual
vacancy.
During that time, I have learned
about the strengths of the myriad
branches located throughout Australia, and the opportunities
for buttressing others with National Committee support. I have
also spent time with the dedicated, hard-working and capable
staff of the National Administration Office.
I am seeking your endorsement for my nomination as
National Vice President at the Annual General Meeting in Port
Macquarie/Wauchope in 2017. I have submitted a nomination
for National Secretary as a secondary position.
I believe the National Committee role is important because we
are making decisions and managing the Club’s money for the
betterment of you, the member.
There is a constant search for better value for the membership
dollar, and to make the membership experience ever-more
relevant and exciting.I believe in the National Committee
which is responsible for the stewardship, guidance and future
direction of the Club.
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My personal attributes include excellent communication skills,
a willingness to learn, enthusiasm, loyalty, commitment and
passion for the Club as shown by my track record. Through
my professional work life, I have a proven ability to work
with people of varying backgrounds and experience to the
betterment of the group. I have a strong experience in the
important facets of the club’s business, and a commitment to
the ongoing financial and social viability of the club.
I will strive to maintain a harmonious, active and loyal
National Committee team, working openly and respectfully
whilst contributing to the social and fun aspects of the club.
I recognise that the culture of the club is unique and I am
committed to protecting and preserving that culture and ethos.
If elected President I will bring my experience and passion for
the club accompanied by my commitment to ensure the clubs
future direction is clear and that the National Committee work
harmoniously to uphold the aims of the club.
I have also accepted a nomination for Vice President should I
not be elected as your President.
Jen Woods #21395

Decisions made by the National Committee on your behalf are
made after careful consideration, and always with the best
interests of the Club at the fore.
Any position on the National Committee is an honour and an
opportunity to serve the Club without thought for personal
aggrandisement, the seeking of personal power or ego stroking.
I believe that by following the values I hold dear, I can make a
difference and
assist you, the members to continue to keep the Ulysses Club
a strong and relevant organisation into the future. Good
management alone is clearly not enough to sustain any
organisation over the long term. The Ulysses Club has created
an environment where people do matter. It has been proven
that organisations that share values and are valued succeed
over the long term.
Being a leader is like being a parent, and the Ulysses Club is
like a family we have joined. If we are successful as leaders,
our members will take on the Ulysses Club name as a sign
of the family to which they are loyal. I believe in the words
of John Quincy Adams when he said, “if your actions inspire
others to dream more, learn more, do more and become more,
you are a leader.”
If you believe in and understand those prophetic words, you
believe in what I believe.
Mark Seja #39695

Candidates National Committee 2017
Henry Rokx #28636 DM#45
Position Sought: National
Secretary
Alternative: National
Committee Member
The last three years on the
National Committee have on one
hand felt like a lifetime and on
the other not long enough.
I have been fortunate enough
to have undertaken various
roles, including International Liason, Minute Taker, Club Permit
Scheme Coordinator, Purchasing and Advertising Officers.
Each role has given me new challenges and helped me to
develop a greater understanding of the operations of the
Ulysses Club. The various roles have had their own set of
challenges and whilst each has been enjoyable they have
provided a great learning curve. My experiences as a Naval
Officer in the RANR and 38 years in the building industry
operating our own business, have provided me with executive
knowledge which has been valuable in managing my portfolios
and working within the framework of the Ulysses Club.

John Osborne #41785
Position Sought: National
Treasurer
I am surprised how quickly
time has passed since I
originally nominated for the
position of Treasurer on the
National Committee and was
appointed at the 2016 AGM.
That is now a year ago and I have had some interesting
experiences in those 12 months, settling into the role and
coming to grips with the myriad systems that have grown up
in the Ulysses Club administration.
In my nomination last year I wrote “In my view, it is vital
that we preserve the members’ equity in the Club and this
can really only be achieved if we operate in surplus over the
long term. I am hopeful that this can be achieved through
continued efficient operations, maintaining (or increasing)
membership and meeting members’ expectations that any fee
increases are minimal and fully justified.”
Against these expectations, my current term has not measured
up.

Ten years on the committee at the Yarra Ranges Branch
provided me with the interest to step up to national level.
Since coming onto the National Committee, working closely
with the great team that the NatCom has been for the last
three years, I have been able to competently deal with most
issues that have arisen, during the course of fulfilling the
requirements and complexities of my allocated portfolios.
My greatest satisfaction of course comes from assisting
those members of the Club who have needed help or have
had questions about the goods and services that the Ulysses
Club provides. However I feel that I have more to give and
would appreciate the opportunity to continue on in the role as
National Secretary.
I value the opportunities that I have been afforded to interact
with members from all over Australia. The friendships that
I’ve been able to develop with members throughout the many
branches has been a bonus.I am looking forward to serving
the Ulysses Club and its members for this coming year in the
capacity of National Secretary, or subject to the outcome of
any elections in a continuing role as an Ordinary Committee
member.
Henry Rokx #28636 DM#45

previously used in accruing members subscriptions to allow for
future operations.
Having recognised this reality, the task is still ahead.
I have presented a comprehensive budget to NatCom with
areas for review, to reduce operating costs and run our
operation within the limits of revenue provided by a reducing
membership base and revenue from other sources.
In offering myself to continue in the treasury position I am
confident that my career experience in management and
accounting equip me well to perform the role. My strengths
are in management accounting, budgeting and business cost
control and I can apply these to the benefit of the Club.
The time required to attend to the duties of Treasurer is often
a challenge, but I have managed also this year to participate
in local branch activities particularly the rides, odysseys and
meetings at the PITS. I intend to continue these activities as
they are an important way to ensure one stays in touch with
grass roots members’ concerns and that being a member of
Ulysses Club is fun.
John Osborne #41785

The annual accounts show that membership has continued to
decline and trading is in deficit. The member’s equity position
has been significantly rearranged to cover trading losses this
year and to make adjustments for the incorrect methodology
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Candidates National Committee 2017
Allan Pratt #9186 DM 22

have been lucky enough to meet.

Position Sought:
International Liaison, National
Committee.

Preparing the minutes for each National Committee meeting
has been a challenge, meeting timetables and ensuring
accuracy of the details recorded has given me some late
nights, but I have been able to meet those tasks.

Hello fellow Ulyssians;
After 14 years as President of
the Redlands Branch, and 21
years as a Ulyssian, In 2016
I felt I now had sufficient
background and knowledge
to become a member of
the Ulysses Club National
Committee.
I was fortunate enough to gain a position on the National
Committee as the International Liaison Officer and as I live
in Queensland, to continue as the SE QLD Expo Coordinator.
My role also encompassed the position of minute taker at the
National Committee meetings.
I must admit, I had no idea of the amount of time or the
workload (I was warned) being on the National Committee
would involve, but I have found I enjoy the challenges
presented, the company I am keeping and the many people I

I feel I have much more to offer our great club and hope that
you the members, will honour me with another term on the
Ulysses Club National Committee in 2017.
Thank you
Allan Pratt #9186 DM 22

do still have a small consulting business which is motorcycle
based, and have completed work for WA State Government
agencies, Local government and individuals.

I have been a member of the
Ulysses Club for a number of
years and truly believe it is a
great organisation that works
extremely well in its role as
a riding and social group for
all of us.

Though my consulting business last year I successfully
applied for a grant from the Road Safety Commission to take
my free road safety skills enhancement course (Ride Right) to
six regional branches of the Ulysses Club in WA.

I send to all branches in WA a bi-monthly update on all
developments from the WA groups that I am involved in,
which is passed on to members through their newsletters.
I ran my successful commercial building and renovation
business for almost 25 years until my retirement this year. I
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The last 14 months have given me a greater insight into
our wonderful club. Yes, there have been some challenges,
but also many highlights – all shared with the hard working,
dedicated team that form our National Committee.

Dave Wright #51871
Position Sought: National
Committee Member

Although I am a member of
the Perth Branch of Ulysses,
I have visited most of the WA
Branches as a friend of many
members of those branches,
and as the WA representative of the Ulysses Club Safety
Committee, a position I have held since the establishment of
this important committee.
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I have appreciated discovering more of the Ulysses World
internationally and hope to continue this portfolio into 2017,
in saying that, I also feel I am ready to move into other
areas and if successful in gaining a position on the National
Committee in 2017, I will appreciate the opportunity to work
on any portfolio assigned to me.

I believe I can help the future development of the Ulysses
Club through my experience of working with similar
committees over the years. Currently the president of
the Motorcycle Riders Association of WA Inc, I am also
the motorcycle representative on the WA Road Safety
Commission Motorcycle Safety Advisory Group, and also WA
delegate on the Australian Motorcycle Council.
I have worked well as a member of the teams within these
organisations and believe I will work equally well with the
Ulysses National Committee if elected.
Dave Wright #51871

POSTAL VOTING FORMS
Please be advised that Postal Voting Forms are available upon individual member
request from Monday January 16th, 2017.
This applies to those Members who are unable to attend the 2017 AGM in Wauchope,
New South Wales on the Saturday 27th of May, 2017 but who still wish to exercise
their right to vote for the candidates of their choice for the National Committee of the
Ulysses Club Inc.
The request should be made by contacting the National Secretary secretary@ulysses.
org.au in sufficient time to allow the completed forms to be returned to the Returning
Officer by Friday 5th May, 2017
Mark Seja
National Secretary, Ulysses Club Inc.

SUNDAY – 12th MARCH 2017
NEWCASTLE LOWER HUNTER ULYSSES INC
Leave
Hexham MacDonalds
Cards Sold between
8.30 and 9.30am

Enquiries:
Les Paterson – President: 0416 494 921
Kerry McLeish: 0408 622 229
newcastlelowerhunterulysses@gmail.com

(can purchase multiple hands)
Travel approx 200kms through
Scenic Hunter Valley
Finish with Lunch
Fabulous prizes to be won

Proceeds raised for U.C.A.R.F (Ulysses
Club Arthritis Research Fund)
Google: “The UCARF Story” to see the difference
Ulysses support is making to finding a cure for this
insidious disease

Fund Raiser – Open to all Motor Cycle Enthusiasts
RIDING ON
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Existing MEMBER Profile
another future Ulyssian, John French, and we are still friends
after all the years. I eventually bought an XR250 Honda for
trail riding and enduros. I had lots of fun, Mark was good, I
was rubbish!
In early 1983 I decided to go to the Easter racing at Bathurst.
Not having a road bike, I hired a Kawasaki 750 from Gus Lui
at Sutherland, loaded it up with tent, sleeping bag, etc. and
headed off. Having not ridden on bitumen for many years,
I was wary of the race week traffic going up through the
mountains. Living in Tahmoor at the time, I had the brilliant
idea of travelling via Goulbourn, Oberon and on to Bathurst.
After a very adventurous ride over many kilometres of bad
dirt road, I finally made it safe and sound to ‘The Mountain’.
In spite of that, I really enjoyed the weekend and resolved to
buy myself a road bike. This I did, buying a Honda FT500 from
Gus Lui, I still remember the price, $1800 on road.

Tom and Mary Dudley
If like me, you joined the Ulysses Club at age 40, you
probably have one man to thank for it. Tom Dudley’s influence
allowed those of us at that age to join a marvellous Club
for older motorcyclists, populated by some wonderful men
and women. Here, Tom recalls his part in the early days of
Ulysses.
Ian Parks #11735
I had an interest in motorcycles from a young age. Both my
father and uncle bought second hand motorcycles at the end
of WW2 II. They were in poor condition, and were totally
rebuilt in the back yard and even the kitchen of our terraced
house in Liverpool, England. Both had child/adult sidecars
fitted, and I recall one trip where we had to climb out of the
chair and Mum off the pillion while Dad coaxed the outfit up
Parbold Hill, north of Liverpool.
During the late 1950s I had a pre-war Matchless, another
mate had a Velocette while our more affluent mate had a
brand new BSA Gold Flash 650 Twin. I think that period
turned me off British bikes as we spent more time fixing them
than riding!!
After spending five years as a marine engineer in the
Merchant Navy, with a good stint carrying fuel from Kwinana
in Western Australia to Melbourne, Port Kembla, Newcastle
and Sydney, I decided that Australia was the place for me.
Mary and I had been married in September 1958, and while I
was away I sent her letters and newspapers about Australia,
so it wasn’t difficult to persuade her to emigrate “down under”
which we did in 1964.
In 1974 we moved from the South Coast area, where I had
been working in the coal mining industry, to Rockhampton.
While there, I joined the Rockhampton Motor Cycle Club,
bought a Bultaco Sherpa T250 and took part in several trials
events. I wasn’t very good at that so I gave it away when we
moved back to NSW.
When son, Mark, was about 14 he became keen on moto
cross and we joined the Mittagong MCC. This is where we met
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My timing was just about right as shortly after this, while
reading the December 1983 Bike Australia, I came across
Stephen Dearnley’s letter regarding “Old Motorcyclists”. It
had a contact phone number, so I immediately got in touch
and had a good conversation about the idea. During this first
contact, I pointed out to him that while his idea was for ages
50 plus, there were many people my age (45) that had grown
up in the boom motorcycling era of the 50s/60s in the UK.
Stephen suggested that we could be Junior Members, with
specific duties such as helping older members climb on and
off their bikes and put up their tents etc. So, contrary to what
some people think, we had junior members right from the
start.
Our first AGM was held at the Elizabeth Hotel in Sydney in
February 1984, Stephen was elected President, Jack Lewin,
Secretary and Bill Vann, Treasurer. They were the only
committee members appointed at that meeting, which I was
unable to attend due to work commitments. At the second
AGM at Tumut in 1985, Stephen and Jack were re-elected
and Bill Vann stood down with Peter Reynolds elected to the
Treasurers position. Two further committee members were
called for and Hughie Lewis and I got the nod. That was the
start of my ten years on the NatCom. About this time it was
decided that the Sydney Branch should have its own elected
committee, until then the NatCom also controlled the Sydney
Branch. I had the honour of being elected as President with
Peter Reynolds becoming Secretary.
By this time, I had persuaded Mary to join me on the pillion.
For her first couple of rides she was kitted out in son Mark’s
motocross helmet, stretch jeans and a big windcheater.
In spite of that she stuck with it and has since travelled
many thousands of kilometres to all parts of Australia in the
company of so many good friends.
Together with Mary, my brother John and his wife Kathy,
we organised the Narrandera AGM. There we held the first
Extended NatCom meeting and a very important decision
was taken for the Club’s future. While some of the executive
were against Club Incorporation, the Branch reps could see
the need for such a move in the fast growing club. Stephen
Dearnley stood down as National President and I was elected.

Existing MEMBER Profile
I served in that position right through to Alice Springs,
seven years later. Incorporation required the adoption of a
new constitution and this was adopted at a Special General
meeting held in Canberra, October 1987. Later that year,
personal issues saw Stephen step down as editor of Riding
On. As a temporary measure, I took over as editor and this
lasted till 1993 when the esteemed John Miller took the helm.
During the years I was on the NatCom, the Club was fortunate
to have a tremendous group of people give of their time and
effort looking after the growing number of members. People
such as Brian Nicholls, Geoff Akers, John Perry, sister in law
Kathy Dudley, (first female NatCom member), Jack Lewin and
Peter Reynolds. At this point I would pay special tribute to
three people who I believe have had such a major influence
in the growth and success of the Ulysses Club. They are Jack
Lewin, Peter Reynolds and John Miller; the first two were the
engine room in the early years from 1984 through to Peter’s
sad death in 1991. John Miller brought the Riding On to a new
level in this vital communication with members. Others that
come to mind are Geoff Mayfield, Cam McDonald and June
Beaton.
AGMs over the years have, of course, been the major event
for many members and, having attended so many of them, I
am often asked which was my favourite. Hard question as so
many people put so much time and effort into them. Anyway,
for what it’s worth I will nominate three that have stood out
for me.

Alice Springs, the first one. 1994. The ride up there, meeting
up with members at each of the servos. The whole area was
outstanding, people were so welcoming. All in all, so good.
Nurioopta, 2000. How could you go past the beautiful Barossa
Valley? All those wineries to visit; the site itself was well laid
out with plenty of food stalls and entertainment areas, plus, a
great parade.
Of course, I have to name Mudgee 2003. My own branch
organised it, we worked so hard for three years to bring it
together, but we all are still good friends!!
Having said all that, AGMs are about catching up with old
friends, so they are all good in their own way.
While I am no longer riding, I can look back with pleasure
(and a bit of nostalgia) at the bikes I have owned. The Honda
FT500 that got me involved with the Club. Next, was another
Honda, a CX650 VTwin. Then a BMW K100RT, followed by a
Harley Davidson Low Rider Sports, and my favourite, a Harley
Davidson Road King, with the last one being a Suzuki 800cc
Boulevard.
We are still involved being members of the RV group, and
taking part in Mudgee Branch activities. Hopefully we can
continue on for some years to come.
Tom Dudley #21, Life Member #4
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New Member Profile - Jack Lewin Welcome

ARE YOU A NEW OR
EXISTING MEMBER? WE
WOULD LOVE TO HEAR ABOUT
YOU! PLEASE EMAIL
RIDINGON@ULYSSES.ORG.AU
TO ENQUIRE ABOUT
SUBMITTING YOUR OWN
MOTORCYCLING STORY!

New Member Profile:
Phil O’Shea #65192
I have always ridden motorbikes and I heard about the
Ulysses Club from a friend.
So I attended one of their social nights run by the Ipswich
Branch to find out more. After talking to several members I
joined the Ulysses in 2015. I look forward to the branch rides,
where I enjoy the adventures and the socializing with other
likeminded people whom also enjoy riding their motorbikes.
I will be turning 80 in December and I have been informed
that I am the oldest active rider in the Ipswich Branch. I am
looking forward to attending my first AGM at Port Macquarie
– Wauchope in May 2017. From what I hear from other
Ulyssians it is a week full of riding and meeting up with other
Ulyssians from all over Australia.
I first got into motorbike riding in 1953 when I bought a
1938 New Imperial for 20 pounds, back then that was a lot of
money for an 16 year old.
Over the years I have had some very tough rides but the one
that sticks in my mind is when I travelled from Sydney to
Townsville on a 500cc Matchless in 1955.
I also have raced speedway sidecars for many years starting
off as a passenger when I was 17. Then a few years later
I was given the chance to ride. I’ve raced at Sydney Show
Grounds and for quite a while at Adelaide’s famous Rowley
Park. I retired from outfit riding in 1974. The bike I rode for
a fair amount of the time was built up in Sydney it had Harley
crank cases with Norton head’s and barrels.
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Throughout my riding years I have ridden many different
motorbikes. But I am currently riding Hyosung GV 650 that
I recently purchased. I am very happy with the performance
and the way it handles on the road.
I have always liked to keep active and with my previous
experience as a diesel fitter I have been involved with making
electric bikes in the past. I have built a bike with a 48 volt,
1000 watt motor in the back yard. My best mate Ken who has
Cerebral Palsy said he would love to have something like that.
So I said I would build him a trike.
So I arranged with my son to be able to use his workshop
where I could have access to other equipment that I didn’t
have at home.
The motor had to be big enough, as Ken could not pedal due
to his disability and there had to be enough room between the
seat and the main bar which runs up to the head stem.
Ken who loves to search the internet, found a trike that had
a wide gap at the bottom of the main bar from the head
stem, so we decided to purchase this and make the relevant
alterations required. Once the kit arrived it was down to the
workshop to make the relevant changes and to fit a marine
seat. I moved the foot rest forward on where the cranks were
to make it more comfortable for Ken.
I trike has two independent motors and Ken has now been
riding this electric trike for over a year and is very happy to be
able to get out and about a lot easier. This has made me a
very happy man to be able to help a friend out.
I hope to be riding my motorbike for many years to come
while I am felling fit and healthy.

STEPHEN
DEARNLEY
OLD #1
After receiving an email from member Joy Doherty
#30174, it was clear that it was time to refresh the
memory of one of our founding members, Stephen
Dearnley #1. It has been four years since Stephen rode
on and there would be many new members who perhaps
have not heard of Stephen, what role he played in the
origins of the Ulysses Club, or indeed will never have the
opportunity to meet him. The early history of the Ulysses
Club is best explained in the book “The Ulysses Story”,
penned by Stephen and what follows are a few edited
excerpts from the book.

I won’t spoil the story by revealing any more, but for
those that have never read it and would like to know
more, please consider purchasing a copy of The Ulysses
Story. It is a fantastic read and gives great insight into
the Ulysses Club. The current edition was last revised
in 2011 and a new revision will be available early in
the new year. And while buying the book, if you don’t
already have one, buy a Stephen Dearnley #1 Ride On
badge to go with it, in memory of the man who had a
great idea and turned it into a reality.

From the Preface

Henry Rokx

The question I am most commonly asked at Ulysses
gatherings is: “When you started the club back in those
days, did you ever think that it would grow to its present
size?” And my answer is always the same: “No, never
in my wildest dreams. Perhaps three or four hundred at
most – but isn’t it wonderful the way it has turned out!”

#28636 DM#45

From Chapter 1
The Bear (Peter Thoeming) in the December 1983 issue
of Bike Australia featured the present club badge for
the very first time above a prominent editorial headed
‘Welcome to the Ulysses Club’. After explaining what it
was all about, listing the purpose of the club and who
was eligible to join, the details of the inaugural meeting
were announced. This was to be held on December
6, 1983, at the Elizabeth Hotel, 285 Elizabeth Street,
Sydney. Eight o’clock on December 6th came and
precisely four other people besides myself sat sheepishly
in the upstairs lounge.
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Three years ago I arranged
my first bike tour in Vietnam
and what a hoot that was, a
relatively easy-riding tour with
great people and landscapes
(and the best fresh food).
Then in May this year, a work
colleague asked if I was
interested in a motorbike tour
of Mongolia, 16-22 September.
I said, “Definitely”!
Miles, a South African
executive based in Japan,
booked the tour with a UBbased tour operator, Tenuun
Tours. Seven of us expats
participated; two Aussie, one
Brit, one Irish, one American,
one South African and one
Canadian. We all arrived
at Chinggis Khan airport
on Friday, 16th September,
from our different departure
points (We four from Nanjing
had connected at Incheon
airport Seoul first). Our local
tour team of Ijil, Jarg and
Munlhsuren, met us at the
airport to transfer us to the
White House hotel in UB. A late night of drinking local Chinggis
beer after a good steak dinner at a popular Irish pub in
downtown UB ensued. We had a good night of getting to know
our new friends a bit better. This was important as we would
soon be needing to act as a team for this adventure.

MOTORCYCLING DAZE

IN MONGOLIA
ITS very name – Mongolia - sounds exotic, conjuring images
of hardy horsemen galloping across endless rolling plains.

There were motorcycles instead of horses for Grant Felton and
six mates who travelled across this sprawling country, on a trip
that was full of adventure, and some pain, as Grant relates;
I am writing this e-mail on my Chinese smartphone, lying on
my motel bed in Ulan Bataar, the capital of Mongolia.
My left foot is in a sorry state, having badly twisted it around
the footpeg of my Suzuki DR650 motorcycle, as I attempted to
cross from one rut to another of a sandy downhill track. I was
heading towards the Genghis Khan equestrian statue about 50
km east of Ulan Bataar (UB), on the last full day of riding in
this exciting adventure. The thought of attempting to put on
and take off my boot (steel toecaps are not welcome in airport
security) was enough reason to seek an alternative, so I have
cobbled up a makeshift sole from a knee protector which I have
taped under my compression bandage wrapped
foot.
How did I get here? Well, there was
this great multi-part television
series, Long Way Round, in which
Ewan MacGregor and Charlie
Boorman travelled around the
world. A highlight of that show
was their traverse of Mongolia,
where the people were tough
but friendly, the landscapes were
surreal, of unpopulated beauty,
but challenging (especially the
muddy areas ...more of that later).
Six years ago upon hearing that
my application for a job in China was
successful, I remember thinking ‘Gee, I wonder if
I could do a motorbike tour in Mongolia?’
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Fortunately, the following morning start was 10am after a tasty
western style hotel breakfast. We got into our biking gear that
had been taking much of our luggage space and the ride was
on!
We headed north from UB with three support vehicles
following; two Nissan Patrol 4WDs and a pickup with petrol
cans and a spare non-running parts bike. The road turned
very quickly from bitumen to dirt, followed by gravel and large
rocks, heavily rutted and quite slippery in areas. My riding
style was apparently too much like a road rider, keeping the
bike too upright in turns by leaning my weight over the side of
the bike, rather than the recommended off-road riding style of
sitting further forward on the seat and letting the bike lean into
turns beneath me while keeping my body upright. I would
later correct this at my own peril...more of that later! We had
a good few hours of riding to get to the ger centre, which was
planned, but we were to let our enthusiasm get the better of
us.
As the terrain got more wild with near-vertical hills and golden
forests, one of us Nanjingers, Brent, decided to try to ride up
one of the hills for a more commanding view. I thought this
was the plan as I followed Brent up the steep grass slope, only
to find us both unable to go further forward with bowling ball
size rocks strewn along a crevice in front , so we had to try
to walk the heavy bikes in reverse back down the hill. I lost
my footing and the bike fell over, with fuel peeing out of the
custom extra-large fuel tank. I finally got it upright and pointed
the right way down the hill with the help of one of the local
team, and used the rear brake to slow me down on the steep
decline.

However, it was not long before I found myself following the
group along a narrow ridge running along the circumference
of another hill, with a steep drop to my right. Somehow I
managed to tip my bike over the hill, this time the fuel gushed
out and I needed help. Along came a local man on a horse,
who jumped off his horse to help. Rather than just pointing
the bike downwards, he thought the decline was too steep,
and despite his diminutive size he proceeded from the low
ground side to pull the bike to a position where we could shift
it sideways. We did this by shuffling and alternating front
wheel and rear wheel down the grassy slope, until it was
safe enough to ride down the remaining downhill bit. I was
quite concerned the weight of the bike would tip over on top
of him but he was OK at the end of it. What a great guy to
have helped me, a total stranger, and this was only the first
example of many of these caring and supportive local people.
So far we had been riding for just two hours.
Having arrived at the bottom of the hill I found my bike would
not start. I had noticed the bike from the start had been
surging badly. The tour team pulled the fuel tank off to access
the carburettor, it was brown with fine sand. It turned out
my bike had recently been two weeks in the Gobi desert! The
team played with ideas for a bit, then pulled a carb off their
parts bike, fitted it to my bike and voila, all fixed. The bike ran
so much better and I was enjoying it so much that I found
myself following Brent at the head of the group up on to a
lovely forest trail area past a farmhouse. We were moving at a
good clip, jumping over the dips and peaks, when I thought to
stop and wait for the rest.
Minutes went past and I realised, maybe, we had gone
the wrong way. Not good considering there was no phone
reception and we were off the grid in a strange country!
I backtracked and saw a flash by the farm house we had
passed earlier. We had not noticed a fork in the road and the
team honked and waved me over. Brent and I should have
taken the other road, but the trucks waited for Brent to return
eventually and once again we were all accounted for.
The first accommodation outside UB was a ger (or yurt)
resort, where one could stay in the traditional sheep-hide
covered round tent, but have the convenience of showers
and a group dining area, kind of like a ger Holiday Inn! This
was very nice and clean, the food was tasty and we could get
clean after the ride of the day, but I was looking forward to a
more traditional setting, not just a representation. This was to
come later... After wandering about we settled in for the night,
and aside from the ger maid coming in to add logs to maintain
warmth from our stove at midnight, we all had good sleeps
after an eventful day.
The next day, our first full riding day, began with a quite chilly
morning. After breakfast, we descended into a valley and
stopped at a river. Our tour leader proceeded across on
his Grizzly (a motorcycle size 4 wheeled all-terrain vehicle
steered with handlebars) and stopped halfway to show us
the 600mm water depth....and the best way to proceed.
Aside from the more experienced off-roaders most of us had
never tried such a deep crossing before. As usual Brent was
gungho to lead. Halfway across the slippery river stones his
momentum slowed and falling over sideways Brent and bike
were totally submerged.
Water and engines don’t mix. The team helped to get the
bike to the dry gravel island in the middle of the stream,
and had to remove the spark plug from the single cylinder
engine to drain out water. Any hydrolocking could result in
a bent connecting rod as the piston would not be able to
travel upward. Water does not compress. Twenty minutes

later Brent was ready to ride again. My turn came, keeping
my feet on the river bed at all times to be better stabilized, I
modulated the clutch while keeping my revs up, and popped
up the muddy bank on the other side with no drama, aside
from wet feet. I was at that moment feeling relieved and very
accomplished.
Our next challenge took the form of a narrow uneven bridge
made of logs with a poor approach, and practically nonexistent
departure
point on to
slippery and
muddy grass
at the end.
Three out
of seven of
us, including
myself,
dropped
the bike at
the end of
the bridge.
I went one
further.
Whilst I
dropped
my bike over without it entering the water, I managed to
submerge my left side. The team thought it was really funny
that I managed to sacrifice myself to save the bike from the
water. We headed over to a bog and I was feeling game and
proceeded straight down the middle. What I thought as a
shallow patch of water between vast tracts of thick black mud
would be the easy route turned out to be a bit of wet icing on
top of a giant melted mud marshmallow! I managed to bury
both front and back wheels up to the fenders and my knees!
No way was I getting out of this, as I pulled myself out of the
sucking mud leaving my poor half-consumed bike. With one of
our backup team and myself on either side (I had to wait five
minutes watching Munlhsuren putting on his blue plastic bags
to spare his sneakers from the mud, and Ijil fitting a strap
to the front of his Grizzly and my bike) we worked in unison
with Ijil and Grizzly ferociously bouncing around and going
sideways, throwing black mud everywhere to get us free.
There was more to come as I faced having to unbog again…
Grant Felton #63111

There are two more chapters in
this great adventure story, read all
about it in the new online version
of your magazine:
https://www.ridingon.com.au
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Home in the west: Liz Tester and Jon Biddelle
were delighted to arrive back in WA.
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IT was a long haul, but Liz Tester #52236 finished her ride
around Australia raising funds for UCARF and the Royal
Flying Doctor Service.

Followed by husband Jon Biddelle #19290 in their support
van, Liz departed from their home at Capel, 212 kms south
of Perth, on her 650 Yamaha V-Star on Sunday July 31.
Their journey had its problems, the first arising only two
days into the ride when the Yamaha’s battery decided it was
time to die.
That was at Northampton, with Geraldton Branch member Barry (“just Barry will do thanks” – he’s shy), riding to
the rescue with a new battery, enabling Liz to resume her
journey.
Another difficulty emerged at Kununurra, when the Yamaha
became reluctant to start each morning.
“An old fellow in a motorbike shop there reckoned it was
the stator, but a new one could not be found anywhere in
Australia,” said Liz.
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“Every morning it was the same routine of using jumper
leads to get the bike going, until we got to Katherine in the
Northern Territory. A big pat on the back for R&M Motorcycles, it took six days to get a new stator and the R&M crew
were fantastic.”
All went well from that point onwards, despite the ride
having to be shortened as a result of the breakdowns. By
journey’s end Liz ad ridden 14,500kms and the self-funded retirees, who paid all their own expenses, had raised
$9451.85 to be shared between UCARF and the RFDS.
Would she do it again?
“Yes, but not as a fundraiser, I’d actually like to do the same
ride all over again just for me,” said Liz, who is happy to
offer advice to make it easier for anyone else aiming to do a
fund-raising ride.
Liz Tester can be contacted on 0407 474 546 or e-mail;
liztester67@gmail.com
Gary Warner #65262

Burnett Branch Fundraising
Presentation

BURNETT Branch in Queensland had an enjoyable function for a
presentation of its fund raising efforts for 2016.
Recipients for this year were SB Care (also known as the South
Burnett Senior Citizens Association); RACQ Life Flight; the Kingaroy
ambulance committee; and the Kingaroy Scout Group, each receiving
a donation of $500.

Nicole Bloom of Life Flight explained the use of helicopters in its fleet and the cost of
keeping them in the air, before trying a member’s Kawasaki Vulcan for size.
Burnett Branch has been invited to arrange a trip to the local ambulance station and also to
the Life Flight centre in Toowoomba for a tour.

Odyssey Donations

AFTER the highly successful WA Odyssey,
jointly hosted at Port Denison by Geraldton
Branch and the Warnbro Sound Wanderers,
profits from the event were distributed as
donations that were handed over at the
conclusion of the Salvation Army Toy Run.
$1400 was donated to the Royal Flying Doctor
Service, $1400 to the Salvation Army, and
$500 each to Champion Bay Surf Life Saving
Club and Geraldton Surf Life Saving Club.
Denison Surf Life Saving club was also a
beneficiary, having already received $790 from
the Odyssey profits.
Peter Moore of Geraldton Branch had the
honour of presenting the cheque to local RFDS
fund raising representative Rose-Anne Jupp.
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Seniors Week at
Buckingham
Ulysses Redland Branch Celebrated Seniors Week 2016 at
Churches of Christ Care Buckingham Gardens Aged Care
Service
On Wednesday the 17th of August the facility in Alexandra
Hills rumbled and the walls of the buildings reverberated
with the sound of 26 gleaming motorcycles pulling into the
service’s grounds.
Members of the Ulysses Club Redlands branch had come
to visit! There were motorbikes of all makes, colours
and sizes. The riders had come to share their love of
motorcycles with the residents of Buckingham Gardens.
They spent a couple of hours onsite, involving the
residents in conversation and sharing memories of youthful
pursuits.
Many of the residents took the chance to climb aboard
a bike and have their photo taken surrounded by burly
bikers! The smiling faces of both residents and riders was
a wonderful sight to see.
A lot of laughs ensued, with ailments temporarily forgotten
and stiff limbs unexpectedly becoming more pliant in the
effort made to sit astride the machines.
Riders and residents shared a morning tea of scones and
cake before the Ulysseans left to go on a ride. Residents
lined the driveway to wave them off and the riders ensured
that horns were blown and throttles revved to give the
residents that final thrill.
The residents are still sharing this memory with family and
staff weeks later. Thank you gentleman, we look forward to
seeing you again.
The Buckingham Gardens Team – including Savaugn Pratt
#20508

MotoCyc a
colourful cause
A NSW event is coming up that is not
Ulysses-based, but we know Camp
Quality is a good cause, raising
money to create a better quality of
life for kids living with cancer.
MotoCyc will be four days of
mateship, fun and laughter while
exploring the Snowy Mountains and
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South Coast. Lots of colour too, judging
by the photo taken at the inaugural
MotoCyc in March this year.
Running from 24th – 27th March 2017,
MotoCyc will see riders engaging
with local communities whilst raising
awareness of the work done by Camp
Quality.
For information, route and registrations
visit www.motocyc.org.au

Holy roller rolling on
MANY people know this man’s face, now a few more can get to know
Reverend Barry Wells #3017, who conducts the annual Memorial
Service as part of the Ulysses Club Memorial Ride Day.
Barry is pictured alongside his BMW R65, which has covered over
480,000 kms, without the need for an engine rebuild. Many of those
kms have been covered with his wife as pillion.
This is a reverend with style, we can see a glimpse of the blue
leathers to match his bike, and just for the record, Barry is aged 86
and has been riding since he was eight years old.
Both Barry and the BMW are in remarkably good condition.
Peter Baulch #27672

Memorial Ride

This year’s WA Memorial Ride was hosted by Warnbro
Sound Wanderers.
In an effort to revive declining numbers, we invited members
to join us for a free lunch after the service, and it appeared
to work. There were over 100 members waiting to greet us
as we arrived at the Midland start point. Some members from
Great Southern Branch even made the 800km round trip to
attend; it made quite a spectacle as we wound our way up
Great Eastern Highway and into the Lake Leschenaultia Park.
Members were drawn by James playing the bagpipes to the
Ulysses Memorial Plaque, where a short and moving service
was delivered by celebrant Dawn Besley. It was great to see
members staying after the service to enjoy lunch and mingle
with the members of other branches.
Well done to the Warnbro branch members who made a
huge effort to ensure the day ran smoothly.
Dianna Glover #31050
WSW President.

Natcom In Perth

THOSE of us on the west coast can feel isolated and cut off from the rest
of Ulysses, but not when Nat Com comes to town.
For their October meeting, the National Committee members crossed the
Nullarbor Plain to meet in Perth’s Metro Hotel.
A 1.5 hour open session on the Saturday afternoon allowed representatives
of most WA branches to speak directly to members of Nat Com.
That was followed by a `meet and greet’ formal dinner in the evening, to
wrap up an exciting weekend for WA Ulysses members.
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TRIPLE TREAT

IT seems that Mike Meyman does not know how to stop.
Mike, #6451, was the hard-working director of the 2016 AGM Event in
Launceston, Tasmania.
We all know that the AGM Event was a resounding success, and now Mike has
kindly donated this unique memento to the club.
It is a mounted trophy of the Triple Treat Award, offered to Ulysses Club
Members who attended all three AGM Events that have been held in Tasmania.
Members were asked to nominate themselves for this award and it was
presented at the AGM Event to approximately 40 members.
Yet another acknowledgement of Club and Event dedication.

Midweek Warriors
WEDNESDAY riding is more popular than ever, which is possibly
something to do with how many of us have more time to call our
own. Branches everywhere have a mid-week ride, and this new
feature can let everyone know about your effort.
Fremantle’s mid-week Plod
Fremantle Branch has had a Wednesday ride, known as “The Plod”,
since 2001. It started with three riders and now averages 10 to 15,
climbing to over 30 at times.
One of the originals, Mick Webb, is as keen as ever and rarely misses
a ride on his ex-police ST 1300.
The ride was led for many years by the popular and hard-working
Mike Smith, until he passed away in 2014.

Two Bays Twentieth
CELEBRATION time at the Two Bays Branch in
VICTORIA.
It was their twentieth anniversary on the 20th of
November, and Branch members gathered for the
big event.
They cut it fine getting the good news to us, just
barely slipping in to a space we kept after the
deadline with this photo of the happy crowd.
We will give Two Bays Branch a bit more space to
tell us about themselves in our Autumn edition.
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Such is the branch’s high regard for Mike’s work and achievements,
members now hold an annual Mike Smith Memorial ride.
An average distance for The Plod is about 200kms, with stops for
morning tea and lunch. New riders are always welcome, details can
be found on the club web site - http://www.ulyssesfremantle.com/
Calendar.htm
Peter Brown #58814.

Odyssey enlivens
Denison
IT was a weekend that will be long remembered in the
normally quiet Port Denison. Ulysses Club Geraldton
branch, with help from Warnbro Sound Branch, hosted
the annual Odyssey for WA on the Queen’s Birthday
long weekend of 23-26 September.
Also held at Port Denison on the Sunday were two big
motoring events; the Mid West Show & Shine, and the
inaugural Denison Foreshore Sprint. More on that later.
Meanwhile, 208 Ulysseans from all over WA turned up,
so it was fortunate that Port Denison is in the Shire of
Irwin.
For three days, the new and modern Irwin Recreation
Centre was Odyssey HQ. With temporary fencing for
security, its lawned oval was `camping central’ for
tents, caravans and camper vans.
Saturday evening was dinner in the centre hall, with
live music by The Moresby Rangers, and a great
cabaret floorshow. Joondalup Branch did a hilarious
silent skit about passing messages in the back row of
seats at the movies, then the Geraldton hosts took the
stage as The Village People. Hearing YMCA or Macho
Man on the radio will never be the same!

Sunday was rides to various locations, one large group
riding 65kms to Geraldton for a guided tour of the
HMAS Sydney II Memorial. Then back to Odyssey HQ
for the Ulympics Games including Slow Poke, Balls up,
Sausage Sucker and Biggest Tosser.
My photo coverage ended there, as I withdrew
and rode to Geraldton hospital to be treated for
pneumonia, but the fun continued.
Port Denison has one of the few remaining drive-in
theatres, just a few metres from the Recreation Centre,
so a special screening was held of Stone and Easy
Rider. It was reportedly “a bloody cold night” but the
weather stayed clear.
While cars and motorcycles were displayed on the
foreshore in the Mid West Show & Shine, Sunday also
saw 50 classic cars doing high speed time trials in
the main street, which was closed and lined with hay
bales.
It all helped make Odyssey WA 2016 one to remember.
Gary Warner 65262
View photos of Odyssey 2016 at; https://www.flickr.
com/photos/80479921@N08/
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2017 Can-Am

Spyder
Roadster F3-T
W
ITH the latest three wheeled thingy
from Can-Am in the Spyder range
released, it was with thanks to BRP and
their Sydney dealer Western Motorcycles
that I found myself on a shiny black
semi-automatic touring machine to put through its paces.

Having built more than 100,000 Can-Am Spyders since it was
introduced in 2008, BRP’s unique three-wheelers have clearly
been a hit. Can-Am’s Spyder offerings now include the
sporty RS, sport-touring ST, touring RT and cruiser F3 model
families. The F3-T was my test machine.

Watching a video of the last
Ulysses AGM grand parade, I was
pleasantly surprised to see many
of our members with their partners
participating on their Spyder RT
touring models. As we” grow old
disgracefully” perhaps it’s a sign
of the times that three wheels are
better than two for those of us who
cannot ride motorcycles anymore,
a good reason for my review.

It’s not a car, it’s not a bike,
it’s not a trike and it’s not an off
road machine, the Spyder roadster is a different type of
road vehicle to any other. Personally I am an owner of the
RS sports 2008 model and it is a joy to ride on both short &
long roads. Something old, something new, I was interested
to review, revise and rev up these new models which have
completely changed, for the better.

ADVANCING TECHNOLOGY

We all know that the latest vehicles of all kinds are much
safer than those gone by, which can only be a good thing
when we go on long touring trips or weekend rides with our
partners. For the F3-T the Vehicle Stability System (VSS)
consists of an Antilock Braking System (ABS), Electronic
Brake Distribution (EBD), Traction Control System (TCS)
and Stability Control System (SCS), which all help you
control the direction of the vehicle and reduce the risk
of tipping or rolling the machine.
On the multi-functional gauge cluster we have
digital displays with messages from the on
board computer (the Nanny), the usual fuel
info, clock, temperature, analogue and
digital speedo, cruise control and best
of all, the music. Yes music from the
inbuilt four speaker sound system
with FM radio, alternatively in the
glove box are USB and input
jack cables for your own
sound systems/phone
so you and yours can
enjoy your favourites.
Cruise Control is also
fitted so you can ....
just cruise.
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POWERING UP

At the heart is a three cylinder 1330cc fuel injected Rotax
engine with ACE (Advanced Combustion Efficiency),
the in-line triple making a claimed 115 horsepower and
96 lb-ft of torque.
It produces whisper quiet acceleration, with a pleasant slight
burble backfire when reducing speed/ downshifting gears,
the 27 litre fuel tank should offer decent range.

ALL ABOUT THE COMFORT

Soft and welcoming to sit in (yes sit in, not on), with a low
bum back rest for rider and a softy seat for the passenger.
Adjustable handle bars and rider foot peg positions make it
right for the short and the tall. Passenger accommodations
are plush and comfy, and the Spyders have sensors under
their pillion seats that tell the VSS a passenger is aboard so
it can adjust accordingly.

ON THE ROAD

My first take off impressions were very smooth, slick and
quick. With no hand brake lever and no clutch lever my
hands were free to attack the buttons on the left hand
cluster (Roadster Electronic Command Centre) and pick
the music of choice, whilst still riding safe to the conditions
around me.

Topped up the fuel tank and the early Sunday morning traffic
was a breeze. Through townships, rural areas and windy
mountains I get the hang of this machine, particularly the
semi-auto flick switch to change gears up into overdrive
touring sixth. Downshifts are available but the F3T can do it
automatically when you brake. An easy to use transmission
which is smoother than my first grandsons bum.
Road handling was like a F1 racing car or a go kart, sticking
to the tar like glue and the few times I personally was in
sports mode those safety Vehicle Stability Systems did
help out. That feet-forward posture also gives an F3 “pilot”
more leverage in corners, since your legs can effectively
compensate for lateral G-forces and you gain some leverage
for steering.
I’m off again to continue riding and reviewing this
Can-Am F3-T. With editorial time constraints this report is TO BE CONTINUED.
Paul Cheetham #46164

Off we go to see the Australian
Postie Bike GP through the
streets of Cessnock, NSW.
I travel via Putty Road and
then will return on the motorways
for a pleasant run home.
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A Cautionary Tale - for all

Dieter Melzer’s “Adventure in the Andes” (Spring issue of RO)
was a very good synopsis of that tour. I was on that tour and
agree with Dieter that, as far as adventures are concerned,
it ranks very highly. I have no intention of trying to “do one
better” than Dieter; I don’t think I could.
I want to focus on one situation, a cautionary tale for
motorcyclists in particular, with some relevance for all travellers
to the drier parts of South America.
Dieter noted that altitude sickness affected our group; some
more than others. I was one of those adversely affected in
Cusco, a bit of a surprise as I had had some experience working
at altitudes of 3500 metres and above.
By the time we departed from Cusco, the adverse effects of
altitude, for me at least, had subsided. No doubt the coca tea
and coca leaves had something to do with the recovery.
For the next five or so days I was fine, revelling in the scenery
and enjoying the exquisite motorcycling experience that this
part of the world offers. However, the euphoria did not last.
At Potosi I developed a bit of a sniffle, the prelude to a slight
viral infection which was not unmanageable, and I paid little
attention to it. Then it was onwards to our next stop, Uyuni, on
the edge of the Salar de Uyuni, the largest salt lake in the world.
It was here that I started to feel unwell. I managed dinner on
the first night but by next morning I was feeling pretty awful,
and had little energy. We were scheduled to go on an excursion
to an island some distance away in the salt lake. I decided to
go along but my situation did not improve. After returning to
our accommodation I collapsed into bed, hoping that tomorrow
would see whatever was affecting me disappear.

tour guides were increasingly worried, so they took me to the
local medical clinic. I was too weak to protest, even if I had
wanted to.
As luck would have it, a young female Chilean doctor was
visiting remote towns in the Atacama desert. She took one look
at me and said something in Spanish that I did not understand,
but the tour guides directed me quickly to an examination table.
The doctor then examined me more closely, took my blood
pressure and put a saline drip into my arm. I don’t remember
exactly how long the drip was in my arm but it must have been
for at least an hour and a half.
When the drip was finally removed I was starting to feel a little
better and the doctor explained that I had been suffering from
dehydration.
Dehydration! How could that be? I was familiar with the effects
of dehydration, having seen cases of it when I worked in the
Pilbara region of WA. The tour guides had warned us that
dehydration could be a problem, particularly in the high, and
very dry, Andean climate. I thought I had done the right thing
by drinking plenty of water, and had difficulty accepting the
diagnosis but, having no plausible alternative, had to accept it
in the end. I was still suspecting, erroneously it appeared, that
I had been suffering from the side effects of altitude sickness.

Suffice to say that I felt no better. I doubted that I would be able
to hold a motorcycle upright, let alone ride it, so I became a
passenger in the support vehicle, but still found myself enjoying
the desert scenery.

I had a good night’s sleep and got up in the morning feeling
better, if a little weak, so I chose to ride in the support vehicle
again. Another good night’s sleep and I was well on the road
to recovery, but I decided that I would not ride the next leg, to
ensure that I had recovered fully before attempting to pilot a
motorcycle on unfamiliar, and sometimes testing, roads. That
decision was made easier when one BMW F700GS decided it
would no longer operate, and no amount of expert tinkering
altered the situation. The bike needed to go to an accredited
service centre so it stayed to await shipment to Santiago in
Chile, the nearest BMW centre.

Our next overnight stop was the small town of Ollague, on the
Bolivia/Chile border. My condition had not improved and the

We continued towards Argentina through, once again,
spectacular countryside, even when observed from the support
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vehicle. After crossing the border into Argentina we
made the descent into Purmamarca. Whilst I was happy
with my decision not to ride, I do regret not being in
the saddle for what was the most spectacular road
descent I had ever witnessed. Motorcycling nirvana?

LEAVE HOME WITHOUT...

I was alarmed to discover that, under certain
circumstances, its use has been linked to a condition
called lactic acidosis, which, in supposedly rare
circumstances, can be fatal. Amongst other things,
dehydration, stressed immune systems, viral infections,
tiredness, and alcohol can all play a part in the onset
of this condition. If suffering from any or all of these
symptoms, it is advisable to cease taking Metformin. I
knew nothing of this and, ignorantly, continued taking
the medication throughout my illness. There is still
some debate raging as to exactly what part Metformin
actually plays in the lactic acidosis situation, but it is,
nonetheless somewhat nerve-wracking.
The question is then, did I dodge a bullet? Possibly.
I suppose the message here is threefold. Firstly, be
aware of the effects of altitude sickness and the fact
that dehydration can creep up on you, irrespective of
whether, or not you think that you know something
about it. Secondly, before travelling, garner some
knowledge of the possible side effects of any
medications that you may have been prescribed. Last,
but not least, the camaraderie, good humour, spirit
and kindness which can develop amongst a group of
motorcyclists is extraordinarily rewarding.

Greg McGrath

12

MONT

When I returned to Australia, I did some research into
altitude sickness and dehydration. I came across some
information about a commonly prescribed medication
used in treating type two diabetes, Metformin (also
known as Diabex and Diaformin, amongst other
names). I suffer from type two diabetes, and use
Metformin to help control it.
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Jump Pump
NT

My recovery was complete and I was itching to get
back on a bike, but we were one motorcycle short. I
resigned myself to having to ride in the support vehicle
for the remainder of the tour, but on the morning of
departure from Purmamarca one of my fellow riders
made a gesture for which I will be forever grateful.
He offered me his bike for the next leg of the tour;
one thousand kilometres across the Chaco Austral, the
great plain of northern Argentina. In fact, I completed
the tour on the motorcycle, thanks to the extraordinary
generosity of that fellow rider. Camaraderie doesn’t
get better than that. Indeed, I am grateful for the
understanding and patience of all of the members of
the group, including the tour guides.

WA RRA

Save on space and money with
» Jump Starter
the complete package » Tyre Inflator
» Phone Charger
» Torch
Now you can jump start your bike, inflate your tyres,
recharge your phone and create light from a single
unit, all packed in a sturdy case – Genius!
The unit measures: 157 wide x 147 high x 58mm deep
Weight: 1.73kg
BUY ONLINE AT

#62033
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Register early for the
Ulysses Club AGM Event at
Port Macquarie - Wauchope, May 2017
and become eligible for this amazing
‘Early Bird Registration’ prize
Spect
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www.ulyssesclub.org

and click on AGM Event Registration
(Terms and Conditions apply)
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New pricing and options including bike supplied by
us or BYO bike. You can also choose to donate the
bike we supply or keep it!

Qualified technicians with many years of service across
all brands including BMW, Ducati, Harley-Davidson,
Honda, Triumph, Yamaha, Suzuki and many more.
Modern facilities and diagnostics for minor to major
servicing and engine rebuilds.

2017

You can also book your motorcycle on line. www.penrithmotorcycles.com.au
or email service@penrithmcc.com.au for spares@penrithmcc.com.au for sales@penrithmcc.com.au
For Great Prices On New Motorcycle Sales, Service, Spare Parts
and Accessories check out our website or call

02-4721 4439

D/L#:MD056273

Trade-Ins Welcome • Spare Parts Trade Customers Welcome
139 Blaikie Road Jamisontown NSW 2750 (Near Penrith)

Desert?

Snow?

Rainforest?

A truly unique fundraising adventure that will have you
recounting stories to your friends. Ride 3500+km, on an
unmodified Honda CT110 across Australia.
A serious adventure. Not a race, nor a tour, it is a challenge and a
whole lot of fun!
Incl bike, accomm, meals, mechanics, spares, support
truck and vehicles.
www.postiebikechallenge.org
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Ph. 0411 090 891

Highway of Dreams
F

or me, the dream began in 2012 while I was travelling
across the USA on my motorcycle. It was a wonderful
experience and I began thinking about how to share
that joy with others.
In 2013 I mentioned at a monthly meeting of the Macedon
Ranges Branch that I had put together a trip covering the
southwestern portion of the USA, six states - California, Nevada, Utah, Colorado, New Mexico, and Arizona.
This was for a 2014 departure, but this became too probGoogle Maps
lematic and was rescheduled
for September 2015. With
twelve branch members and some partners
(Steve, Dawn, Matt, Michelle, Mark, Lucy, Mel,
Jenny, Jeff, Bob, Colin, and Jim) electing
(nice way of saying they are the ones
who could afford it) to travel with me
on my holiday. Three weeks in the
USA; eighteen days of motorcycling
through some of the most beautiful
and varied countryside one will ever
find.

DIY logistics

Everyone was responsible for organising their airfare/s, passport/s,
ESTA, and travel insurance. This
allowed for people to extend their
holiday as much as they desired. Everyone was responsible for being in the USA
for at least three nights prior to departing
on the bikes (to ease the jet lag factor), and
everyone was responsible for
hiring/renting their
1 of 1
bike. We did have one couple who had a Jeep as their vehicle,
thus becoming the support vehicle (SV). This would turn out
to be a valuable asset. By starting in San Francisco as we did,
there were several suppliers to choose from for bike rentals. I
planned the route and organised the accommodation as well
as leading the pack of people trying to grow old disgracefully!
We met at the Warming Hut café in sight of the Golden Gate
Bridge. After coffee or other appropriate drinks for 10am
departure, we were off! Nope, not quite. One rider forgot to
turn the switch of his bike off, resulting in a near dead battery.
With some considerable coaxing and a few select words that
H-D finally started! Off we go! Across the Golden Gate Bridge
to the look out on the other end, where we stop for a view of
San Francisco and to settle some nerves. After all, this was
the first time some of the riders had ridden on the right hand
side of the road, with lots of Friday morning traffic, and in a
location totally foreign!

Big sandwiches, no beer

Off we go from there, heading north on 101 with the next
turn off about 40 minutes away. Seems that two riders were
too interested in seeing the sights and slipped behind the
group and missed the turn off. After about a half hour wait
they finally figured out that they missed the turn and caught
up with us. We are riding along in the Napa Valley region (lots
of wineries) when, at one point, I had to stop and noticed
some people were missing. Found a nice little shop that technically was called a pub but didn’t have any beer. Seriously, a
https://www.google.com.au/maps?hl=en&mid=1364765995
pub with no beer!
No licence, yet. We stopped there for lunch
and waited and waited. No cell phone reception, so
we couldn’t ring the support vehicle (SV). Ordered
lunch. Freshly made sandwiches, so big that
one was more than enough for our biggest
(6’8”) rider! The owner lets us use his
landline and we get in contact with the
SV as they happen to be in an area with
cell reception. Turns out one of the
bikes had a catastrophic rear wheel
(not tyre) failure. They were okay but
the bike wasn’t. After contacting the
rental agent, the agent agreed to bring
a replacement bike out. This was done.
They eventually caught up with us at
the motel for the evening. Remember
that H-D that needed persuading to start?
Yep, same one, it simply didn’t want to go
for a ride.
After a good night’s rest (I had booked a 4-star hotel for the night, the only 25/10/2014
4-star
for the trip) we headed
3:31 pm
off through the California mountains on highway 49. Named
after the gold rush and built on the paths and trails of those
gold prospectors, it was twisty, colourful and fun. Made our
way to Truckee where we stopped at the Donner Memorial
State Park. A group of people were caught in a terrible snow
storm during the gold rush and many perished. Legend has it
that some survived through cannibalism.
Map data ©2014 Google, INEGI

200 km

Long weekend slowdown

A light lunch and off to Lake Tahoe. Great idea, great location, but bad timing as it was Labor Day Weekend. With all
of the traffic we were forced to go slow, which allowed us to
look at the lake and surrounds. Couldn’t really stop as there
wasn’t anywhere to stop because the cars had taken all of the
parking spots! The city of South Lake Tahoe was overflowing
with people and traffic was worse than before. Fortunately, I
was somewhat familiar with the area and knew we didn’t have
to go the planned route. So we took the alternate route - plan
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Heading south from Great Basin,
I had to slow down as I could
see something standing on the
road, but couldn’t tell if was a
vehicle, man, or animal. It was
an antelope. Made my day as
I hadn’t seen one in fifty years
and that was in a zoo! Spend
the rest of the time on the road
enjoying the scenery. Mountains,
rocks, really, really big rocks, like
bigger-than-a-two-storey-house
big! Spend the night in Richfield,
Utah.

B, so to speak. Got rid of the traffic and was able to stop and
look at the magnificent view across the valley, to which the
road led. Did all of that and ended the day in The Biggest
Little City in the World, Reno, Nevada, where we stayed at the
Sands Casino. Some of us went to a baseball game between
the Reno Aces and the El Paso Chihuahuas. The little doggies
won, much to the excitement of Jim, a Western Bulldogs supporter! The elevation of Reno is 1373m or 4506ft, this will be
one of the lowest points in our travels. The mountain ranges
across Nevada and Utah have road elevations from 5000 to
8000ft, we will not get below 3000ft until we cross the California mountains near the end of our holiday!
In this part of California there was much greenery, whether it
was vines or trees, but this was about to change. We headed
south to Carson City for morning tea at the home of my brother, Howard, (the 14th member of the group). The neighbourhood will never be the same! Leaving Carson City on US 50,
“the Loneliest Road in America”, we are crossing the entire
state of Nevada ending the day’s ride in Ely. People can’t miss
a turn if there isn’t one! It may be a lonely road in someone’s
mind but it offers much for the traveler to see. Mountains,
deserts, Sand Mountain, Shoe Tree, mining towns that are no
longer mining and more mountains and deserts. US 50 takes
a path over several mountain ranges in Nevada and western
Utah. Each range is followed by a valley of some description.
Each valley is different from the previous one, making one go
‘OMG’ a lot of the time. It is possible to see all the way across
the valleys to the next mountain range. No big deal, except
that some of those valleys are 25 miles (40km) wide and the
road is as straight as the edge of this page, until the next
mountain range where the road twists, turns and meanders
until the next valley.
We leave the mining town of Ely, which has a very
large open pit mine, and head toward Great Basin
National Park. This takes us to the highest elevation on the trip at a little over 10,200ft. Those
bikes worked hard to get up there, and walking
around in the park area at that elevation is also
very hard; one loses breath quite easily.
Had to have a word or two with the group about
procedural matters. Things like, departure time is
departure time, not “get-there-and-realise-fuelis-needed-in-the-bike-and-the-gear-still-needsto-be-attached” time. Also, that since we have an
SV that nobody needs to stop if someone in the
group stops, except for me, then everybody stops
(well, I am the leader!). This was a reminder to
all, as it had been discussed in San Francisco as
well as in Australia.
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Remember that reminder

Upon leaving our morning rest stop, one of the riders pulls
over to the side of the road, another rider decides to stop and
in the process goes in front of a rider who apparently isn’t
stopping. (I learn of this later as I am further up the road
leading the ride.) They have a close encounter resulting in
damage to both bikes and all three people. This, the day after
the reminder about not stopping to render assistance as the
SV will do so!
The couple on one bike head off seeking medical assistance in
Green River while the rider of the other bike takes the rest of
the day off in the SV and one of the SV drivers rides his bike.
That is it for the bad stuff happening. I put it down to jet lag,
and elevation (thin air) causing people to not have a fully
functioning brain.
The rest of us continued on the journey to Moab, where the
Arches National Park awaits. Alas, due to time constraints we
move forward in the action, by-pass Arches and only do the
Castle Valley scenic highway 128 along the Colorado River.
The canyon walls are vertical and only have enough room for
the river and the road. Plenty of places to stop and admire the
views! This leads us to Grand Junction, Colorado and our next
stop. I have relatives in GJ and had organised with them to
find a place for all of us, my relatives and all of the riders, to
have a meal. They selected a Golden Corral Buffet and it was
fulfilling and tasty! For some in the group the best was yet
to come, as they spotted a Walmart across the road. Having
heard and seen much about this retail legend and in need of
various supplies, off they went! The stories they enthralled us

with the next morning were worth the late start!
As much as Utah is about the rugged Rocky Mountains and
deserts, Colorado is about valleys of green. The green may be
from trees naturally appearing or planted by man for harvesting of fruit or timber. It also has a silver-mining history. From
GJ to our destination of Cortez, we ride through the Gateway
Valley and follow, more or less, the Delores River. Again, stopping places are abundant and offer still more unique views.
The contrast between Utah and Colorado is apparent to all
and brings one person to wonder as to how the state line between to two states was determined. Rocks, trees. Let’s draw
a line separating the two!
Cortez. Well, the motel was clean, tidy, had easy access and
was from the 60s. All of us slept well after a great meal at
Lotsa Pasta & That’za Pizza, with the best service of the entire
trip. In fact, the food and service was so good, we went back
the next night!
Mesa Verde is only a few miles, and a little bit longer in kilometres, from Cortez and the reason why we stayed in Cortez
two nights. MV is ancient cliff dwellings abandoned some 900
years ago and the reason why is unknown. Worth the time
and effort to get there. This was one of four national parks I
had planned on visiting. The four were Great Basin, Arches,
Mesa Verde and, of course, Grand Canyon.

Movie location country

The next day finds us heading off to Four Corners and Monu-

ment Valley. Four corners is the only place in the USA where
four states meet. There is a plaque on the ground so you can
stand in all four states simultaneously. Oh, you have to pay
for the privilege as this is private ground, maintained by the
Navajo Nation. Monument Valley gets its name from the many
buttes, mesas, and spires in the valley. It is inspiring; so much
so, that John Ford did many of his westerns here. Even in
September it was HOT. Road works caused the group to get
split up. The lead group waited in an open, uncovered area
in direct sunlight, while the other group waited on the road
for the construction crews to do their stuff. From there we
headed to Los Alamos, New Mexico for a big boom, but got
there too late to really look at the Manhattan Project history.
Another time perhaps…
This was the turning point of the trip as we now were headed
west, via a little known road named Route 66! All through

New Mexico and Arizona, I lead the group on every section of
the old road as was feasible. Much of it has been dug up and
replaced by interstate I40. Some of the sections we were on
were replacement roads for the original, which was made in
the 1920s. One could see this by the old bridge works parallel
to the ones on the road we were on. Nonetheless, several
people have another item ticked off of their bucket lists! Stops
in Seligman and Kingman are worth the time; just watch out
for the bus-loads of tourists! Seligman has a shop with a small
but interesting collection of motorcycles and one or two cars,
all owned by the same person.

Standing on a corner

On my maybe list was the Petrified Forest and Painted Desert
National Parks, if we had the time. We did have the time and
we looked. There was one way in and out. So, everyone was
on their own and would meet at the exit in a few hours. And
it took hours to see it. All in the group were impressed and
amazed at the colours and amount of mineralised (petrified)
trees remaining. Winslow Arizona is worth a stop just so you
can ‘Take it Easy’ while “standing on a corner in Winslow, Arizona such a fine sight to see It’s a girl, my Lord, in a flatbed
Ford slowin’ down to take a look at me.” This day ended with
us in Flagstaff, Arizona, where a motel had issues with people
smoking in non-smoking rooms and then expecting people
requesting non-smoking rooms to use smoke riddled rooms.
They (well, she, the receptionist more interested in eating her
dinner than serving the customers) managed to get seven
smoke free rooms for us.
Next morning, the weather is less than
the ideal weather we had previously, but
still dry. That lasted for some time, then it
became apparent that wet weather gear
would be necessary. Exited from I40, got
the gear on and rode on, eventually stopping after about a 75-minute ride. We got
wet for about two of those minutes, when
we stopped to get the gear off we were
wetter from the sweat than the rain. That
was it for the rain, the entire trip!
That brought us to the Grand Canyon,
which is a MUST SEE!
Grand in size. Grand in view. Grand in
amazement. If at all possible, on a bike,
and entering from the East on highway
64. This gives you multiple opportunities
to see the canyon as you go, culminating
in the views from the Grand Canyon Village area. Allow as much time as you can
to see this and it still won’t be enough
time! Photos do not do justice to seeing
the Grand Canyon; words even less so.
Williams, Arizona is a nice little town which caters for the
Route 66 tourists. Makes for a pleasant evening after a day at
the Grand Canyon. From Williams it is riding to Kingman on
and off Route 66 as permitted or desired. From Kingman it is
only a relatively short ride to the man-made wonder of the
world. Yes, Sin City. Las Vegas!
Ordinary by day and extraordinary by night! Some people in
the group absolutely loved the place. One couple had been
there only a few weeks before this trip began and couldn’t
wait to get back to see a couple more shows. It is an interesting place just to wander and look. It is also close to the
Hoover Dam and now has the Mob Museum! At this point, my
brother leaves the group and heads for home in Carson City.
It is a long day’s ride.
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After two nights in Las Vegas it was time to head to the ocean,
but first a stop in Bakersfield, which is a hub for agriculture
and oil production.

continue travelling. Two couples were to return the Jeep (SV)
to Los Angeles, while I had to go back to Reno to return my
rental bike.

Where am I?

For me, the best part of the trip/holiday/vacation was seeing
my friends’ responses to what they saw and listening how they
tried to express the awe-inspiring scenery they had experienced. A sincere thank you to all.

Remember those two riders who missed the turn off outside
San Francisco? Well, each person on the trip was given maps
of each day’s ride and the name and address of each night’s
accommodation. Guess which two never bothered to look at
either one during the trip. Works fine as long as you keep up
with the group, not so well when you don’t. Bakersfield has
streets with similar names, our motel was on a street but I
had turned off at an avenue. Eventually, thirteen of us got to
the right place. That leaves one who didn’t. Yes, one of the
two who didn’t look at his maps and didn’t have the motel’s
name and address handy. About an hour goes by before
someone in the group gets a call and directs him to us, he is
only five minutes away!
From Bakersfield we continued west. Once we got beyond
the San Joaquin Valley and all of its irrigation, California got
dry; extremely dry. Only in the mountains were there patches
of green. Stopping in Atascadero for lunch before heading
to the coast and San Simeon, gave us the first breath of low
elevation in weeks. It was, quite literally, a breath of fresh air!
Pacific Coast Highway, California Highway 1, is like the Great
Ocean Road. Beautiful scenery and lots of traffic. Different
in lots of good locations to pull safely off the road and enjoy
that beautiful scenery. Different also in that it is/was a major
highway and money has been spent on making it a good
road. Speed limit of 35 mph on much of it from San Simeon to
Monterey, but it really does not matter as there is so much to
look at, especially the eastern side of the Pacific. Hearst Castle
has several different tours to select. Any of them are good and
interesting. Hearst was filthy rich and didn’t necessarily spend
wisely. His architect enjoyed working for him as he frequently
changed his mind and that meant more work for her!
Our last night together was in Monterey. As there is only one
road there from San Simeon, everybody had the day to get
there at their leisure, and some did just that, while a couple
got there quickly and looked around Monterey.This is also the
setting for a couple of John Steinbeck’s books, Cannery Row
(which is still there but not the canneries) and Tortilla Flat.
One couple in the group had done some race marshalling
at Laguna Seca Raceway earlier in the year and met a man
who had a restaurant and a van. He took us to and from the
restaurant where we had a farewell meal together. The morning saw people leaving at various times to return their bikes,
then onto the airport, or a night or two in San Francisco, or to
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I received this from Lucy a few days afterwards.

Highway of Dreams

Every crest, every corner, every bend twirled.
A new picture emerges in our visionary world.
Mouths a-gasp, we take it all in
Another crest followed by another big grin
Where to look, nobody knows
It’s all beautiful, it’s phenomenal, it all just flows
More of the same the very next day
The magical backdrops keep coming our way
Mountains, valleys, rivers and highways
All consumed as splendid riding days
Our heartfelt thanks goes out times ten
To a great bloke Howard calls Brother, we call Ken.
From a group of all sorts eager for more
Every crest, every corner, every bend a passionate score!

Ken Hager
#25809
Macedon Ranges
Relevant information. This was all done in September 2015.
This is after the USA summer vacation period and before
(normally) the snow starts dropping from the sky, especially in
the mountains. Cool mornings with warm-to-hot afternoons.
Remember, we were at high elevations for all but three days.
This trip wasn’t particularly difficult to plan, limiting the riding
time to a maximum 4-5 hours per day determined where to
stay each night. Costs: Airfare to San Francisco was approximately $1100. Bike rental for 3 weeks with unlimited mileage
(in my case 4011 miles) was $4000. Accommodation, food,
drinks, fuel, entry fees, etc. was $175 per day. This is far less
expensive than any of the many commercial tours available
and we went to places they didn’t.
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We look forward to welcoming you to our
beautiful region in May 2017.

Greater Port Macquarie – one of the most popular tourist destinations on the NSW coast and widely regarded as having the
most liveable climate in Australia. Beyond fantastic weather (&
Autumn is a great time of year) the region has so much to see
& do you will need more than a week to experience everything
we have to offer.
From historical places of interest, beautiful coastal walks and
beaches, spectacular inland waterways, fine dining, quaint
rural villages, adrenalin adventures, wineries & breweries and
gateway to one of the ‘must do’ motorcycle roads in the country Greater Port Macquarie has it all.

Things to do:

An area rich in colonial history there are many historic sights
to visit, museums to see and scenic walks to take – including
but not limited to Port Macquarie Historic Cemetery, Mid-North
Coast Maritime Museum, Port Macquarie Historic Museum,
Roto House, Douglas Vale Homestead & Vineyard, historic
churches, chapels & ruins and so much more.
Enjoy our many rivers & waterways with scenic river cruises,
adrenalin pumping coastal rides on the fastest commercial
boat in NSW, hire a jet ski or kayak or indulge in some early
morning deep sea fishing. Our coastline is also a great spot for
whale watching each year from May to November as humpback whales migrate north to sub-tropical waters to mate &
give birth before making their return trip south.

The Wauchope hinterland
boasts spectacular National
Parks & State Forests and
scenic rides to the quaint
villages of Byabarra &
Comboyne or the infamous Oxley Highway
to Gingers Creek (or on
to Walcha and the new
England Tableland).

Go wine tasting at six
wineries, grab a cold ale
at our two breweries or
dine on local produce in our
many award wining restaurants
and cafes.
There is just so much to see and do, for more great ideas visit:
www.52things2do.com.au
www.discoverportmacquarie.com.au
www.portmacquarieinfo.com.au
If there is just too much to choose from, or you just can’t
decide we are pleased to also offer several tours exclusive to
Ulysses members. For bookings, & further information, contact
Donna on 02 6585 2288 or donna@wauchopetravel.com.au
(Please note tours are dependent on minimum numbers and
subject to change)

For information on tours please visit
agm2017.ulyssesclub.org
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Ulysses Club Inc. AGM Event 2016 -Monday 22 May to Sunday 28 May, 2017

Port Macquarie -Wauchope
REGISTRATION - ONLINE:
Go to www.ulyssesclub.org and click on the registration
link available from the 2017 AGM Event web page.
REGISTRATION - PAPER FORM: Please complete the
event registration form and submit with payment details
to National Administration Office, P.O Box 3242, Narellan
NSW 2567 or Fax: 02 4647 7740
or Email: administration@ulysses.org.au
CHEQUES & MONEY ORDERS: Payable to: Ulysses Club
Inc.
PAYMENT BY DIRECT DEPOSIT: BSB 062 813
ACC: 1020 1995 NAME: Ulysses Club Inc
Must include Member Name and Membership Number so
we can identify your payment
EVENT VENUES: The Wauchope Showgrounds is
the main site for the 2017 AGM Event. It is situated
approximately 20km south of Port Macquarie on the
NSW mid-North coast. The showgrounds will host
the event campground, trade show and members’
entertainment venue. The Extended NatCom Meeting
will be held at the Wauchope RSL and the Annual
General Meeting will be hosted at Panthers, Port
Macquarie. More details are available from the 2017
AGM Event website. http://agm2017.ulyssesclub.org/
REGISTRATION FEES: Everyone attending the event
must pay the applicable registration fee whether they
are a member or a guest of a member, regardless of the
amount of days they attend. Each member is allowed to
register one paid guest (see PERSONS UNDER 18 YEARS
OF AGE section). Members who have not registered
to attend the event may participate in
the Grand Parade and gain entry to the
Annual General Meeting on Saturday.
No day passes will be issued, so please
do not ask! Public access to only the
event trade show will be allowed for an
admission fee, payable on the day.
CHECK-IN: Due to the introduction
of a new check-in strategy, the
Check-In venue will be located at
Gate 2, Beechwood Road, Wauchope
Showground (Event venue)
CANCELLATIONS: A cancellation fee
of $25.00 per person applies to event
registration cancellations received either
verbally or in writing at the National
Administration Office after 5pm on 7th
April 2017.
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EARLY BIRD REGISTRATION FEE: Members whose
registration form and payment is received at the National
Administration Office before 5PM on Friday, 7th April
2017 will pay a special, reduced early-bird rate of only
$100 (Normally $120).
PERSONS UNDER 18 YEARS OF AGE: Persons
under 18 years of age will not be admitted to AGM
Event venues. (Site Trader Employees and dedicated
volunteers aged 16 and over may be admitted provided
prior approval has been granted by the National
Committee). No person under 16 years of age will be
admitted, including any children of traders.
ANIMALS: Companion animals must be registered
to enter the AGM Event. A $25 registration fee per
animal is mandatory. Acceptance of companion animals
attending the 2016 AGM Event is entirely at the
discretion of the National Committee or the National
Administration Office Staff. Animals that are registered
with the National Administration Office will be allowed
within the Campground area only. Only bona fide Guide
Dogs (not Companion Animals) will be permitted within
Trader and Food Service areas. Guide Dogs are exempt
from the animal registration fee, but prior advice of
their attendance would be appreciated. Any animal
which represents a danger or potential hazard to other
registrants or themselves will not be permitted within
any AGM Event venue. Registrants who choose to bring
companion pets to the AGM Event must:
• pre-register their animal with the National
Administration Office prior to entering any event venue
• agree in writing to comply with the Club’s Companion
Animal policy

Ulysses Club Inc. AGM Event 2016 -Monday 22 May to Sunday 28 May, 2017

Port Macquarie -Wauchope
Commemorative Merchandise

AGM EVENT 2017 STICKER

WIDE BRIMMED HAT

LADIES JACKET

STUBBY HOLDER

LADIES T-SHIRT

MENS JACKET

CAP WITH EMBROIDED LOGO

MENS T-SHIRT

CLOTH PATCH
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registration form

Ulysses Club Inc. 2017 AGM Event
Port Macquarie - Wauchope Monday 22 May to
Sunday 28 May, 2017 $25.00 per person cancellation
fee applies after 5pm Friday, 7th April 2017

PLEASE NOTE:

Registrations can be made online at www.ulyssesclub.org (You must log in first)
MEMBER DETAILS
Surname:

Given Name:

Membership No:

Preferred Name:

Branch Name:

Contact Phone No:

Email for registration correspondence to be sent. (DO NOT LEAVE THIS SECTION BLANK. IF YOU DON’T HAVE AN EMAIL, PLEASE PUT
YOUR POSTAL ADDRESS)

Note: Each financial member is entitled to register ONE non-member guest.
GUEST DETAILS
Surname:

Given Name:

Membership No (if applicable):

Preferred Name:

Branch Name:

Contact Phone No:

EVENT REGISTRATION
EARLY BIRD REGISTRATION (Received at NAO* before 5PM, 7 April 2017) Includes
unlimited entry to Trade show & marquees, event welcome bag & lapel badge.Entries
received on or before 7 April 2017 will be entered in the World on Wheels Motorcycle
Tour draw. (See advertisement in this edition)
LATE REGISTRATION (Received at NAO* after 5PM, 7 April 2017)
Includes unlimited entry to Trade show & marquees, event welcome bag & lapel badge.
COMPANION ANIMAL REGISTRATION (Please read ‘ANIMALS’ section) Animals Name/s:
CAMPGROUND REGISTRATION

PRICE

QTY.

TOTALS

$100

$

$120

$

$20

$

PRICE

QTY.

TOTALS

What date do you intend to arrive on site? Arrival Date:
 Please reserve 1 (one) UNPOWERED Campsite for me/us.
If available, my first preference is:
 A grassed site
 A horse stable
 A covered arena site

$130

$

 Please reserve 1 (one) MEDICAL POWER Campsite for me/us.
 I have supplied a relevant medical certificate to the NAO within the past 12 months
or
 I have attached a current certificate issued by a medical practitioner, detailing the
reasons why I require electrical power at my campsite

$165

$

 Please reserve 1 (one) TENT CITY Campsite for me/us.
A TENT CITY campsite includes the hire of a pre-erected tent equipped with two single
beds, mattresses, a LED light and 2 chairs

$315

$

 My registered GUEST is camping on my site with me.

$80

$

 I/We require access to a disabled toilet or shower in the campground
 I/We hold a current Disability Parking Permit issued by a government authority

Please attach proof to this form if a disabled
vehicle permit is required.

SUB-TOTAL:
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$

registration form

Ulysses Club Inc. 2017 AGM Event
Port Macquarie - Wauchope Monday 22 May to Sunday
28 May, 2017 $25.00 per person cancellation fee applies
after 5pm Friday, 7th April 2017
DINING (See menu on page 64)

PRICE

QTY.

TOTALS

 I/We will be dining at the Tuesday night ‘Convicts & Wenches’ social
 I/We require Bus pickup to the Tuesday night social evening

$28

$

 I/We will be dining at the Saturday night ‘Governor’s Ball’ dinner
 I/We require Bus pickup to the Saturday night dinner

$37

$

Special Dietary Requirements - Tick applicable box and make further notes if required
 Coeliac

 Diabetic

 No Dairy

 Nut Allergy

 Vegetarian

Please phone the National Administration Office on 1300 134 123 if you have special dietary requirements (not preferences!)
NOTE: Accommodation details are required to help us plan bus routes to the social evening and dinner. Unfortunately, buses cannot pick up
from all accommodation addresses. (Please read DINNER SHUTTLE BUSES section). Campground registrants WILL NOT need this service.
My Accommodation name/address is:

COMMEMORATIVE MERCHANDISE
PLEASE follow size instructions BEFORE completing this section
*All Shirts and Jackets are in half chest measurements. For best results lay your favourite top on a flat surface.
Measure from arm pit to arm pit across the front. This is your half chest measurement.
No merchandise orders can be accepted after 1st February 2017 due to our supplier’s delivery schedule.

PRICE

QTY.

TOTALS

 MENS POLO SHIRT
With pocket – Short sleeves

 53cm  55.5cm  58cm  60.5cm  63cm 68cm
 73cm

$35

$

 LADIES POLO SHIRT No
Pocket - Short Sleeve

 42.5cm  45cm
 55cm  57.5cm
 74.5cm

 47.5cm  50cm
 52.5cm
 60cm
 64.5cm  69.5cm

$35

$

 MENS EVEREST JACKET Micro Fleece

 57cm  59cm
 72cm  80cm

 61cm  63cm  66cm

$48

$

 LADIES EVEREST JACKET Micro Fleece

 49cm  52.5cm  56cm
 59.5cm  63cm
 68cm

$48

$

 BUCKET HAT

 55cm  58cm

$10

 55cm 

 61cm

 CAP – One size fits all

$10

$

 STUBBY HOLDER

$5

$

 CLOTH PATCH

$13

$

 STICKER

$4

$

SUB-TOTAL (from previous page) $
TOTAL $
CREDIT CARD DETAILS:

MASTER CARD / VISA

Note: No other credit cards accepted

CARD NO: __ __ __ __ / __ __ __ __ / __ __ __ __ / __ __ __ __ EXPIRY DATE ____ / ____
CVS:___________(Last 3 digits on back of card)

Name on card:__________________________________________________________ Signature:________________________________
Post or Email all forms and payments to: National Administration Office, PO Box 3242, Narellan NSW 2567 or Fax: 02 4647 7740
administration@ulysses.org.au All cheques and money orders to be made payable to: Ulysses Club Inc.
Direct Deposit Payments MUST include Member’s Surname AND Membership Number
BSB: 062 813

ACC Number: 1020 1995

Account Name: Ulysses Club Inc.
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Ulysses Club Inc. AGM Event 2016 -Monday 22 May to Sunday 28 May, 2017

Port Macquarie -Wauchope
GROUP BOOKINGS: Members wishing to camp
together on unpowered sites only may make a
group booking for 2 (two) or more unpowered
campsites.
Unpowered group camping sites will be allocated
upon receipt by the Campground Coordinator, of
copies of each groups’ registration receipts. All
requests for group bookings must be received no
later than 5pm Friday 12th May 2017. It is the
responsibility of your group leader to follow-up on
the receipt and acceptance of the request.
DO NOT post your group booking application to the
National Administration Office. SEE BELOW;
GROUP BOOKING APPLICATION PROCEDURE IS:
EVENT CAMPGROUND: The campground at the
Wauchope Showground site is compact in size. We
ask for cooperation from all campers so we can
accommodate as many people on site as possible. The
event campground will open on Monday, 22nd May
2017 at 7am. Only rostered set-up volunteers will be
allowed access to the site prior to this time. Volunteer
registration forms are available from the 2017 AGM Event
website. http://agm2017.ulyssesclub.org/
CAMPGROUND RATES: Camping fees cover the
period from 7.00am on Monday 22nd May 2017 until
10.00am on Monday 29th May 2017. All rates have
been calculated to fairly distribute the cost of hiring
the campground, temporary toilets & showers, security,
sewage, water and waste removal services.
If a camp site is shared by two people, both must
register on the same registration form. No more than 2
registrants (Member + guest or 2 members) per site.
UNPOWERED CAMPSITES: In addition to the usual
unpowered sites in the 'green field' area, we have an
opportunity to optimise a number of other sites around
the showground. Additional sites include camping areas
that are tucked away and others which will be small
enough to make your own. There are an additional 120
horse stables (approx. 2.5m x 3.0m) and an equestrian
pavilion that will accommodate a further 30 sites. Both
the horse stables and equestrian pavilion boast full-cover
roofing.
Members may indicate their preferred camping area on
either the online or Riding On versions of the 2017 event
registration form. All sites will be allocated on a first
paid, first reserved basis. Applicants will be advised if
their preferred camping area is already booked out so
they may nominate a second choice.
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1. Each member in the group must be registered to
attend the AGM Event.
2. Each member will receive documentation confirming
their booking. That documentation will show their event
registration number.
After each member has received their confirmation
documentation, the group’s nominated leader must
write a brief cover letter listing the group’s preferred
booking name and including each person’s name & event
registration number.

Please post to:
The Campground Coordinator
P O Box 4
Glenbrook NSW
2773
or email to the Campground Coordinator via
greenmeanstreak@hotmail.com
Campground Coordinators’ Contact Details:
Jen & Rex Meredith
Email: greenmeanstreak@hotmail.com
Mobile:
Rex - 0414395457
Jen - 0450903937

Ulysses Club Inc. AGM Event 2016 -Monday 22 May to Sunday 28 May, 2017

Port Macquarie -Wauchope
240 VOLT POWER AVAILABILITY: If you require
240v power for anything other than a medically certified
condition (See MEDICAL POWER CAMPSITES section),
you should seek alternative accommodation.
TENT CITY: Tent City allows members to hire preerected deluxe tents equipped with stretcher bed(s)
and mattresses for two people, two chairs and Battery
operated LED Lantern. Various other options including
additional fixtures and bedding may be booked
separately at http://www.rentatent. com.au/events/
view. Alternatively, members may choose to provide
their own bedding, sleeping bags, pillows, chairs etc.
and if required, may post their equipment c/- the event
Parcel Service facilities listed.
If two people are sharing a TENT CITY structure and
registering separately, the National Administration Office
must be given both names & membership numbers.
NOTE: Bookings for Tent City will close on Friday 28th
April 2017. No excess tents will be ordered from the
supplier after that date.
MEDICAL POWER CAMPSITES: Powered campsites
are available ONLY for people with MEDICAL
CONDITIONS WHICH NECESSITATE ACCESS TO A
POWER SOURCE TO OPERATE MACHINES USED IN THE
TREATMENT OF A CERTIFIED MEDICAL CONDITION.
Campers requiring medical power for CPAP or portable
dialysis machines etc. must attach (or have provided
within the past 12 months) a medical certificate clearly
indicating which machine(s) will be used. If you have
previously provided a medical certificate which lists this
information, please note this on the registration form.
As sites are limited, bookings will be taken on a ‘first in
first served’ basis. Unfortunately, powered sites cannot
be included in a group booking.
The low amperage circuit provided for medical
equipment in the campground is inadequate for
domestic appliance use. Any member or guest found
using domestic electrical appliances connected to a
medical site power circuit risks confiscation of that
appliance, and may be asked to vacate the event site.
CARAVANS AND MOTOR HOMES: Due to the limited
space available in the campground, unfortunately,
RVs and caravans cannot be accommodated on site
this year. Members travelling with motorhomes and
vans are encouraged to book their site at the nearby
Timbertown (1.5km) or Breckenridge Farmstay (4km)
from the event site.
PARCEL SERVICE: There will be a parcel service
operating for members to send their camping

equipment to the main event site. Members may send
parcels to their home address at the conclusion of the
event using Australia Post’s C.O.D. service, or a local
freight company (at member’s cost).
Parcels that COMPLY with Australia Post specifications:
Australia Post have advised that the maximum parcel
size allowed is 105cm x105cm with a maximum weight
of 22kg. Please post to:
<Your Name>
Ulysses Club - 2017 AGM Event
PO Box 371
Wauchope, NSW 2446
Parcels that DO NOT comply with Australia Post
specifications: You may make alternative freight
delivery arrangements if your packaged gear
exceeds Australia Post specifications. Please
freight to:
<Your Name>
Ulysses Club - 2017 AGM Event
c/- Oriel Magnetics
20 Commerce Street
Wauchope, NSW 2446
Collection arrangements for members’ parcels
will be listed in the Event Information booklet.
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LAUNDRY FACILITIES: Whilst there are no laundry
facilities on site, a same day pickup & deliver laundry
service from a local laundrette will be available from the
main site. Details for drop off & collection times will be in
the event booklet and on display at the Parcels/Laundry
office at the main site. There are several self-service,
coin operated laundrettes in Wauchope & Port Macquarie.
EQUIPMENT BATTERY CHARGING: There will be
battery charging facilities available at the Event HQ. A
gold coin fee will be applicable. Members are responsible
for providing a battery charger with their rechargeable
phone/tablet/computer etc.
MEALS AND ENTERTAINMENT: Beginning Monday
22nd May quality meals and snacks will be available
from reputable vendors at the food court in the main
event site. Light entertainment will be provided in the big
marquee every evening throughout the event week.
TUESDAY NIGHT – ‘CONVICTS & WENCHES’ EVENT
WELCOME & SOCIAL EVENING: On Tuesday evening,
the event will officially kick off with a sumptuous meal
prepared and plated by a high quality local Caterer. It
will be a casual affair where all AGM Event ‘Virgins’ (first
timers) can meet with other registered members in the
big marquee. Members are invited to dress according to
the evening’s theme, ‘Convicts & Wenches’. The menu
consists of fresh baked damper (GF options available)
and butter, followed by chicken mignon with native herbs,
steamed chat potatoes, hot buttered corn on the cob
and Warrigal spinach and assorted greens salad. Your
meal must be pre-ordered on the event registration form.
Members with special dietary requirements should note
their preferences on the form. Members who choose not

to pre-order may purchase a quality meal from any of the
on-site food court vendors and come along to join the fun
in the big marquee on Tuesday night.
SATURDAY NIGHT – ‘THE GOVERNOR’S BALL’
OFFICIAL EVENT DINNER: The newly elected National
Committee will be introduced to the members at the
official event dinner in the big marquee on Saturday
night. Dinner will be a two course meal, and members are
invited to dress for the evening’s theme, ‘The Governor’s
Ball’. The menu for Saturday night is; Slow cooked beef
sirloin or scotch fillet with prawns in a lemon myrtle
sauce, steamed green vegetables, roast potatoes and
fresh baked breads (GF options available) with butter.
Dessert is an individual box of petit fours per person –
choc pecan truffle ball GF, macadamia tart, apple almond
cake GF, Vickers rum and raisin fudge. Tea and coffee
will be available.
Saturday night dinner must be pre-ordered on your
event registration form. Members with special dietary
requirements should note their preferences on the
registration form. Members who choose not to pre-order
may purchase a quality meal from any of the on-site food
court vendors and come along to meet the newly elected
National Committee in the big marquee on Saturday
night.
Free buses will operate on both Tuesday & Saturday
night for pick-up and drop-off within the Port MacquarieWauchope area. Outlying areas may also be considered
depending on demand. Please provide the address where
you will be staying on your registration form. The most
practical bus routes will be defined once we know all
address locations. If the final route doesn’t go right past
your front door, you may have to make your way to the
closest pick-up point to your location. We will endeavour
to transport the majority of members to and from the
Wauchope Showgrounds venue, but not everything is
possible. It may not suit everyone. Please remember, this
is a free service we are offering to our members.
OTHER ACCOMMODATION & TOURS: There are
many different forms of accommodation available in
the Port Macquarie-Wauchope Region. For all bookings
and information, contact Greater Port Macquarie Visitor
Information Centre located in The Glasshouse, Cnr.
Clarence & Hays Sts. Port Macquarie NSW 2444, Ph. 1300
303 155.
Special organised bus and boat tours for Ulysses Club
members are a being arranged. Keep an eye on the event
website for updates.
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Okay, But How
Disgraceful??
IN the Spring edition of Riding On, editor Gary Warner
commented on the gradual disappearance of the
Club’s Old Man logo from flyers, posters and general
communication. Having a little time to spare, I examined
the logo to view the somewhat cheesy grinning, bearded
guy with the proud motto, “Grow Old Disgracefully”.
Now, being a questioning type of person, I wondered
what disgraceful deeds I was expected to perform to
be a “ridgie-didge, bona-fide” Ulyssean? Should I be
hooning in public, perfecting burnouts and doughnuts at
morning and afternoon ride breaks? Should I cover my
body with tattoos and my riding jacket with questionable
patches? Should I go year to year without combing,
let alone cutting, the few locks remaining under my
helmet? Should I wear the same clothes for months at
a time, ensuring both members and the general public
can detect my presence with their noses about the same
time they hear the roar of my straight through exhausts?
Should I work on my vocabulary to ensure it becomes
as colourful as a clipper sailor of yesteryear, or polish up
my swearing to the raw creativity of a gun shearer from
Oodnadatta?
According to The Macquarie Dictionary “disgracefully” is
acting in a dishonourable manner or to a dishonourable
degree. It further offers other words associated with this
meaning: ingloriously, shamefully, discreditably; ending
with its origin as “gracelessly”, as in the opposite of
“gracefully”.
Well, what does all this mean? What to do, plan or
suggest from here? For me, a Ulyssean of nearly eight
years, together with my fellow Southern Tasmanian
Branch members, what evidence do we show to prove
we are living up to our motto?
I would like to issue a challenge to gather and provide
such evidence to our beloved Secretary, who could then
report to National that we are indeed true and worthy
Ulysseans, living our lives disgracefully. Perhaps this may
even become a coveted trophy to be awarded annually.
Furthermore, does this mean office bearers must be
authenticated, disgraceful persons? The higher the office,
the greater the level of disgrace? The road is long and
winding indeed.
I offer these photos as possible evidence of
“disgracefulness”.
Michael Tong Lee #52598
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Registration Form
Wollondilly Wanderers
are turning 30
17th, 18th & 19th March 2017
REGISTRATIONS LIMITED TO FIRST 250
REGISTRATIONS CLOSE JANUARY 2017

Christian name

Surname

Membership
Number

Branch

I will be attending ;
Saturday Night

Sunday breakfast

$70 pp

Saturday Night

Number attending………………

$55 pp

Number attending……………………

Your contact details;-

Phone number
Email
Please email registration form to tarn1234@bigpond.com

Or post to

Wollondilly Wanderers
PO Box 636
Picton NSW 2571

Please supply email or postal address for confirmation of
registration.

Payment options

Total amount paid…………………

DIRECT DEPOSIT TO

BSB 802-101
Account # 1000 465 68
Account name Wollondilly Wanderers.
please use your surname as a reference

OR
CHEQUE enclosed with registration form made out to Wollondilly Wanderers.
For further information or queries, please email or phone
Debbie Brookes
Tania Mackie
Christine Thorne

0447 196 221 ib252@internode.on.net
0400 824 073 tarn1234@bigpond.com
0418 239 362 christhorne@live.com.au
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RV GROUP IS GROWING
ON THE ROAD
DON’T go on long bike rides two-up any more? Looking for
a way to maintain the friendships you have made through
membership of the Ulysses Club? Consider joining the Ulysses
Members RV Group.
Despite a hostile reception from some hard core riders when
we started, in its nine years of existence it has continued to
grow. The Group is made up of Ulysses Club members and
former members and their significant others, with membership
now in the vicinity of 1000 people.
RV Group is run nationally by two coordinators with the
assistance of State coordinators in Qld, NSW, Vic, SA and
WA. Each year we hold two national rallies, the first being
our annual birthday rally at Brooms Head in northern NSW,
the site of our original rally back in March 2008, when those
gathered decided on the format for the Group. At that time
we decided that the Group would be managed on the KISS
principle, (keep it simple stupid), without a myriad of rules,
subscriptions, joining fees, politics of any sort or bad attitudes.
Our second national rally is our AGM, which is held in a
different State and venue in October each year, where we
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gather and
in about the
space of 20
minutes deal
with where
we are as a
club, recognise
the volunteer
coordinators
in each State
and appoint
the national
coordinators.
I have been National Coordinator since I formed the group
back in 2007, and Ken Tacon has been co-coordinator since
our AGM in 2009. Along with our lovely spouses, we spend
copious amounts of time travelling this wonderful country,
attending rallies, meeting up with fellow Ulyssians and
devising bizarre and arcane rules and rituals by which we can
retain our positions. (I hope no one takes that last sentence
seriously.)
At our rallies, which the various State coordinators organise at

locations within their
State, usually around
four each per year,
our members gather
together to enjoy each
other’s company and to
sample the sights and
sounds of the venue.
Usually around 4pm
each day, members
gather for a “happy
hour”, where you arrive
happy, stay happy,
have a drink or two,
engage in all manner of conversations on all manner of topics
and then leave even happier. Quite often, someone will pull
out a guitar or ukulele and entertain with a song or two, or
encourage a singalong. We never have to spend cash on a
band at our AGM.
During the year, many of our lady members knit woollen
squares in their spare time, these are put together into
blankets at the ‘stitch and bitch’ sessions at our rallies, and
then presented to a local nursing home at our AGM venue,
much to the delight of the residents in those establishments.
We also run a raffle with prizes donated by either local
businesses or our own members, with the complete proceeds
of the raffle going to a local charity, such as a ‘Men’s Shed’
or as in the case of our latest AGM, the local kindergarten
committee. At our latest event, the Mallacoota Lions Club
matched our donation to the kindergarten dollar for dollar.
We charge a small levy per head for those attending the AGM,
these funds help maintain our internet presence, pay for any

administration needs and to purchase our stock from various
suppliers for selling to members through our regalia shop. We
do without the need to charge annual subscriptions or joining
fees. (KISS).
Our club mascot is `Arvie’,
a bright green frog that was
presented to the Group by
Merrilyn Evans in 2010. Arvie has
travelled over and around much
of Australia, New Zealand, China
and South East Asia and Europe
in the company of various
members, as well as on ocean
cruises.
Remember, the majority of us
are still current Ulysses Club
members, with a sprinkling of
former members, and lots of
us still own and ride our bikes, and remain involved with the
Ulysses Club, but also enjoy the benefits of the RV lifestyle.
Our logo incorporates all RVs from motorhomes to caravans,
and also motorbikes and trailers. All Ulysses members are
welcome to join us, either as a visitor at one of our rallies or
as a member of the Group. For further information go to our
website at http://ulyssesrv.org
See you on the road!
Rick Bedford, #7481, LM #12, UC.
Ulysses Club past National President, Life Member and
National Coordinator, Ulysses Members RV Group.

On the road. Two up. Mile after glorious mile. The Indian
Roadmaster has been designed and built for the long haul. With
the craftsmanship and innovation that riders demand. Like the all
new Indian Motorcycle Ride Command System with two finger,
glove-touch technology. Heated touring seats. Power windshield.
Remote locking saddlebags and trunk. Cruise Control. And, of
course, our award-winning Thunder Stroke 111 engine.
The Indian Roadmaster is your ultimate ride.

INDIANMOTORCYCLE.COM.AU | 1300 00 INDIAN |
Overseas model shown with optional accessories.
Facebook is a registered trademark of Facebook Inc.
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Need a Motorcycle?
Hire from EagleRider Melbourne
Going for a longer ride but your bike doesn’t suit?
A mate’s in from out of town; want to take them for a ride but don’t have a spare bike?
Do you have a friend who sold their bike but still dreams about going for a ride? Let them
know that WE RENT DREAMS.
HIRE A TRIUMPH or RENT A HARLEY from EagleRider Melbourne.
o
o
o
o
o

Joey

Newest fleet of rental Triumph’s and H-D’s in Australia.
Triumph’s: Tigers, Bonneville’s and LAMS Street Triple.
H-D’s: Ultra’s down to Street 500.
Self-drive and guided tours.
Clothing range available in store.

Boomer

The Joey is quick & easy 60 second setup with
a queen size bed. The Boomer is easy to setup,
with both annexes it is a roomy 5830mm x
3300mm and very comfortable, light weight.
Made for motorbikes or small cars.
Many extra options available.

Phone Ray 0429 890 830
email acrossozcampers@telstra.com
www.acrossozcampers.com
RidingOn Dec 16:Print

11/15/16

3:07 PM

3/603 Maroondah Highway Mitcham VIC 3132
web: eagleridermel.com.au

Phone: +61 3 9874 1348
email: mel@eagleridermel.com.au

Page 1

ULYSSES SPECIAL*
SAVE up to $300 per person on
Guided Motorcycle Tour Fees
In recent years the strength of the American $ has made Holidays in
the US more costly. Now the AU $ is on the rise and we’re
ready to take our Ulysses
friends on the dream ride
you’ve been waiting for.
Guided, Self-Guided or
we’ll show you the best
rides in America!

RIDE FOR
LONGER

NATURAL
COMFORT

HAND-MADE
IN AUSTRALIA
• Custom-fit guaranteed
• Prompt mail order service

* Mention Ulysses when you book a
Self-Guided tour for 2017 and save
$200 per bike.

Great American Touring

www.gamct.com

800.727.3390
0011.1.440.349.1201 Int’l

• Warm in winter, cool in summer
• Water-proof covers available

49 Queen Street Berry NSW 2535
Ph 02 4464 2081 Fax 02 4464 3344
info@goodwool.com.au
Member discounts available
10303_goodwool_ad120x90_FA.indd 1
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Top marks for
adventure training
WITH the increase in popularity of Adventure bikes, more and
more riders are enjoying the new (to them) world of riding off
the bitumen.
That popularity saw the creation of the Ulysses Club Adventure
Riders Special Interest Group (SIG). For some, adventure
riding is exploring dirt roads and good 4WD tracks, to others it
is more serious adventures in remote areas, the challenge of
riding in the Australian outback.
In our Adventure SIG we have some members who grew
up riding dirt bikes, so the transition to an Adventure bike is
easy. For others, with no off-road background but who have
been captivated by the idea of riding off the bitumen, the new
experience presents a new set of challenges. I am a firm
believer in rider training and the idea of a training course,
specifically for our group, came when we had a number of
riders stuck on a hill on a 4WD track on a ride last year.
Several companies conduct training courses aimed at
adventure riders, I organised with Lyndon Heffernan from
the so-called “Academy of Off Road Riding” to run the course
for us. Lyndon is based near Batemans Bay in NSW and his

company offer a range of courses for dirt bikes and quads,
as well as the larger adventure bikes. They regularly run
courses at Merton in Victoria so we set a date and 22 riders
enthusiastically registered for the weekend in September.
However, the weather gods had different ideas! Victoria’s
long cold wet winter meant that the property at Merton was
too wet so we ended up doing the course on our property at
Darraweit Guim, north of Melbourne.
We could have postponed it but finding another free weekend
that suited everyone was going to be difficult. So, a week
before the course, I discussed my plan with my wife Robyn
and she volunteered to organise the catering for 24 hungry
riders. I cut the grass where the riders would camp, hired a
portable WC and we were good to go.
We had 18 riders camped down near our creek, a few stayed
in Kilmore and our trainers, Lyndon and Steve, stayed with us.
Robyn did a fabulous job with food for the weekend including
hot home-made soup and a fantastic BBQ on Saturday night,
which helped to make this a memorable weekend.
The off-road riding skills and experience of the participants

In our

Adventure SIG
we have some
members who

grew up riding

dirt bikes, so the
transition to

an Adventure
bike is easy.
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I felt the

course hit the
mark pretty
well for all

riders ranging
from those

new to off-

road riding
to die hard
adventure
riders.”

varied enormously. Some had ridden dirt bikes since they
were teenagers, many had done several other off-road
training courses and, for at least one rider, it was the first
time he had ridden his new Kawasaki KLR off the bitumen.
Nevertheless, with the range of discussions, demonstrations
and exercise drills over the 2 days everyone went home with a
lot of new or honed-up off-road riding skills.
The course was well summed up by comments from some of
the participants.
Rick Rycken, Melourne Branch

“If I had done this training when I got my adventure bike, I
would have learnt the differences in technique for riding on
road versus off-road and perhaps saved myself from a big off
that resulted in a trip to hospital. Remember that you are
never too old to learn new tricks.”

snippets of different exercises were done and then on the
second day it was all put together as one.
The scariest exercise for me was the front end skid... Yes, you
heard right. Front wheel locked while back wheel powering.
It’s an extremely difficult exercise to do, but a very handy skill
to have in your toolbox.
A demanding but very enjoyable weekend and I discovered
what an adventure bike is actually built to do.”
Overall a fantastic weekend, with a good bunch of like-minded
adventure riders and very good training provided by Lyndon
Heffernan and his team. And it didn’t rain!
A video of the weekend has been produced by Helmut Abt and
it can be seen on YouTube at; https://youtu.be/6mhUVOi7N9I
Peter Maguire #9832
Victorian coordinator of the Adventure Riders SIG

Helmut Abt, Yarra Ranges. KTM 1190

“The course consolidated the off-road riding skills I have and
introduced a number of new ones such as safe braking, being
able to negotiate steep off-camber situations, safely descend
and ascend hills in low traction environments and the list
goes on...... I felt the course hit the mark pretty well for all
riders ranging from those new to off-road riding to die hard
adventure riders.”

Melvyn Thomson. BMW 1200GS

“Generally, I am the type that has a need to know and
understand “the ins and outs of a ducks guts”, and then be
able to apply and practice them. The course did just that for
me in a number of ways.
It doesn’t matter how old I am, how many kilometres I’ve
travelled or how much knowledge and experience I have
gained, I can always learn something new.
Great weekend. Well done.”
Hans Nielsen, Yarra Ranges. BMW 1200GS

“Along with well explained theory and demonstrations, small
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REDCLIFFE
BRANCH’S
SPORTY
ULYMPICS
IN the seven years Carole and I have been riding and
socialising with the Sunshine Coast branch, we’ve only
missed one “Ulympics”, hosted by the Redcliffe branch.
Up until two Ulympics ago, they were always organised
by their very capable president, Russell Wheeler with the
help of Herb Heeschen. However, when Russell’s wife
Kieran came off her bike and suffered horrific injuries, he
handed the reins to Herb Heeschen, who has also proven very
capable in the role.
Last year and this year the venue was the Blackbutt
showground, which is an excellent venue and is only about
150 kms NW of the Sunshine Coast.
There’s an enormous oval; a big undercover area with lots
of tables and chairs; clean toilet and shower facilities; free
tea and coffee all day long; BBQ facilities; containers and
wood for camp fires at night; heaps of parking for bikes,
cars, campervans and caravans and tents - and even cheap
powered sites!
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Saturday brings a lot of day trippers, but most members arrive
on Friday; set up camp and sit around in the evening chatting,
having drinks and enjoying the freshly barbecued sausages
($2 pp for all you could eat this year!) Members meet new
members and get reacquainted with old friends.
I didn’t have Herb’s number when writing this, so I rang
Sandra Carroll, secretary of the Redcliffe branch (who
unfortunately couldn’t make it this year) and got some of the
following information from her. For example, she told me
about CareFlight – it is thanks to them
that Kieran is
still with us today.

the fun. If caught, you’re fined on the spot.
I think it’s often the branch that cheats the best that
wins.
*Tyre tossing. Just about everyone takes part in this, so
there’s lots of tossers! And cheating at this is not possible.
*Rowing Competition

From Google: “CareFlight is dedicated to providing the highest
standard of rapid response critical care to the ill and injured.
Our specially trained doctors and nurses use helicopters,
aeroplanes, medi-jets and road ambulances to bring a hospital
level of care to our patients.”
A cheque for $1000 raised from the event this year was
presented to CareFlight. It was great to see Kieran and Russell
rock up on Saturday on a fantastic looking long, shiny blue
trike, and to also take out the gold medals for the discus
throwing game with Kieran on crutches!
Money is raised by members paying a small sum for entry to
the rally, which includes a rally badge plus the usual raffle and
an auction of goods supplied by various people and businesses
Redcliffe members have approached for donations.
And fines! (people fined for cheating or anything, however
trivial, that Herb could think of - and he carried his wooden
‘fine box’ around with him a lot. But its all in good humour,
and no ill feelings.
The raffle is always a big highlight on Saturday night, with
great prizes. Towards the end of the day most members sit
around in circles around campfires, but I was with a group
that went to the local pub, where they put on a special meal
for us: nice tender steak and veg. and dessert for just $15!

The Sunny Coast branch won the Rowing (aka Drinking)
competition Gold Medal (our president was very proud!)
Five in each team have to sit down as though in a boat,
and ‘row’ i.e. move backward and forward with a full
paper cup of beer in one hand. The cheaters (most of us)
who start drinking before the whistle goes get their cups
refilled - this can happen several times, especially on a hot
day.
At the start, the first rower has to drink his/her beer and
then put the cup on his/her head upside-down which is
the signal for the next rower to start.
The last rower has to jump up when finished his beer and run
down to the finish line. This game can be quite hilarious, I’ve
seen a lady get it wrong and fling the beer over her head,
giving the team member behind her a sticky shower...
*A newly introduced game, the name of which escapes me,
but I›ll try and explain it: there are twp vertical plastic poles
about a metre high, which support three horizontal poles
about 60 cm long and 30 cm apart. You fling a cord with a
weight on each end at it from 10-15 metres away. If it wraps
itself around the top pole you get three points, two for the
middle and one for the bottom.
I have a suspicion Sunshine Coast might have been declared
winners this year partly because we›ve only won once before,
but have won the ‘Wooden Spoon’ a record three times, and
we actually didn’t do too badly this time! Perhaps Herb and
Co. were also being generous because they always outnumber
us?
All Ulysseans are welcome, so why not rock up one of these
years? We’d love to see you.
Uwe Sinn # 5041

The four most represented branches were Redcliffe (of
course!), Lockyer, Glasshouse and Sunshine Coast. Smaller
numbers also attended from other branches. Redlands branch
members were conspicuous by their absence, probably due to
“River Fire” fireworks displays on in Brisbane.
The games themselves include:
*Stone The Gnomes (knock them over with tennis balls from a
distance).
*Last man (couple) standing with intact water-filled balloon.
Pairs throw the balloons to each other ever increasing
distances until only one (dry) couple is left with an intact
balloon. Not mentioning any names, but some people grab
and pocket a spare balloon or 2 when nobody’s looking, not
that it necessarily helps them. And if they leak in your pocket,
you look like you’ve wet yourself. But cheating is all part of
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COOK’S TOUR
OF MALAYSIA
Ulyssean John Cook recently toured Malaysia by
motorcycle with a group, and was keen to tell us all
about how enjoyable it was.
I had the good fortune to enjoy another overseas motor bike
trip this year thanks to an invitation from Chris and Sally.
On Chris’ recommendation we used Malaysian Motorcycle
Getaways (Ride Malaysia) and put simply, we had a great
time.
My sons, Michael and Greg, and I flew to Kuala Lumpur early
on Thursday, 28th July. We left our luggage at the hotel,
which we had booked via the web in Shah Alam, a city about a
40-minute taxi ride from KL and the state capital of Selangor.
It is a very conservative area and we could not get a drink at
either the hotel or any nearby restaurant. To fill in the day,
we caught a taxi into KL and took in some sites, including the
Petronas Towers, and did some walking before returning to
our digs, having a meal and retiring early to recover from the
overnight flight. Kuala Lumpur is a huge sprawling city and not
my favourite city to be honest, but having said that it would
have been wiser to have found accommodation in the city
itself.
We got up bright and early on Friday morning and arrived at
MMG headquarters by 0830. We were greeted by Feizal (the
proprietor) and Zahed (Zac), who were to be our guides (and
much more) for the next six days. We also met up with Sally,
Chris and their friend, Stephen, from the Gold Coast.

The six of us (a great size for
a tour group) were briefed
on events and allocated our
bikes in a professional and
friendly manner.
Bikes were packed, excess
luggage was stored and then
we hit the road. We had no
worries at all as everything was extremely well-organised.
All the toll gate booth areas had bypasses (very narrow
paths) for motorbikes and scooters which were quite novel
compared with anything else I have seen. We soon got on
to more interesting roads and riding. Traffic in Malaysia
can be very challenging and I still cringe at the extremely
close tailgating I saw, even at high speeds. Only the loosest
observations seemed to be made of double lines and speed
limits, and overtaking in the face of oncoming traffic (people
moved over to make room) seemed to be the norm. The plus
side was that drivers expected riders to filter or lane-split and
make their way to the heads of queues, and there was no
sign of the aggression or road rage, which we often witness
in Australia. Once off the freeways, the sealed roads were of
varying quality, much like many of the minor roads in New
South Wales or Victoria and they were fun to ride. The bikes
supplied (four Kawasaki Versys 650s, a low-seat CBR 500
for Sally and a Yamaha Diversion 600) were all in very good
condition and great for the task.
Our first refreshment stop was at
Fraser’s Hill after a lovely climb
up a very winding road to an
old style hilltop retreat. After
enjoying a cool drink and a chat
over our experiences to date,
I was confronted by a monkey
dining in the middle of the road
on my way down the mountain!
We then enjoyed a ride north
with a variety of rural scenes and
a well-timed lunch break and
then the weather forecast came
true late in the day’s ride. The
normal forecast is about 28 – 32
degrees with a probability of rain
from about 4.00PM. It proved
true on day one and we joined
many other riders under a bridge
over the freeway and donned
our wet weather gear and spent
about half-an-hour riding in
heavy rain before arriving in Ipoh
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for the night.
This city had
some lovely
tree-lined
boulevards on
the way in.
We secured
our bikes for
the night,
changed into
dry gear, wet
our whistles
at the bar
and enjoyed
a good meal
and banter. We
retired quite
fatigued after riding over 350 km and becoming accustomed
to Malaysian riding conditions.
In the morning we enjoyed a good breakfast at the hotel,
packed and rode a short distance to the Perak Cave Buddhist
Temple, which we had skipped the previous day because of
the rain. We then headed east, skirted the Cameron Highlands
and stopped at an Ice Cream Parlour/strawberry plantation
for delicious refreshments. There was also a rather quirky
display/shop set up there with the latest BMW motorbikes. We
continued east along some fantastic roads with a great variety
of sweeping bends and views before lunching at a very busy
(lots of backpackers getting ready to visit the nearby national
park) curry house about half-way across the peninsula near
Gua Musang. We enjoyed great food washed down with iced
tea. We travelled through rural areas with many
palm plantations and stopped beside Lake Kenyir for
a rest and a cool drink. It was quite late by the time
we arrived at our modern hotel in Kuala Terengganu,
which over looked the old river port. After securing
and storing our bikes, we changed, refreshed and
then went out for some great street food and enjoyed
some drinks before a wander around the town.

Rata. Following a pleasant walk around the busy town, we
visited a bar and enjoyed another meal at a local restaurant.
It was Wednesday, and our final day arrived all too soon. We
started off with a descent from the highlands on tight roads
and great scenery, which I loved. Lunch was at another
well-chosen road side eatery and then we continued on to
ride the spectacular, steep and tight climb up to the Genting
Highlands, where we enjoyed the coolness of high altitude
(1850 metres) for our final break. The descent was even more
challenging and it was a relatively simple run back to the MMG
base as the traffic got heavier.
Each of the four days riding was a bit over 300 km, which may
not sound much, but was about right for the conditions and
heat, and it enabled us to do more than just ride. We were
tired, but in a pleasant way, at the end of each day. All meals
and accommodation were included in the cost of our tour.
Both Feizal and Zac participated socially and enhanced the
group camaraderie. People we saw and met were generally
inquisitive and welcoming, and I would have no hesitation
in recommending MMG if you want an interesting ride in the
tropics. If you do decide to go on such a trip, see your doctor
beforehand to get the appropriate “shots” and ensure that
your travel insurance covers you for riding bikes over 200cc.
I would like to thank Chris for suggesting the trip. I really
enjoyed the company of Sally, Chris and Stephen and it was a
real bonus to be able to enjoy such a trip with my sons.
John Cook #5048

On Sunday, it was up early, and after a good
breakfast and a taxi ride to the port, we boarded
a fast passenger ferry to Redang Island where we
spent two nights at the excellent Coral Resort.
That afternoon, Mike, Greg and I hopped on another
boat and went off snorkelling. First, we visited a
nearby beach where a large green turtle had a nibble
at my finger, and then off to a nearby island to see
some coral and tropical fish. Back at the resort we
all met up and enjoyed a relaxed chat and drinks
followed by another excellent meal on the verandah
of the hotel overlooking the beach, islets and sunset.
On Monday (a lay day), Stephen joined us for another
snorkelling trip to a nearby national marine park which was
extremely busy, while Sally and Chris explored the tropical
forest behind the resorts. When we met up, they looked
much hotter than we did. The resort pool got a workout that
afternoon as did the bar! After a relaxed day and evening
with another good dinner overlooking the water, we all retired
early.
On Tuesday morning, it was up before dawn, a tractor ride to
the main beach, a punt ride out and then a one hour and a
half ferry trip back to the mainland. The bikes were collected
from the hotel and we rode west across the peninsula
retracing some of that great road. We then climbed up to the
Cameron Highlands, visited a tea plantation which really was
beautiful and then stopped at another good hotel in Tanah
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Dream

Roads in Swiss style

M

ENTION Switzerland and one might
be excused for thinking of cheese and
chocolate. Of cows with bells ringing, grazing
in vivid green pastures next to roads that
wind through valleys then disappear into the mountains.

stories told, rides to be had, laughter to be enjoyed,
and did I mention the beer, complemented with wonderful
hotel catering from Rene and his crew. The weekend
was underway.

These roads exhilarate as they take riders over such famed
passes as St Gotthard, San Bernardino or the revered
Stelvio. Serpentine roads draw the rider through a plethora
of tunnels, around sweeping corners, to negotiate tight
hairpin bends whilst being drawn into breathtaking views
across vast, jagged snow covered mountains. Always,
to celebrate being on the top of the summit, there is a
welcoming cafe with tempting coffees and delicious pastries.
A place to pause with the many other bikers to chat,
admire bikes or to grab a photo of the incredible beauty.
Switzerland, could there be a better place for the Ulysses
European gathering? I wouldn’t think so!

After a big night the challenge was to be on time for
Saturday’s ride but knowing the glorious rides waiting,
there was no option. At 9am the next morning (yes, the
Swiss are always punctual), five groups gathered to be
given a designated coloured ribbon and we all headed off.

A DAY OF SPECTACULAR SIGHTS

David and Judy led our ride initially to the Ruinaulta Gorge
(little Swiss grand canyon) on the young Rhine River. In good
Ulysses fashion some riders were lost, some groups waylaid,
but all getting together in time for a photo opportunity.
Riding on we continued over the Albula Pass, followed by

Lenore and I had hired a BMW R1200GS from ‘HOBI-MOTO
AG’ in Winterthur near Zurich, with the idea that one can’t
just front up to a Ulysses meet without sampling the roads
in the nearby districts first. So with 15 mountain passes in
several days under our belt we headed to the heart of the
Swiss Alps. A tiny village of Parpan, Lenzerheide where the
2016, seventh European Ulysses Gathering was to be held,
organised by the Ulysses Club of Switzerland.

SURPRISE GREETING

After a full day’s riding we arrived exhausted at the
motorcycle filled car park of the Hotel Post Grischalodge.
With helmets coming off and creaking stiffly after a big day
in the saddle, a couple sporting Aussie accents greeted us.
Well that was a pleasantly unexpected and warm beginning.
Judith and David (resident Newcastle expats) who I had met
via FB were beaming with smiles.
Then Hermann, larger than life was, vigorously shaking our
hands welcoming and introducing us to everyone…. Jorge,
Ivan, Peter then Gernot and.....
We had finally made it, but not alone. 63 other motorcycle
inflicted members had also made their way from Germany,
France, England, South Africa, Norway, and of course us few
Aussies including John from Alice Springs.
Dinner was soon upon us together with opening formalities.
Swiss president Hermann Schwalm warmly welcomed us in
three languages, as you do, whilst adding jovial advice not
to ride on the wrong side of the road!
What a wonderful evening. Friends in the making,
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Fluela Pass, hesitating for coffee and snaps taken of
these spectacular passes. Ride day one of 240kms was
completed with a gathering and drinks in a small scenic pub,
the Berghotel Tgantieni, above the town of Lenzerheide.
Drinking time was shortened, as foreboding black mountain
clouds were brewing, causing us to scurry back to the hotel
where dinner, drinks and stories were shared along with
Jorge Walters birthday cake. The band Wow Now shook the
crowd after the award for the longest rider, Uwe & Silke Prinz
from Nth Germany, and the oldest rider Horst Guenter Pies
at 75, got their respective awards.

A fundraising auction of a donated ancient gold coin,
for a local paraplegic lad who had a skiing training
accident,
raised CHF 1300 (AUD$1800)! Well-done Europe
Ulysseans!
Day 2, yes leaving at exactly 9 am, we travelled
beside green fields busy with farmers harvesting
(some the sixth time) riding our way through old
stone roofed villages. Following fast flowing rivers
up stream, whilst heading to the holy grail of more
passes, and eventually meeting for lunch on the shore
on the lake of St Moritz under a giant Trojan Horse.
Hours later ending up with drinks in Lenzerheide,
again in perfect weather. 210kms

SOME GOODBYES, AND
THE STELVIO PASS

Day 3 (almost @9) the Gathering was saying farewells
to some, but for others a ride into Austria then Italy
to climb the famed Stelvio Pass was in order. This
did not disappoint with its long trusted approach
weaving through forests until above the tree line
where glaciers made their spectacular presence felt.
The switchbacks became tighter, the road camber
unpredictable as the top of the mountain @2757m
drew closer. Enjoying a packed hotel lunch at the
summit shared with our other riders amidst the other
enthusiasts (some on bicycles) and the bustling
souvenir vendors. The ride down the other side and
back into Switzerland was a wonderful descent
ending up at a Swiss bakery for coffee and cherry pie
in St Marie. 300kms.
For Lenore and I this was our departure point,
having to end up back in Winterthur that night
meant a much longer day in the saddle. So with
fond farewells, we left knowing that we were
fortunate to have been part of this extraordinary
meet and now have the finest of friends in
the making.
To experience so many mountain
passes and mind blowing beauty
in a few warm up days prior to
the AGM was outstanding. But
the meeting of such wonderful
welcoming friendly people is the full
package.
It demonstrates that the Ulysses spirit
is carried over distance, borders and
across cultures.
If ever any of you Ulysses Europeans come
down under, look us up!
Ulysses Switzerland, what a great AGM!
Cheers & Prost!
Kym Osborne #63056
Ulysses- Club Switzerland www.ulysses-club.ch
Next European Gathering 3-5 June 2017
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CHLOE
CHLOE GOES
THE DISTANCE
THE
CUTE. Now there’s a word you don’t expect to see in a
motorcycling magazine, but it’s what everyone says when they
meet Chloe the Maltese poodle.
This friendly little bundle of furr has travelled more than
160,000 kms around the length and breadth of Australia, as
`pillion’ with Ken Eaton, president of the Joondalup Branch in
Perth.
Their story began shortly after Chloe’s birth in 2003, when she
was chosen in a pet shop as a companion for Ken’s wife Sue.
Inseparable from their marriage in 1969, which was blessed
with three beautiful daughters, their happiness was later
challenged when Sue became a breast cancer survivor, but
nothing could have prepared them for when she was diagnosed
with early onset dementia, Alzheimer’s Disease.
As she and Ken battled the cruel disease which was gradually
stealing her memories, Sue and the little dog became firm
friends.
When Sue eventually succumbed to the disease in 2007, leaving
Ken and Chloe alone, Ken could have turned away from the
little dog, but their relationship grew stronger. Meanwhile,
Ken decided to rekindle his love affair with motorcycling, an
affair that was ended like so many others by the arrival of
parenthood.
“I hadn’t ridden since I was 25, so I had a lot to catch up on,”
recalls Ken, whose first return mount was a Suzuki Boulevard,
on which he tried carrying his little mate in a tank bag until
advised that was illegal.
Undeterred, Ken swapped the Zuki for his current BMW
R1200GS, with a pack rack that offered space for a Chloe-sized
hutch. Riding as a backseat passenger, Chloe even has a safety
belt to restrain her in the event of a mishap.
Since then, she has travelled “about 160,000” kms with
Ken, attending six AGM Events. As somebody once said,
“motorcyclists know why dogs put their heads out of a car
window”, and for Chloe it must be great fun.
Nestled comfortably in her hutch and leaping out whenever
they stop, she is always eager to make new friends, and wins
hearts with ease.
“On our way back from the Launceston AGM, we had a stopover
in a caravan park at Swansea, in NSW,” Ken recounted.
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“Coming back from shopping, just as we
stopped I caught my trousers on the gear
lever, and of course we did a slow fall.
“Van park residents came rushing over from
all directions, but only because they were
worried about Chloe, nobody bothered to ask
about me!”

Deciding that the BMW is perhaps not ideal for commuting
when they are home in Perth, Ken’s ears pricked up at the
Shark Bay Rally last July when he overheard someone say they
were selling a `postie bike’.
That someone was me, and before I knew it the little Honda
CT110 had a new owner. On the rack where posties once placed
boxes of mail, another hutch has been constructed so Chloe
and Ken can be urban commuters.
Both motorcycles will no doubt be used in the service of Chloe’s
`own’ charity, which was created and registered by Ken 18
months ago.
With the little dog as its public face, `I ride with Chloe To fight
Dementia’ is Ken’s memorial to Sue, raising funds to help the
continued research undertaken by Alzheimer’s Australia WA.
Donations can be made online at www.iridewithchloe.com and
are rewarded with badges and patches that Ken has had made.
Which begs the question – will a motorcyclist wear a badge
or patch featuring a cute little dog? Well, Chloe’s face is now
proudly worn on this motorcyclist’s rally vest.
Gary Warner #65262
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DON TAKES THE
POSTIE BIKE
CHALLENGE
SMALL and seemingly unbreakable,
the humble Postie Bike has carved
itself a place in motorcycling history.
The little 110cc Honda is the world’s
biggest selling motorcycle by a country mile, and the Postie Bike Challenge is its ultimate test. September
saw a swarm of the little bikes travel
3300kms through the back blocks
of WA, and riding one of them was
Wagga Branch member Don Pembleton, who had never ridden a postie
bike before!
Day I (Sunday 4th September) and the challenge commenced at Cannington Exhibition Centre (Perth) at 7am
when we set out for the village of Hyden (323 KM). After
a tour of Wave Rock, we were fed and housed by the local
Scout Group, with the option to pitch a tent or sleep in the
Scout Hall. I chose the latter.

Day 8 (Sunday) we head back to the coast - 500KMs to 80
Mile Beach - we’re almost there. We camped at a caravan
park on the beach - all were starting to unwind by now,
a situation that Dan Gridley (the coordinator) warned
against. Complacency at this point has been a danger on
previous events.

Day 3 (Tuesday) we headed for Sandstone (425 KM) via
Menzies & Lake Ballard and experienced our first unsealed
section of road. No problems with the road but we were
warned that it was just to harden us up for what lay
ahead. Camped in the Caravan Park and caught up on the
laundry.

Day 9 (Monday) only 380 KMs to Broome. We regroup at
a roadhouse about 20 KM from our destination in order to
ride in convoy to the Rotary reception and handover of the
bikes. Despite ‘best laid plans’ we suffered our first and
only mechanical problem a short distance from the finish.
So whilst the rest of us sat on our bikes in the hot tropical
sun the necessary arrangements were made. Then, feeling
a bit ‘hot & bothered’ we picked our way through the
traffic to the destination and listened to the welcoming
speeches before donating the bikes.

Day 4 (Wednesday) was a relatively easy day of only
200 KM. Where we ended up at the Meekatharra Sports
Complex.

After a welcome tub and a refreshing drink (not necessarily in that order) we attended the semi-formal end of
challenge dinner at the Oaks Hotel.

Day 5 (Thursday) was another 400+ KM day taking us up
to Newman.

From Perth to Broome via an inland, little-known route
totalling 3,330 KMs. Not a long ride for any active Ulyssian
- BUT at a maximum speed of between 60 and 75 kmh,
depending upon which way the wind was blowing and
often less over doubtful road conditions, it WAS a looong
ride!

Day 2 (Monday) we headed for Kalgoorlie (370KM) via
Yellowdine. We camped in a the Boulder Scout Hall.

Day 6 (Friday) we travelled over some well-used sand/
gravel mining roads for 278 KM to arrive at Tom Price. A
slight detour through Karijini NP over the worst roads yet
saw most riders have a close encounter with the sand/
gravel. No major problems only a little bark off and a dented pride. Once through the NP however, the worst was
behind us and most riders were more comfortable with the
110cc Honda (ex) Postie bikes.
Day 7 (Saturday) only 350 KMs to Karratha. Lots of gravel
and the only distraction from the long straight dusty roads
were the local bulk trains. Most had never seen anything
like it previously.

Run every year since 2002, the Challenge sees between
30 and 50 riders from many parts of the world participate
in a fun charity ride. It is well organised and planning for
the 2017 event is already in hand.
Details available at www.postiebikechallenge.org/
Don Pembleton #15662
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THE RHYME OF THE
ANCIENT BIKER

It growled like a tiger with one swift kick
A twist of the throttle had lighted the wick
He dropped the clutch and let her run
Taking off for adventure and the setting sun

(with a nod to Samuel Taylor Coleridge)

His flowing silver mane framed a weathered face
The mantle of the seasoned biker and his halo of grace
A beard in hues of grizzled grey
Canvassed a portrait painted that way

Heading for a distant vista making for the grail
The rhythm of the black top caressed a saintly tale
It was poetry in motion to see him ride that day
A pilgrim on a mission and all that comes what may
Eighty cubic inches hummed a melody divine
Music to his ears while riding for the line
Treking through the hinterland among the fields of green
Paradise scrolled its beauty and decorated the scene

His leathers all faded, scuffed and worn
Crafted the image that greeted the morn
Shrouded in vestments of the code
He made ready for the open road

Nirvana lit its lustre and the siren call did sing
Giving smile to the spirit of a biker on the wing
Basking in the moment of a ride so heaven-sent
Gunning for the far horizon ‘til the day be spent

With gloves and helmet underarm
He drifted to the chapel of his charm
The door rolled back and what a sight
Aura’d in awe and splendid might

The pace be brisk while sweepers teased the dream
Where shadows dappled and danced a waltz supreme
The ballad of the odyssey is lyric to this tome
For when the script be writ, he turned the beast for home

There in raiments of red and gold
Noble in stature and written in bold
Beckoned with lust and tempting guile
A two wheeled wonder sculptured in style

The run be done and the bike at rest
‘Twas a day like all the others to be the best
There the front verandah welcomed as on cue
And bade the weary biker to take a tranquil pew

Gifted with majesty and Indian by name
Summoned an icon of historic fame
A thundering big twin to steal the soul
Throbbing with power and passion to roll
The old man with glint and wrinkled grin
Preened his beloved and primed her for a spin
He scanned its form and awesome glory
While adding another chapter to the story

The sun was sinking o’er the land
Thoughts of the ride and senses so grand
To reach for the sunset all fanciful and free
Is the opus and the anthem for him and for me
Wayne F. Pappin, #24386.

THANK YOU
To:
Our loyal followers
Organisers & Volunteers
Community Organisations &
supporters

Our 20th Anniversary Golden Dragon Rally
next year- 2017 The Tradition continues.
Website- www.centralvictoriaulyssesbranch.com
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Members
Stories
of
random
acts of kindness
RON, a fellow member of our Westgate Wanderers Branch,
bought a new Panther trike from Joe in Gosford, so to pick it
up he flew to Sydney from Melbourne.
We thought that, it being a new machine, he might like
company on the trip home, so the wife and I rode up to join
him. We rode up on the Saturday, it rained all day Sunday,
and was fortunately fine on Monday when Ron picked up the
trike.
We did a shake down run along the coast and up around
Lake Macquarie, the following day we ventured up through
Singleton, Gresford and back to Gosford for a service the
following day, before heading home on the Thursday.
The day and trip started fine and Ron wanted to stop and
catch up with Wayne, from the trike club, on our way around
the M7. Wayne was running late and said he would catch up
with him at a later date, this was ok and as we had stopped
to call and wait we decided to continue.
WRONG. At this point my ignition switch took time out, so
we were not going anywhere. That was until earthmoving
contractor Wayne Duncan arrived on the scene. He
rearranged his two pieces of earth moving equipment, and
organised his son in law to come back to us from down the
road.
He transferred a machine off his trailer on to Wayne’s trailer,
then we loaded the bike on and took it to his place near
Picton. Ron continued on home while Wayne, after offering
bed, shed and tools, drove us to the airport to fly home.
Trains were booked out due to football finals. Retrieved bike,
fixed switch, saved $2000 that was quoted, but unable to
repay Wayne for his time and generosity especially as he and
his wife were leaving on holidays on Saturday.
This was a really big helping hand!
Patrick Rothe #63850
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is this

triumph
worth a trophy?

a

N opportunity to test-ride the latest Triumph
Trophy SE, even at short notice, was just
too good to pass up. It was during my first
meeting with Dale McBride – newly appointed
marketing manager at Peter Stevens Imports,
with responsibility for Triumph, Aprilia,
Moto Guzzi, Vespa and Piaggio - that the
chance arose.
Very shortly I found myself temporarily swapping
my current sports tourer for a brand new Triumph
Trophy SE Sports Tourer.

It was then that I realised the challenge of the
task, and my admiration grew for our numerous volunteer
“bike testers” who do such a great job reviewing and
reporting in depth for the benefit of our members.
My first big question was how technical should this be, or
should I just keep it as a simple description of the whole
experience? Perhaps a bit of both….
First impression was of a gleaming big black beast, yet
when I threw my leg over the machine I was surprised at
just how light and well balanced it felt. Being a sportstourer, it naturally featured all the usual characteristics,
styling and comfort of such bikes, with the top box an
optional extra at $440 fitted.
We wanted to take it over a good cross-section of riding
conditions and experiences, from suburban traffic and
freeway running to some decent hills and bends (as many as
possible), to see how this new Triumph handles.
First off, some suburban streets (mostly potholed
and a variety of surfaces), to test the suspension and
responsiveness of this bike. Surprisingly, the Trophy proved
to be very nimble, light and responsive in what can often be
a tricky situation.
Then on to the freeway for a good run up to the limit.
Although it was a windy day, the bike handled predicably
and confidently, I could really start to appreciate more of
its features.
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For instance, the electrically controlled windscreen is the
result of much wind tunnel testing and provides a very
quiet cockpit with no helmet buffeting and affords excellent
visibility. Even at higher speeds the quietness of the cockpit
was amazing.
That allows you to enjoy the integrated sound
system / radio which is quite brilliant, fully Bluetooth
integrated and featuring noise modulated volume control.
Volume is adjusted up or down automatically depending on
the surrounding ambient noise.
Riding the freeway was also a chance to explore the
electronic suspension settings, adjustable on the go from
controls on the handlebars. Settings of Comfort, Normal
and Sport cover the range of riding conditions one could
expect to encounter. Whilst not unique to Triumph, I was
later to discover that the bike’s variable suspension was an
invaluable aid in safe riding in changing conditions.
Coupled to full ABS and Combined Braking systems
(linking front and rear brakes regardless of which is applied),
the Trophy also boasts Traction Control.
Apparent from the outset was the responsiveness and
flexibility of the remarkable three cylinder, 1215cc liquid
cooled and fuel injected engine that powers this bike,
coupled to an excellent six speed gearbox. Most noticeable
is the bike’s ability of to pull away in any gear from
2000 rpm, it provides very smooth power delivery right
through the rev range. Gearbox ratios are such that the
progression from one gear to the next is close to perfect,
ensuring optimum performance whether going up or down
in gear selection. The clutch and gear shift actions are
both positive and precise.
A group ride in the Victorian Central Highlands was an
ideal opportunity to appreciate what this bike had to
offer. Once into the hills and twisty roads, it came into its
own with agility and fast turning responsiveness, instilling
confidence in the rider with positive feedback through the
suspension and steering. Handling could only be described
as exhilarating and excellent. Certainly, this bike is equal
or superior to any comparable bike I have ridden.
Having recently fitted a set of Pirelli
Angel tyres to my own bike, with a
noticeable improvement in “feel” and
“responsiveness” from the road, I was
interested to note this Triumph Trophy
SE was also fitted with these same
tyres. And sure enough, that feeling
of precise and positive response
was there.
Given that the British factory
producing this bike has a long and
enviable history of success with a
range of bikes spanning many years,
it should come as no surprise that
this bike is favourably comparable
with any bike in its class.
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Triumph have displayed a knack for innovation as well.
On a ride with friends in very windy conditions, it was
observed that the panniers “moved about” a bit. It was then
that the “Triumph Dynamic Luggage System” was revealed
as a valuable asset, as turbulence can adversely affect
handling . TDLS allows the panniers – connected through
the frame – to move independently of the bike chassis,
thereby minimising or eliminating buffeting through
pannier turbulence.
Its appearance is attractive, with clean lines and full fairing
providing great aerodynamic benefit to rider comfort and to
handling. Big, but very well balanced, it tips the scales “all
up” at around 300kgs, making it similar or lighter than most
comparable bikes.
Seat height can be an issue when choosing a bike and
Triumph have catered for this with adjustable seat height
from 760 – 820 mm. Additionally, I found the slightly wider
seat to be very comfortable, and the relationship of seat to
footpegs to handlebars to be ideal for a totally relaxed
riding posture.
While the side stand was easy to locate with the left foot,
without having to “find” it, the centre stand was not so easy
to fully engage, but perhaps that was just me.
I really liked the dash layout and information provided by the
two large analogue dials – speedo and tacho – with a centre
mount digital display unit providing info on every aspect of
the bike at the touch of a button. All very clear and easy to
read in all riding conditions, day or night.
Designed for long-haul touring, the Trophy features a large
fuel tank of 26 litres, and excellent fuel consumption of 4.1
to 5.5 ltrs / 100 kms depending on riding conditions and
speed. Another asset for long distance touring is Cruise
Control which comes as standard on this bike. Small storage
compartments for keys, wallet, sunglasses etc, (as included
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on some other Sports Tourers) are not a feature here, but
more than compensated for with an ample sealed and dry
under-seat compartment.
Since it is currently priced at $23,490 `rideaway’, a saving of
$6000, anyone in the market for a well performed, attractive
and fully equipped Sports Tourer would be well advised to
put the Triumph Trophy high on their list.
Peter Baulch #27672

Nuts`n’ Bolts

(the Tech Specs)
Engine: In-line 3-cylinder, liquid cooled, 4 valves per
cylinder, DOHC, 1215cc.
Ride by wire, fuel injected.
Power: 98.5 kW (132hp) @ 8900rpm.
Torque: 120Nm @ 6450rpm.
Transmission: 6-speed gearbox, wet multi-plate clutch.
Frame: Aluminium beam twin-spar.
Swingarm: Single-sided, cast aluminium alloy
with shaft drive.
Wheels: Front – cast alloy 5-spoke 17x3.5 inch,
Rear – 17x6.0 inch.
Tyres: Front -120/70 ZR17, Rear 190/55 ZR17.
Front Suspension: WP 43mm upside down forks,
electronically adjustable rebound damping with
127mm travel.
Rear Suspension: WP monoshock with integral oil
reservoir, electronically adjustable hydraulic preload,
electronically adjustable rebound damping with
120mm travel.
Brakes Front: Twin 320mm floating discs, Nissin 4-piston
calipers, linked brakes (2 pistons in RH caliper activated by
rear brake), ABS (non-switchable).
Brakes Rear: Single 282mm disc, Nissin 2-piston sliding
caliper, ABS (non-switchable).
Seat Height: Adjustable 760 - 820mm.
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PRODUCT REVIEW

“My first ride with
it was amazing, the
strong glare of late
afternoon sunshine
was eliminated, a
slight move of the
head all that was
needed to block it
from any angle and
keep the eyes in
shadow.”

AN END TO THE
SUNNY SALUTE
THIS device has been around for a while, but I had
never seen one until a few weeks ago.

An extra pair of hands is useful too, for marking where the
clips are to go and when fitting the Super-Visor.

Spotting it on the helmet of riding mate Peter B, I learned that
it is called the Super-Visor, is made under a patent in the USA
and sold in Australia by Rocky Creek Designs.

My first ride with it was amazing, the strong glare of late
afternoon sunshine was eliminated, a slight move of the head
all that was needed to block it from any angle and keep the
eyes in shadow.

Taking the plunge, I bought two, a black one for my Kabuto
full-face and white for my M2R open-face. Super-Visor can
only be used on an open-face helmet if it is fitted with a face
shield, so I was okay.

What I did not expect was the aerodynamic efficiency, it
actually reduces the `bobbing head’ syndrome that causes
neck and shoulder pain on long rides.

It is actually secured to the shield by four clips, which are
fastened to the shield with adhesive pads and a very strong
glue.

Super-Visor is sold in the USA with a mounting kit to adjust
height as an option, but here the kit is included in the $35
purchase from rockycreekdesigns.com.au

For nearly two weeks I sat and stared at my new toys,
reluctant to risk getting it wrong at the gluing stage, but I
finally bit the bullet and `had a go’.

Do I like it? I love it. No more `salute’ with a raised hand to
block glare for me.

Big advice – read the instructions carefully and follow them
with even greater care.
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Gary Warner #65262

PRODUCT REVIEW
Someone asked if I knew anything about customformed earplugs. They asked about the plugs made by
Earmold, but as I have never tried them, I didn’t have
a clue. Seeking someone who uses them, I turned to
Savaugn Pratt, who offered a ringing endorsement with
help from other Ulysses members!
Savaugn, take it away…
“I appreciate a company that has excellent customer service
and provides exactly what it promises.
Earmold Australia is owned by Aaron and Julie Dalle-Molle, not
a major corporation, just ordinary people, Ulyssians in fact, like
you and me. Earmold began in Australia in 1988, producing
earplugs for shooters and professional uses. Aaron and Julie
became agents for Earmold in Australia in 1996 and purchased
the company in 2011.
When a Ulyssian adapted his workplace earplugs by cutting
them flat so that he could wear them under his helmet to
reduce wind noise, a new avenue for the business was formed.
Like most of us, I just accepted the noise that came with
wearing a helmet as part of the experience, but I was
damaging my hearing. Riders and pillions can experience
prolonged noise levels of more than 104 decibels when
travelling at 100km/h. anything over 81 decibels can damage
your hearing! Being a pillion on a bike with a good sized screen,
I am often on the receiving end of the wind as it whirls around
the screen and the rider.
I purchased my first set of Earmold earplugs about 10 years
ago and have since bought another two pairs, including a pair
for sleeping. This from a person that absolutely hates anything
going into my ears!
The plugs are moulded using a material with the highest rating
for hearing protection and can be made in all sorts of colours –
helps those of us with old timers – we can tell the left one from
the right one! With my earplugs in, I no longer experience the
wind noise – still get tossed around though! We can hear each
other clearly through the intercom and I get to sing along to my
favourite songs.

On those odd occasions I forget to put the plugs in, the
excessive noise soon reminds me!
Aaron and Julie can be found set up at major motorcycle rallies
and events such as the Ulysses AGM, or can be contacted via
their website www.earmold.com.au. Give your hearing a break,
get a set of Earmold plugs fitted. You will not regret it!”
Savaugn Pratt #20508 DM#35
Savaugn also elicited comments from other Ulysses members;
“Best thing I ever did, get to sleep through the road noise at
night, but can still hear my music and the missus yelling at
me from the back of the bike during the day!” Wayne Duff
#60787
"Over the years I have used a variety of hearing protection
products in my personal and working life. I discovered custom
made plugs and at work or play or even for a good night's sleep
they are the best and most comfortable hearing protection
devices I have used. Aaron at Earmold manufactured and fitted
them perfectly whilst I waited, a very professional company
who I would recommend without hesitation" Steve Blencowe
#63000
“After riding for a number of years I noticed that my hearing
was starting to become impaired due to the excessive noise. I
decided to try a set of earplugs to seeif it made any difference.
Aaron fitted me up with my custom earplugs and I have never
looked back. I’m also into bike to bike communications and
have had several versions of the Sena Headsets. Aaron was
able to hook my headset in with my custom ear plugs and
the sound is crystal clear. Not only do I get to speak and
listen to my riding buddies but I can also hear my Garmin GPS
directions and listen to my favourite riding music as well. I
cannot recommend Earmold Australia highly enough. Thankyou
Earmold Australia.”
Roxanne Stone #43827

EARMOLD HEARING PROTECTION
“I appreciate a
company that
has excellent
customer
service and
provides
exactly what it
promises.
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SUMMER
gear
shop
Spring gear
shop
gear
shop

FOR
FOR
MORE
INFORMATION
FORMORE
MOREINFORMATION
INFORMATION
Call
Call
the
Administration
Office
1300
134
123
Callthe
theAdministration
AdministrationOffice
Office1300
1300134
134123
123
orororemail:
email:
administration@ulysses.org.au
email:administration@ulysses.org.au
administration@ulysses.org.au

ULYSSES CLUB GET UGLY!

RRP:
RRP:
$79.95
$79.95

MULTI-FUNCTIONAL
MULTI-FUNCTIONAL GOGGLES
GOGGLES

ULTIMATE

SLIM

Female
Female friendly
friendly inin
size
size and
and design
design and
and
good
good for
for narrow
narrow head
head
SIZING
SIZING GUIDE
GUIDE

The
The most
most popular
popular
asas itit fits
fits medium
medium
(standard)
(standard) head
head size
size
SIZING
SIZING GUIDE
GUIDE

GLIDE

CRUIZE

SIZING
SIZING GUIDE
GUIDE

SIZING
SIZING GUIDE
GUIDE

The
The original
original multimultifunctional
functional style
style with
with wide
wide
nose
nose bridge
bridge for
for closer
closer fit.
fit.

22

11

The
The original
original multimultifunctional
functional style
style with
with wide
wide
nose
nose bridge
bridge for
for closer
closer fit.
fit.

33

FEATURES & BENEFITS
•• AllAll 44 models
models feature
feature the
the “Five
“Five Ticks”
Ticks”
•• Extra
Extrashort
shortdetachable
detachablearms
armswith
with
logo
logo confirming
confirming they
they have
have been
been
flexible
flexiblerubber
rubbertips
tipsdesigned
designedfor
forhelmets
helmets
certified
certified toto the
the Australian
Australian Standard.
Standard.
•• AllAll models
models feature
feature detachable
detachable foam
foam
This
This
means
means
the
the
product
product
has
has
been
been
insert
insert (1)
(1),, removable
removable arms
arms (2)
(2)and
and an
an
rigorously
rigorously
tested
tested
and
and
meets
meets
quality
quality
adjustable
adjustable elastic
elastic strap
strap (3)
(3)
and
and safety
safety standards.
standards.
•• Convert
Convert toto goggle
goggle when
when replace
replace arms
arms
•• Models
Models comply
comply toto the
the Australian
Australian Safety
Safety
with
with the
the strap
strap for
for open
open face
face helmets
helmets
Standard
Standard AS/NZS
AS/NZS 1337.1
1337.1 and
and the
the
•• Removable
Removable foam
foam gasket
gasket toto eliminate
eliminate
Australian
Australian Standard
Standard for
for Sunglasses
Sunglasses
wind,
wind, dust,
dust, insects
insects && rocks
rocks
and
and Fashion
Fashion Spectacles
Spectacles AS/NZS
AS/NZS
•• Individual
Individual components
components are
are available
available for
for
1067:2003
1067:2003
purchase
purchase asas spare
spare parts
parts

RX GASKET
••The
The RX
RX Gasket
Gasket isis sold
sold separately
separately
••The
The Slim,
Slim, Ultimate,
Ultimate, Glide
Glide && Cruize
Cruize
and
and isis aa custom
custom fitfit toto each
each model.
model.
models
models can
can be
be scripted
scripted by
by adding
adding aa
Please
Please ensure
ensure the
the correct
correct RX
RX Gasket
Gasket isis
prescription
prescription RX
RX Gasket.
Gasket.
purchased.
purchased.
••The
The RX
RX Gasket
Gasket holds
holds the
the prescription
prescription
RRP $39.95
$39.95 which
which also
also includes
includes AntiAntilens
lens and
and sits
sits in-between
in-between the
the Ugly
Ugly Fish
Fish ••RRP
Fog
Fog lens
lens cleaner
cleaner
lens
lens and
and the
the foam
foam insert
insert
••Prescription
Prescription should
should be
be fitted
fitted through
through aa
••The
The advantages
advantages ofof aa prescription
prescription RX
RX
qualified
qualified optometrist.
optometrist. RX
RX gaskets
gaskets are
are
Gasket
Gasket over
over more
more traditional
traditional direct
direct inin
suited
suited toto distance
distance only
only oror multifocal
multifocal
frame
frame prescriptions
prescriptions includes:
includes:
scripts.
-- The
The ability
ability toto take
take the
the prescription
prescription RX
RX scripts.
Gasket
Gasket with
with you
you toto aa new
new set
set ofof the
the
same
same Ugly
Ugly Fish
Fish glasses.
glasses.
-- The
The prescription
prescription RX
RX Gasket
Gasket isis
protected
protected by
by the
the Ugly
Ugly Fish
Fish lens
lens soso itit isis
less
less likely
likely toto become
become damaged.
damaged.

PACKAGING papackackagegeddin:in:
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are
ssess are
glasse
Fishh gla
Uglyly Fis
AllAll Ug
e
case
hardrd cas
zip ha
ortss zip
Sport
••Sp
les asas aa
ubles
doub
uch –– do
Pouch
fiberer Po
crofib
Micro
••Mi
clothth
ing clo
aning
cle
clean
Boxx
g
ging Bo
ckagin
Packa
••Pa
Cardrd
nty Ca
rranty
Warra
••Wa

FRAME
FRAME

RX
RXGASKET
GASKET

FOAM
FOAMINSERT
INSERT

bonus
bonusgift
giftwith
withpurchases
purchasesover
over$40
$40
TO
TOORDER
ORDER
Use
Usethe
theform
formon
onthe
theback
backofofyour
yourRiding
RidingOn
Onmailing
mailingsheet
sheetororplace
place
your
yourorder
orderon
onthe
theclub
clubwebsite
websiteatatwww.ulyssesclub.org
www.ulyssesclub.org

NEW
NEW&&IMPROVED
IMPROVED
Backpack
Backpack$49.95
$49.95

Black/Charcoal
Black/CharcoalBack
BackPack
Packwith
withOld
Old
Man
Manlogo
logo
OnOnfront.
front.
2828litre
litrecapacity
capacity
600D
600Dpolyester
polyesterwith
withlatex
latexrubber
rubber
backing
backing
2 separate
2 separatestorage
storagecompartments
compartments
Padded
PaddediPad
iPadcompartment
compartment
Contoured
Contouredpadded
paddedmesh
meshback
backpanels.
panels.
Quick
Quickrelease
releaseside
sidecompression
compressionstraps,
straps,
mesh
meshdrink
drinkbottle
bottlepocket
pocket
and
andzippered
zipperedside
sideaccessory
accessorypocket.
pocket.
Heavy
HeavyDuty
DutyZippers,
Zippers,
rubber
rubber
protection
protectionfeet
feetand
andmesh
meshbacked
backedpadded
paddedquick
quickgrip
griphandle.
handle.
Rubber
Rubberheadphone
headphoneexit
exitport
portononfront
frontcompartment.
compartment.
Dimensions:
Dimensions:32cm
32cmWide
Widex 44cm
x 44cmHeight
Heightx 20cm
x 20cmDeep
Deep

HIHIVIS
VISSafety
SafetyVest
Vest
$26.95
$26.95
HiHiVisVisLime
LimeGreen
Greensafety
safetyvest
vestwith
withzipper
zipperfront.
front.
Old
OldMan
ManLogo
Logoprinted
printedononback.
back.
100%
100%Polyester
Polyester
tricot
tricotforfordurability.
durability.
Complies
Complieswith
withStandards
StandardsAS/
AS/
NZS
NZS1906.4.2010
1906.4.2010& &AS/NZS
AS/NZS4602.1.2011
4602.1.2011Day/Night
Day/Night
effective
effectiveDTM
DTMself-fabric
self-fabricbinding.
binding.
Utility
Utilitypockets
pockets
atatsides.
sides.
Available
AvailableininL, L,
XL,
XL,
2LX,
2LX,
3XL,
3XL,
4XL,
4XL,
5XL
5XL

LadiesButterfly
ButterflyPolo
Polo
Ladies

SOFT
SOFTSHELL
SHELLBLACK
BLACKJACKETS
JACKETSLADIES
LADIES$95.00
$95.00
Soft
SoftShell
ShellCharcoal
CharcoalJacket.
Jacket.
100%
100%Bonded
BondedPolyPolyester
esterOuter.
Outer.
Knit
Knitfabric
fabricbonded
bondedwith
withmicro
microfleece
fleece
lining.
lining.
Wind
Windflap,
flap,
chin
chinguard
guardand
andstand
standupupcollar.
collar.
Ladies
Ladies8-10,
8-10,
12-14,
12-14,
16-18,
16-18,
20-22,
20-22,
24-26
24-26

$24.00
$24.00
A Astylish
stylishway
waytotorepresent
represent
your
yourClub
Clubwith
withthis
thisBlack
Black
Satin
SatinTieTiefeaturing
featuringthe
theOld
Old
Man
ManLogo.
Logo.

Ladies
LadiesButterfly
ButterflyT-Shirt
T-Shirt$25.00
$25.00
New
NewStyle
StyleV-Neck
V-NeckCotton/Poly
Cotton/PolyT-Shirt
T-ShirtininSky
Sky
Blue
BlueMarle
Marlecolour.
colour.
Featuring
Featuringthe
theUlysses
Ulysses
Butterfly
Butterflydesign
designononthe
thefront.
front.
Sizes
Sizes8-22
8-22

$32.00
$32.00
New
NewStyle
StyleLadies
LadiesPolo
Poloshirt.
shirt.
White
Whitewith
withblack
blacktrim
trimand
and
Ulysses
UlyssesButterfly
Butterflydesign
designonontop
top
left
leftside.
side.
Sizes
Sizes8-24
8-24

LADIES
LADIESMAGENTA
MAGENTACOLOUR
COLOURSLEEVELESS
SLEEVELESSSHIRTS
SHIRTS
$32.50
$32.50
Ladies
LadiesV VNeck
Necksleeveless
sleevelesspolo
poloshirt.
shirt.
Magenta
Magenta
with
withembroidered
embroideredOld
OldMan
ManLogo.
Logo.
Sizes
Sizes8-20
8-20

ULYSSES
ULYSSESCLUB
CLUB
NECK
NECKTIE
TIE

SOFT
SOFTSHELL
SHELLBLACK
BLACKJACKETS
JACKETSMENS
MENS$95.00
$95.00
Soft
SoftShell
ShellCharcoal
CharcoalJacket.
Jacket.
100%
100%Bonded
BondedPolyPolyester
esterOuter.
Outer.
Knit
Knitfabric
fabricbonded
bondedwith
withmicro
microfleece
fleece
lining.
lining.
Wind
Windflap,
flap,
chin
chinguard
guardand
andstand
standupupcollar.
collar.
Mens
MensS,S,
M,M,
L, L,
XL,
XL,
2XL,
2XL,
3XL,
3XL,
5XL.
5XL.

See
SeeSizing
Sizingchart
chartfor
forhalf
halfchest
chestmeasurement
measurementguide
guide
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SUMMER gear shop

BOTTLE HOLDER – BLACK
$5.00
with base, removable neck
strap, belt loop & velcro
bottle neck seal to keep
your bottle secure. Fits
stubbies and most bottles
up to approx. 600mls
depending on neck size.
14.5cm high, base diameter
7cm, neck holder opening
3.5cm.

BRACES - REG & LARGE $32.00
Braces, black with Old Man Logo.
Reg 85cm stretch to 143cm, Large
101cm stretch to 173cm. Strap width
3.5cm

HIP FLASK $26.50
Stainless Steel hip flask with laser
etched Old Man Logo

LUGGAGE TAG $2.00
Ulysses Luggage Tag with Old Man
Logo. 105mm x 64mm. A great way to
personalise your luggage

STUBBY HOLDER - BLACK OR PINK $7.50
Keep your drinks cold with the Ulysses Club Stubby Holder.
Displaying the Old Man Logo and Bike artwork
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FOR MORE INFORMATION
Call the Administration Office 1300 134 123
or email: administration@ulysses.org.au

FRIDGE MAGNET $2.00
Fridge Magnets, Black with Old Man
Logo 75mm round.

MULTI TOOL (Leatherman Style) $27.00
Ulysses Club Multi Tool with 10
attachments and belt loop.
An essential item for any Handyman or
Lady!

ULYSSES CLUB WATER BOTTLE$9.00
This new 560ml Water Bottle is great to take
on rides. Featuring taste free stainless steel
with drinking straw. Strong but light. 235mm
x 70mm.

bonus gift with purchases over $40
TO ORDER
Use the form on the back of your Riding On mailing sheet or place
your order on the club website at www.ulyssesclub.org
COMBO
STICKER & BADGE
TOURING PATCH,
00
REE FOR JUST $10.
DEAL! GET ALL TH

PATCH
PATCH TOURING
TOURING $6.00
$6.00
Members
Members travelling
travelling overseas
overseas will
will be
be
recognised
recognised as
as an
an Australian
Australian Ulysses
Ulysses
member
member when
when wearing
wearing this
this logo.
logo.
10cm
10cm X
X 9.5cm.
9.5cm.

BALLOONS
BALLOONS $5.00
$5.00
Mixed
Mixed Pack
Pack of
of 10
10 with
with Black
Black &
&
white
white balloons
balloons with
with the
the Old
Old Man
Man
Logo
Logo printed
printed on
on them.
them. Available
Available
in
in AIR
AIR or
or HELIUM
HELIUM packs.
packs.

SCARF
SCARF $14.00
$14.00
Keep
Keep warm
warm in
in winter
winter with
with aa Ulysses
Ulysses
Club
Club Polar
Polar Fleece
Fleece Scarf.
Scarf.

STICKER
STICKER TOURING
TOURING $4.00
$4.00
Touring
Touring Logo
Logo -- Be
Be recognised
recognised as
as an
an
Australian
Australian Ulysses
Ulysses member
member overseas!
overseas!
Square
Square sticker
sticker
10.5cm
10.5cm xx
10.5cm.
10.5cm.

CANVAS
CANVAS BAG
BAG $27.00
$27.00
Black
Black Canvas
Canvas Tote
Tote bag.
bag. Clip
Clip down
down at
at
front
front with
with velcro
velcro &
& zip
zip pockets,
pockets, comcompartments
partments inside
inside and
and out.
out. Long
Long Strap.
Strap.
300mm
300mm wide
wide xx 300mm
300mm high.
high.

NEW
NEW LOOK
LOOK BELT
BELT BUCKLE
BUCKLE
$39.50
$39.50 Ladies
Ladies
$42.50
$42.50 Mens
Mens
3D
3D Antique
Antique Silver
Silver with
with textured
textured black
black
background.
background. Small
Small size
size fits
fits New
New Ladies
Ladies
leather
leather belt
belt only.
only. Large
Large size
size fits
fits Ulysses
Ulysses
Club
Club men’s
men’s Leather
Leather belt
belt only.
only.

TOURING
TOURING BADGE
BADGE $5.50
$5.50
Members
Members travelling
travelling overseas
overseas will
will be
be
recognised
recognised as
as an
an Australian
Australian Ulysses
Ulysses
member
member when
when wearing
wearing this
this logo.
logo. 28mm
28mm
xx 28mm
28mm xx 3mm
3mm thick.
thick.

MEN’S BELTBELT- Black
Black && Brown
Brown leather
leather
MEN’S
$35.00
$35.00
Leather Belt
Belt with
with Old
Old Man
Man Logo
Logo and
and
Leather
Ulysses printed
printed along
along belt.
belt. Fit’s
Fit’s Men’s
Men’s
Ulysses
Ulysses Club
Club Buckle
Buckle
Ulysses
S-34˝ •• M-36˝
M-36˝ •• L-38˝
L-38˝ •• XL-40˝
XL-40˝ •• 2XL-42˝
2XL-42˝
S-34˝
3XL-44˝ Avail
Avail in
in Black
Black &
& Brown.
Brown.
3XL-44˝
4XL-46˝ •• 5XL-48˝
5XL-48˝ •• 6XL-50˝
6XL-50˝
•• 4XL-46˝
7XL-52˝ •• KING
KING 54˝
54˝ Avail
Avail in
in Black
Black only
only
7XL-52˝

LADIES
LADIES LEATHER
LEATHER BELT
BELT
$35.00
$35.00
Black
Black embossed
embossed Leather
Leather Belt
Belt 30mm
30mm width.
width.
Fits
Fits new
new Ladies
Ladies Belt
Belt Buckle
Buckle
Sizes
Sizes Sm
Sm 34”
34” –– 3XL
3XL 44”
44”
*Buckle
*Buckle sold
sold separately
separately
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SUMMER gear shop

GLASSES CASE $5.50
Glasses Case - Black gloss, hard plastic
with Old Man Logo on lid.

TOILETRY BAG - Black $25.50
Ulysses black wet pack toiletry bag. Compact
with lots of compartments and a hook to hang
on the shower door.

NECK WARMER $15.00
Black Polar Fleece with Old Man Logo.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Call the Administration Office 1300 134 123
or email: administration@ulysses.org.au

UTILITY ROLLS$12.75
Black wet pack
utility roll. Suitable for
travel toiletries, small
accessories, sewing
kit or to carry your
smaller bike tools,
bits and pieces.
Easily fits pannier, top
box or tank bag. Four
separate zippered
internal pockets with
one large external
pocket. Unrolled
dimensions: 67cm x
28cm. Rolled dimensions: 18cm x 28cm x
2cm thick (empty).

WALLET - Black $8.50
Ulysses black wallet with the Old Man
Logo. Velcro fasteners, lots of card
sections. Stronger stitching and larger
licence holder.

MOBILE PHONE POUCH
$28.50 Sml $34.00 Lge
Keep your Mobile Phone safe in this handy leather
pouch. Comes in two convenient sizes and secures
onto your Ulysses Club Leather Belt.
Sml 145mm x 70mm Lge 175mm x 90mm

RIDING ON
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BIKE BADGE - Brass or Pewter $21.00
3D Brass - Bike Badge Metal.
60mm, Round, Light weight.

3D KEYRING $5.00
Rubber Keyring with Old Man Logo.
65mm.

bonus gift with purchases over $40
TO ORDER
Use the form on the back of your Riding On mailing sheet or place
your order on the club website at www.ulyssesclub.org

PRODUCT OF
THE MONTH
RIDING
RIDING SHIRT
SHIRT $24.50
$24.50
Black
Black high
high neck
neck long
long sleeve
sleeve Unisex
Unisex
Sizes
Sizes XS-4XL
XS-4XL

30th
30th ANNIVERSARY
ANNIVERSARY CLOTHING
CLOTHING
$25.00
$25.00
30th
30th Anniversary
Anniversary Ladies
Ladies ¾
¾ Sleeve
Sleeve and
and
Mens
Mens Long
Long Sleeve
Sleeve Shirt
Shirt with
with pearl
pearl Old
Old
Man
Man Logo.
Logo. Men’s
Men’s sizes-Small
sizes-Small ONLY
ONLY
Ladies
Ladies sizes
sizes -- 8-24
8-24

KeySafe
Carabiner
$9.50
$9.50
Strong,
Strong, lightweight
lightweight and
and
highly
highly functional.
functional. Keep
Keep your
your
keys
keys safe
safe with
with the
the Ulysses
Ulysses
Club
Club Carabiner.
Carabiner. Featuring
Featuring aa
double
double locking
locking system
system for
for
ease
ease of
of use.
use.
SLOPPY
SLOPPY JOE
JOE $38.00
$38.00
Fleecy
Fleecy lined
lined with
with small
small or
or large
large Old
Old Man
Man
Logo
Logo Sml-5XL
Sml-5XL

APRON
APRON -- One
One Size
Size $24.50
$24.50
Black
Black &
& White
White Striped
Striped Apron
Apron with
with pockpocket,
et, Ulysses
Ulysses Logo
Logo &
& Word
Word “Disgraceful”.
“Disgraceful”.

LADIES
LADIES POLO
POLO SHIRT
SHIRT -- Black
Black with
with White
White Panels
Panels
$29.50
$29.50
Ladies
Ladies V-Neck
V-Neck Polo
Polo Shirt
Shirt Black
Black With
With
White
White Panels
Panels Cool
Cool Dry
Dry Polyester.
Polyester. Sizes
Sizes
8-26
8-26

LADIES
LADIES POLO
POLO SHIRT
SHIRT -- Black
Black Pink
Pink Piping
Piping
$29.50
$29.50
Ladies
Ladies V-Neck
V-Neck Polo
Polo Shirt
Shirt Black
Black With
With
Pink
Pink Piping
Piping Cool
Cool Dry
Dry Polyester.
Polyester. Sizes
Sizes
88 -- 22
22

See
See Sizing
Sizing chart
chart for
for half
half chest
chest measurement
measurement guide
guide

MENS
MENS POLO
POLO SHIRT
SHIRT -- Black
Black with
with Ash
Ash Panels
Panels
$29.50
$29.50
Mens
Mens Black
Black &
& Ash
Ash Polo
Polo Shirt
Shirt Cool
Cool Dry
Dry
Polyester
Polyester Pocket
Pocket On
On Left
Left Chest.
Chest. Sizes
Sizes
S
S -- 4XL.
4XL.
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SUMMER
SUMMERgear
gearshop
shop

LAPEL
LAPEL
BADGE
BADGE
- Gold
- Gold
or Silver
or Silver
$5.50
$5.50
Badge
Badge
Lapel
Lapel
- Silver
- Silver
forfor
ages
ages
4040
- 49
- 49
and
and
Gold
Gold
forfor
age
age
50+
50+

RIDE
RIDE
ONON
#1 #1
BADGE
BADGE
$2.00
$2.00
Stephen
Stephen
Dearnley
Dearnley
Memorial
Memorial
Lapel
Lapel
. .
AllAll
proceeds
proceeds
from
from
sales
sales
gogo
to to
UCARF.
UCARF.

FOLD
FOLD
AWAY
AWAY
LEATHER
LEATHER
HATHAT
- BLACK
- BLACK
& &
BROWN
BROWN
$56.00
$56.00
Leather
Leather
HatHat
with
with
white
white
OldOld
Man
Man
Logo.
Logo.
Fold
Fold
it up
it up
andand
carry
carry
it init ainpannier.
a pannier.
Size
Size
S(55cm)
S(55cm)
– 2XL(63cm)
– 2XL(63cm)
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FOR
FOR
MORE
MORE
INFORMATION
INFORMATION
FOR
FOR
MORE
MORE
INFORMATION
INFORMATION
Call
Call
the
the
Administration
Administration
Office
Office
1300
1300
134
134
123
123
Call
Call
the
the
Administration
Administration
Office
Office
1300
1300
134
134
123
123
or
email:
email:
administration@ulysses.org.au
administration@ulysses.org.au
ororor
email:
email:
administration@ulysses.org.au
administration@ulysses.org.au

HELMET
HELMET
LINER
LINER
Black,
Black,
Pink,
Pink,
RedRed
$7.90
$7.90
Light
Light
weight
weight
washable
washable
cotton
cotton
helmet
helmet
liner
liner
with
with
Old
Old
Man
Man
Logo
Logo
onon
each
each
ear.
ear.
One
One
Size
Size

PATCH
PATCH
ROUND
ROUND
- Leather
- Leather
Look
Look
Embroidered
Embroidered
Small.
Small.
70mm
70mm
$6.95
$6.95
Medium.
Medium.
100mm
100mm
$10.00
$10.00

BUCKET
BUCKET
HATHAT
$10.00
$10.00
Black
Black
Bucket
Bucket
hathat
with
with
white
white
piping
piping
andand
OldOld
Man
Man
Logo.
Logo.
Size
Size
S (56cm),
S (56cm),
M(58cm)
M(58cm)
L(60cm)
L(60cm)

ULYSSES
CLUB
HEADSOX
$19.00
ULYSSES
CLUB
HEADSOX
$19.00
100%
Polyester
Microfibre.
Thermal
& &
100%
Polyester
Microfibre.
Thermal
Humidity
Transfer.
Give
upup
to to
UPF
40+
Humidity
Transfer.
Give
UPF
40+
protection.
1212
uses
in in
1. 1.
Warm
in in
Winter
protection.
uses
Warm
Winter
& cool
in in
Summer.
Fast
drying
and
& cool
Summer.
Fast
drying
and
fashionable.
fashionable.

NECK
WRAPSBlack
$16.00.
NECK
WRAPSBlack
$16.00.
With
Man
Logo
With
OldOld
Man
Logo
front.
Size.
At At
front.
OneOne
Size.

bonus
bonusgift
giftwith
withpurchases
purchasesover
over$40
$40
TOTO
ORDER
ORDER
Use
Use
the
the
form
form
onon
the
the
back
back
ofof
your
your
Riding
Riding
On
On
mailing
mailing
sheet
sheet
oror
place
place
your
your
order
order
onon
the
the
club
club
website
website
atat
www.ulyssesclub.org
www.ulyssesclub.org

SOCKS
SOCKS
- Black
- Black
With
With
RedRed
Writing
Writing
$15.00
$15.00
Ulysses
Ulysses
Black
Black
Socks.
Socks.
80%
80%
Wool
Wool
/ 20%
/ 20%
Nylon.
Nylon.
Pure
Pure
Wool
Wool
Inner
Inner
Cushion
Cushion
and
and
Nylon
Nylon
Outer.
Outer.
Aust
Aust
made/Aust
made/Aust
Wool.
Wool.
Word
Word
‘Ulysses’
‘Ulysses’
In In
Red.
Red.
Regular
Regular
(6-10)
(6-10)
& Large
& Large
(11-14)
(11-14)

SINGLET
SINGLET
- Black
- Black$20.00
$20.00
Black
Black
cotton
cotton
with
with
Small
Small
Old
Old
Man
Man
Logo
Logo
onon
leftleft
chest.
chest.
Sizes
Sizes
S -S4XL.
- 4XL.

LONG
LONG
SLEEVE
SLEEVE
T-SHIRT
T-SHIRT
- Black
- Black$22.00
$22.00
Black
Black
LONG
LONG
Sleeved
Sleeved
Tshirt.
Tshirt.
Small
Small
or or
Large
Large
Logo
Logo
Size
Size
S -S4XL.
- 4XL.
Black
Black
with
with
white
white
writing
writing
onon
right
right
sleeve.
sleeve.

BEANIE
BEANIE
- Black
- Black
$12.00
$12.00
Beanie
Beanie
Black
Black
Knitted
Knitted
With
With
Ulysses
Ulysses
Logo.
Logo.
One
One
Size.
Size.

REVERSABLE
REVERSABLE
POLAR
POLAR
FLEECE
FLEECE
VEST
VEST
$40.50
$40.50
Black
Black
reversable
reversable
vest
vest
with
with
Old
Old
Man
Man
Logo
Logo
onon
polyester
polyester
side
side
only.
only.
100%
100%
Polar
Polar
Fleece
Fleece
inner,
inner,
Polyester
Polyester
outer.
outer.
Sizes
Sizes
Sml
Sml
– 4XL
– 4XL

CAP
CAP
- Black
- Black
with
with
white
white
piping
piping
$10.00
$10.00
Black
Black
Cap
Cap
Heavy
Heavy
Brushed
Brushed
Cotton.
Cotton.
One
One
Size.
Size.

SHORT
SHORT
SLEEVE
SLEEVE
T-SHIRT
T-SHIRT
- Black
- Black
$19.50
$19.50
Black
Black
SHORT
SHORT
Sleeved
Sleeved
Tshirt.
Tshirt.
Small
Small
or or
Large
Large
Logo
Logo
Size
Size
S -S4XL.
- 4XL.

BANDANA
BANDANA
- Black
- Black$8.00
$8.00
Ulysses
Ulysses
Club
Club
Black
Black
Bandana,.
Bandana,.
Ulysses
Ulysses
Embroidered
Embroidered
OnOn
Front
Front
And
And
Old
Old
Man
Man
Logo
Logo
Embroidered
Embroidered
OnOn
The
The
Back.
Back.
62cm
62cm
One
One
size
size
fitsfits
most.
most.

LADIES
LADIES
CAP
CAP
- Black/Pink
- Black/Pink
$10.00
$10.00
Black
Black
Cap
Cap
with
with
Pink
Pink
Piping.
Piping.
Ulysses
Ulysses
written
written
in in
a slant
a slant
across
across
thethe
front
front
and
and
“Life
“Life
Begins
Begins
at at
40”40”
in in
pink
pink
embroidery
embroidery
onon
back.
back.
One
One
Size.
Size.

See
See
Sizing
Sizing
chart
chart
forfor
half
half
chest
chest
measurement
measurement
guide
guide
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SUMMER gear shop

STICKER REFLECTIVE
Old Man Logo Sticker Round Reflective
Small 70mm $2.00
Large 190mm $12.00
290mm $13.00
390mm $15.00

PLATE FRAME-TOP DISPLAYCHROME
$10.00
Number Plate Frame - Plastic / Chrome.
The ‘Grow Old Disgracefully’ banner
is displayed at the top. ( Reg size as
per NSW,ACT,QLD,TAS. RTA plate
measurements). 185mm wide x 100mm
high.

PLATE FRAME - CHROME LONG $10.00
Number Plate Frame - Chrome Plastic - South Australia- The ‘Grow Old
Disgracefully’ banner is displayed at the
bottom. 220mm wide x 100mm high.
R I D I N G O N 92
R I D I N G O N 10

PATCH ROUND CANVAS - Black $20.00
Back Patch Round. 25cm.

PLATE FRAME ACRYLIC $5.00
Acrylic Plate Cover with clips. (As per
NSW, ACT, SA, QLD, TAS, RTA plate
measurements). Please specify state
size when ordering

FLAGS - Designed for decoration only
Mini aerial flag. 280mm x 215mm
$5.00
Small flag. 720mm x 390mm
$13.00
Large flag.
1800mm x 900mm
$64.00

FOR
FORMORE
MOREINFORMATION
INFORMATION
Call
Callthe
theAdministration
AdministrationOffice
Office1300
1300134
134123
123
ororemail:
email:administration@ulysses.org.au
administration@ulysses.org.au

PATCH REFLECTIVE $20.00
Back Patch. Round Reflective. 25cm.

PLATE FRAME BLACK- BOTTOM DISPLAY
$10.00
Number Plate Frame-Plastic/
Black. The ‘Grow Old Disgracefully’
banner is displayed at the bottom
(As per NSW, ACT, QLD, TAS. RTA
plate measurements). 185mm
wide x 100mm high (Reg size as
per NSW,ACT,QLD,TAS. RTA plate
measurements). 185mm wide x 100mm

PLATE FRAME TRAILER / CAR $10.00
Number Plate Frame - Car & Car Trailer
- Black Plastic. The ‘Grow Old Disgracefully’ banner is displayed at the
top. 375mm wide x 135mm high.

bonus gift with purchases over $40
TO ORDER
Use the form on the back of your Riding On mailing sheet or place
your order on the club website at www.ulyssesclub.org

STICKER - MC AWARE $3.50
Motorcycle Aware Driver.

STICKER 3D - Glow $9.00
Ulysses Club Round 70mm Iridescent
Vinyl Sticker with domed top. Glows in the
Dark!

STICKER STRIP $3.50
Sticker Reflective. 5 x 35mm round stickers.

andise
AGM Event Merch
2016 Launceston

2016 EVENT UNISEX RUGBY TOP $48.00
Available in half chest measurements50cm, 53cm, 57cm, 60cm only

2016 EVENT LAPEL
BADGE $5.50

2016 EVENT MENS POLO SHIRT $35.00
Available in half chest measurements52cm, 58cm.

2016 EVENT LADIES POLO SHIRT $35.00
Available in half chest measurements-45cm,
48cm, 51cm, 60cm, 63cm, 66cm only

2016 EVENT CLOTH
PATCH $10.00

2016 EVENT STICKER
$4.00

2016 EVENT CAP $10.00

2016 EVENT STUBBY
HOLDER $5.00

RIDING ON
RIDING ON
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SUMMER gear shop
2016 EVENT COMBO

$10.00
1x Commemorative Patch, Lapel
Badge & Sticker
BADGE COMBO
AGM EVENT LAPEL

$7.50
Collect past Event Badges from Years
03, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16

SIZING CHART BASED ON HALF CHEST MEASUREMENT
LADIES CLOTHING
ITEM

8

10

12

14

16

18

20

22

24

Ladies Butterfly Polo

41

43.5

46

48.5

51

53.5

56

58.5

61

Ladies Butterfly Tee

39

41

43.5

45

47

51.5

54

56

Ladies Black/White Polo

46

47

50

52.5

66

57.5

60

64.5

Ladies Black/Pink Polo

45

47.5

50

52.5

55

57.5

60

64.5

Ladies Magenta Sleeveless Polo

44

46.5

49

51.5

54

57

60

Soft Shell Jacket LADIES

48-50

52-54.5

57-59.5

62-64.5

67-69

66

68.5

Soft Shell Jacket MENS

56

58.5

61

635

66

68.5

69.5

26

74.5

74.5

UNISEX AND MEN’S CLOTHING
ITEM

Sm

M

L

XL

2XL

3XL

4XL

Men’s Polo Black/Ash

53

55.5

58

60.5

63

68

73

Unisex Black Riding Shirt Long Sleeve

53.5

56

58.5

61

63.5

66

68.5

Unisex Black Tee Long & Short Sleeve

53.5

56

58.5

61

63.5

66

68.5

Sloppy Joe

57.5

60

62.5

65

67.5

70

72.5

Reversible Vest

57

59.5

62

64.5

67

69.5

72

Singlet

53.5

56.5

58.5

61

63.5

66

68.5

Soft Shell Jacket MENS

56

58.5

61

635

66

68.5
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5XL

75

74.5

Ridden On
Allan Kerr
#6199

Family, friends and
Ulysses members were
shocked to hear about
the passing of Allan
Kerr, who was involved
in a fatal accident while
riding in New Zealand
on Sunday 10th July
2016. Allan was an
extremely experienced
rider who was in his
happiest frame of mind
when soaking up the kilometres on his Gold Wing ,
with wife Elke as pillion.
When riding solo he would enjoy taking his beloved
Yamaha Diversion for a blast.
Allan had recently moved back to his home country
for work commitments and Elke had been winding
things up in Western Australia, in readiness for her
to join Allan on the 22nd of July.
Allan became a member of the Ulysses Club back
on the 3rd. of December 1993, and when the
opportunity came of joining a local branch he
became a member of Mandurah Murray. Over the
last 23 years he visited AGMs and was regularly
seen at WA Odysseys, he was also a regular helper
at the Busselton Iron Man event.
The previous two years Allan held the position of
president for the Mandurah Branch and was heavily
involved with the Mandurah Charity Toy Ride at
Christmas.
Allan was also a member of the Gold Wing
Club, a National Committee member and Area
Representative for The Australian Goldwing
Association, joining them on weekends away and
regular monthly rides.
In the early years of BACA (Bikers Against Child
Abuse ) Allan was a founding member for Western
Australia.
Allans Funeral was held on Tuesday 19th of July
in New Zealand. Many of the Mandurah Murray
members joined with other Ulyssians, members of
Allan and Elke’s dance club and local Freemason
members to say farewell.
A small service took place, which was conducted by
Mandurah Ulyssian Pastor Doug to coincide with the
funeral in New Zealand,. A Tribute Ride was held on
the 28th of August to Gnomesville in The Ferguson
Valley, one of Allan’s favourite places to visit, here a
gnome was placed in memory, with other Ulysses
Gnomes.
Our love and sincere sympathy to his wife Elke, and
Allan’s family. R.I.P.
President Ian Dix #25589
And all from Mandurah Murray Ulysses Group.

Barry Georgeson #23186
26/11/1937-9/9/2016

Barry served the Ulysses club in the capacity of writing the Branch
newsletter and being a friend to his fellow riders. He loved his bike and
the people in the club. He was a loud and present person, as most would
attest. Someone recently told me that he could talk under water with an
apple in his mouth.
Those that knew Barry would say that he would do anything for you....
those that know him best would add, “and he would be telling you about
it a while after too.” Barry travelled to all sorts of places with this group
and probably was the winner of the “I got lost award”.
“I would bet a London brick” (as he would say) that those that know him
would all have a funny story they could relay about Big Baz.
On the 23rd of June this year, Barry was diagnosed with Grade 4
Melanoma. He passed away at 1am on the 9th of September at Kilmore
Hospital in Victoria. Barry has left a gaping hole in my life and that of his
step-children Linda and Karen. Barry’s service was held at Manly pier and
his ashes sprinkled on Morten Bay as he wished. I would like to thank
Neil, Bill and Jamie for making the trip to send him off.
Submitted by Barry’s partner,
Donna.

Timothy (Tim) Edwin
Crowley #44510
15/7/1950 to 26/8/2016

Tim passed away after a long battle
with diabetes and leaves behind his
wife, Joanne, and family. He was
father and father in law to Amanda
and Andre, Timothy and Jane, Scott
and Chantelle, and Rebecca and
Brock, and `Grumps’ to seven little terrorists.
Tim was very involved in community life and we didn’t see him very often on
our normal rides or meetings but come AGM time and you couldn’t hold him
back, he was the first to put his hand up and he was always good company
to go away with.
The Albany AGM was a classic. Tim was in hospital getting some treatment
for his illness and things were looking serious, so serious that he may not be
able to join us for the AGM ride. His doctor had spoken up and told him not
to go, his legs and feet were badly affected with ulcers and there was no way
he was going to get a pair of boots on.
So what does Tim do?, he gets in touch with our mate Kevin and asks if he
has a spare pair of gumboots he could borrow. He gets the gumboots, cuts
them in half and rides all the way to Albany wearing these slightly modified
boots, spends three weeks away with the boys and rides home to return
to hospital. Doctor Sprocket was not impressed and Kevin never got his
gumboots back.
But that was Tim, he was not a well man but he never let his predicament
stop him from enjoying his last years to the full. He is sadly missed by us all
for his wit and wisdom, and happy nature.
Pat Combs #18443
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Ridden On
Robert (Bob) Roy
Knight #2926
1940 to 25/02/2016
Bob sadly lost his life
whilst on his way to the
2016 AGM in Launceston.
He was with three other
mates from the Wagga
Branch, travelling past
Mansfield (Vic), when he
just rode on without taking
a bend in the road.
He left behind a large
family and was the loving
husband of Barbara.
Loved father and father in
law of Katrina and Chris, Phillip and Joanne and Jeff, Shaun and
Nigel. Adored Grandpa to 12 Grandchildren and Great Grandpa
of Thomas. Loved older brother of Joe, Maureen, John and
Leonie .
‘Died doing what he loved.’

Stephen
James Evans
#61988
4/9/53 - 20/7/16

Sadly, Steve Evans
has passed on before
his time. Our former
branch webmaster,
Steve’s computer
expertise was on a
wavelength with the
younger generations
unlike most of us.
For eighteen months
Steve bravely fought
cancer and continued to ride his beloved bikes until the
last few days of his life. Shortly before his passing he
declared that he would rather live three good weeks than
six bad ones and he did just that, though there were days
he’d rather not have endured. Never one to complain, he
kept a remarkably positive attitude in his condition.

Bob was the sort of bloke you just liked to share the day with, he
always had a smile on his face, never had a bad word to say and
simply loved to ride. As he cruised into retirement he became
much more active with Ulysses and got involved with everything
going on around him.

Steve learned to ride on the rough unsealed roads around
Woomera in his youth. His level of expertise was greatly
enhanced when he did his motorcycle training and 4WD
training with the SA Police Force. Besides their bikes, he
proudly rode his own Suzuki 750 “Water-bottle”.

He was a larrikin with an evil sense of humour; On a trip to
Bathurst Bob was following us up to the RSL for Dinner and was
having a hard time keeping up with us and so we asked was he
alright. To which Bob replied: “I packed in the dark this morning
and threw in two left shoes by mistake and I am finding it bloody
hard to walk as a result” We looked down and saw Bob indeed
had two left shoes on, hence for the rest of the weekend, he was
known as “Lefty”

Like many of us, he spent a few busy family years without
a bike, but the lure of riding eventually won him back to
the fold. In 2008 while living in Melbourne he bought a
Honda Deauville as a step back to motorcycling. He rode
it extensively before buying a new Honda ST 1300 on
which he journeyed far and wide until shortly before his
passing. As something of a computer wizard, he used the
internet to source a large array of useful bling for his bikes
which he always kept in show-room condition.

On a later trip to Mallacoota, Bob came off his BMW and while
he was waiting for the ambulance to turn up he summed up the
situation: “Once I get checked out, come and get me and we’ll
have a couple of ports, I’m sure it’s nothing really”. Trouble
was, Bob had done some serious damage to his leg and foot and
would spend the next week in Bega hospital and a further three
months off the bike as a result. Ever the optimist, he always
said “Never let fear stop you from trying something new”. Often
the first to put up his hand when a ride was being discussed, Bob
was also an active member of Far Riders (member #851) and
had completed six Far Rides since November 2014, his last being
only a fortnight before his unfortunate accident.
He was also an Iron Butt member (60566) and was particularly
proud of this achievement. A consummate rider with many years
of experience, he owned countless bikes over the years and at
last count, he still had five in the shed that we know of. Bob
was a great friend to all and will be sadly missed, the rides just
won’t be the same.
Pat Combs #18443 Graham Mutton #39655 Wagga
Wagga Branch
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One bike was not enough so he bought a Suzuki V-strom
for daily commuting in Melbourne’s challenging freeway
traffic. After returning to South Australia he bought
another V-strom, this time for riding dirt roads not suited
to his ST 1300. That too gained accessories galore.
Early this year, knowing he did not have much time, Steve
set off with his wife Vanessa to ride all over Tasmania
for several weeks. He found the big Honda increasingly
difficult as his condition worsened. After returning he
sadly had to sell it and buy a smaller light bike – he
chose a nippy Kawasaki Ninja 650. He only managed a
few rides on it, but it was his last roll of the dice and he
enjoyed those rides.
In bleak weather Ulyssians accompanied him on his final
journey through the Barossa Valley. He is sadly missed by
his wife Vanessa, his family, his friends and his mates of
the Torrens Valley Branch.
‘Guzzi Bob’ Braunsthal #16461

Ridden On
Graham Crawford
#56712

Barry James Hopkins #1676
29/08/1946 – 28/09/2016

It is with a heavy heart that I write of the passing
of Barry Hopkins.
I first met “Bazz” at the 1994 AGM at Alice Springs,
along with his brother-in-law George, and a
friendship of more than 20 years began. During
those years I learned of his passion for his family,
cars, motorcycles, karate and the land that is
Australia.
Barry’s sense of humour resulted in things like a
“Bin Nurses” tool kit, that left many scratching their
head and/or roaring with laughter. I recall visiting
Barry and his wife, Wendy, at Cooma. Breakfast
time: Bazz is outside cooking on the barbecue,
snow flakes are falling, and this was not an unusual
practice at the Hopkins home. I was later to learn
that Bazz had his own fur coat, not that you could
see it, keeping him warm, whilst everyone else was
checking the heater’s thermostat.
A man with a wealth of knowledge, gained not
just from theory but from practice, on so many
subjects. Listening to stories that Barry would tell
of his many and varied adventures over the years
would always leave the listener keen to hear of
the next adventure, even the detail in the planning
was inspiring; seeing how Barry packed the trailer
for an AGM was nothing short of amazing - “Bazz’s
Tardis”. I think of Barry as a modern day Hans
Christian Andersen whose stories have left an ever
lingering desire to venture on for all who have ever
been privileged to be a listener.
The family that is Ulysses extends to Barry’s
wife Wendy and their daughters Renae, Rebecca,
Corinne, Carli and their families deepest sympathy.
Always, the sunny side up!
Ride On
Cheryl Stewart #17875

Graham Ian Crawford was born
on 20 June 1948. Through his
life he was known by some
nicknames - like Crow as a
child, Skip through Scouting,
or one name especially at his
wife’s work; GRUMBLE BUM.
So you may ask how did he
come about this name. One
afternoon he was doing some
shopping and having a bit of
a grumble to one of the staff.
After hearing his Daily Whinge
she went and asked Gill what was wrong with Grumble Bum. From that
point on whenever he was in the store he answered to that name.
Many people know of Graham’s love of motorbikes. Even before he was
able to obtain his licence he would go around to his mates and watch them
repair and do them up. His first bike was a Triumph named Bonneville, and
over the years Graham had about seven different bikes. When son David
was eight or even younger and at the time road laws were a lot more
relaxed, he would sometimes get picked up from school on the back of a
bike. Later on when he wasn’t riding as much and the bike was collecting
dust he sold it. But for years he would say to his wife Gill “I’m going to get
another bike” and she would say,“We can’t afford it”. But finally one day
he flew up to Queensland (one of only three times he was ever n a plane)
and rode back on a Honda Goldwing. It was shortly after this he joined the
Ulysses Club, where he made some very good friendships.
Scouting was an important aspect of Graham’s life. Even when he was too
old to be a youth member, he continued as an assistant scout leader at
1st Terrigal Scout Group. He especially liked going away on the Jamborees
to cook for 30 scouts or leaders all at once. For so many years he kept on
saying “This is going to be my last year”, but he would put on the uniform
and return for another year. Many of the scouts preferred him to help them
pass on their badge work and would always ask where he was if he was
missing for the night. Some of these scouts have still kept in contact with
him today. He had a very close friendship with Breezy at Terrigal and if
you’ve been down to the hall or been at the same campsite you would know
they sometimes bickered like a married couple.
Graham prided himself on the lawns that he mowed. It wasn’t just the lawns
but the friendship and respect he built with some of his clients, like Noelene.
He not only did her lawns but they cared about each other. He would go
around to her house and sit down and chat with her for ages. If she hadn’t
heard or seen him for a couple of days there would be a message on the
answering machine asking if he was okay.
He was very supportive of his extended family, particularly his brother
Brian and nephew Joshua. Graham’s last ride to the Greenway Chapel at
Kincumber was accompanied by 14 bikes and 18 members of the Woy Woy
Peninsula Branch.
Graham will be sorely missed by Gill, David and family. We hope that
wherever he is, he has ridden home on one of the motor bikes that he so
dearly loved. Thanks for all that you have been and shared with us – may
you rest now in peace.
Gary Fuchs #62297
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Ridden On
Ian Arbuthnott
#7267
21/04/1944 to
1/07/2016

With deep sadness l must
advise of the passing of a
good friend. Ian Arbuthnott
was one of the founding
members of the Central
Victorian Ulysses Group.
Ian’s love for motorcycles
began at an early age, and
he grew to become an excellent motor and diesel mechanic.
His work took him overseas in the earlier years and in later
years he serviced and repaired vehicles at the Puckapunyal
army base until his retirement.
I met Ian at the very first club ride, l remember him turning
up on a new kawsaki Zeyphr 1100 and a long term friendship
developed from that day. He was a good club member who
enjoyed the social side of the club, attending night outs,
meetings, Saturday morning coffee, and rallies. He attended
quite a few AGMs and enjoyed each one. I remember the very
first Golden Dragon Rally which was held at Ravenswood, we
needed a generator to run the fridges and Ian said he could
get us a lend of one if we replaced the fuel, but he needed my
4WD to tow it from Heathcote! That generator could power a
small town.
At many a rally Ian would take part in the gymkhanas, in the
days when we could use our bikes, then later he would sit
around the camp fire having a quiet beer, listening to the music
and enjoying the rally atmosphere. Later in the evening we
would bring out the different ports to top off a great night.
Ian sold the Kawasaki 1100 and purchased a mean streak
Kawasaki, l remember him sitting on it brand new in my
driveway and his first comment was “She pulls like a tractor”.
In his later years Ian did not attend many rallies and only a
few local events l used to call in and have a catch up over a
coffee, but Ian became ill six months before passing away on
the 11th of July 2016.
Ian’s wake was well attended by family, friends and CVUG
members. Rest in peace good friend.
Robert Walder CVUG #11192

George Camilleri #8931

Passed away suddenly on 6th October 2016, aged 68.
George was the loving and beloved husband of Jenny and
father of Debbie, and son in law Paul Goodeve, grandfather
of Merrissa and her partner Mitch and grandfather of Jake
Goodeve.
Motorcycle rallies were the highlight of George’s social life. He
met many friends over the years touring to various places in
Australia.
Submitted by his wife and family.
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Michael (Mick) Cotter #23012

Michael passed away the day after ANZAC Day. Over 25 Branch
members attended his funeral and heard of his wondrous life
both in the service of his country and in civilian life.
Michael was one of the members who attended the early
meetings at the I’Screamery and rode down with his many
friends from Seymour. Michael loved to attend rallies, making
many friends. He was a serviceman through and through, and
rode with several of his ex-Army mates, often riding interstate.
Unfortunately Michael had a serious motorcycle accident several
years ago. Together with other health concerns resulting from
his service in Vietnam, this impacted heavily on his health later
on in life. He moved from Seymour to Melbourne to obtain the
necessary health services he needed.
Always with a smile and a kind word for everyone, he continued
to attend the Saturday meetings as well as going on some
of the mid-week rides. Those attendances were becoming
infrequent, with more time spent in hospital. Sometimes as a
result of a riding mishap, as Michael tended to drop his beloved
motorcycles far too often and had several new ones over the
last few years. In the last month of his life he had a collision
with a kangaroo causing him minor bruising, and just a few
weeks later a mild heart attack. He survived that too, but his
failing health gave up and Michael passed away at his home in
Melbourne.
A true Ulyssian has ridden on.
Ron Laurence #12424
Telemachus Medalis
Secretary, Whittlesea Branch

Sid Walsh #4637

Sid Walsh, aka Pa, sadly passed away on the 1st of
September, holding the hand of his childhood sweet heart Gail
Walsh, aka Ma.
Sid was a respected and dedicated member of the Ulysses
Club for many years. He was one of the founding members of
the South Burnett Branch, before becoming a member with
Somerset Branch.
He and Gail attended many rallies and toy runs and became
well loved and liked everywhere they went.
They made many long lasting friendships with many members
of Ulysses Club Inc.
R.I.P Sid aka Pa...till we all meet again!
Submitted by Sid’s daughter Jenni Walsh.

Members Classifieds

Having sold my bike, as I was having a knee op and
wouldn’t be riding for a loooong time, if ever, I now have
to “clear my shed” to assist wsith medicals.
This was to have been my project , a 1982 Volvo BCM
bus, ideally suited for conversion to a camper or mobile
home
Shedded since it was last registered in 2013, it is in great

condition and has good tyres, manual transmission,
great to drive. I was going to convert it but it has to go
- $6500 ono. Located at Pittsworth, 20 minutes west of
Toowoomba
Johnathon Lewis #49026
Phone 0400080782

Excel Camper Trailer for
sale
Light weight, ideal for motorcycle, used for only 14 days
Queen bed, underbed storage, kitchen with stove and
storage, ground cover and
three awnings, housing for
esky / fridge on drawbar, fitted with deep cycle battery.
New replacement value over
$12,000 but price is $5490.
NOTE: Black duck is not
included, he has agreed to vacate his bed
when it sells.
Located in Mandurah, WA

WANTED
FJR Staintunes Wanted
I am seeking a Staintune
exhaust system to suit a
Yamaha FJR.
All FJR models take the same
fitment of exhaust pipes
Preferably located in/around
Sydney for ease of pick-up
Contact 0418 21 0588
Graham #36736

Ph 0427905675
Kim Parker #58996
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Info About Your Club
Training Rebates
Ulysses Club Inc. offers rebates for Rider Training and
First Aid Courses that are completed with a Registered
Training Organisation. (Conditions apply).
1. Both rebates can be claimed only once within the
three year membership period, to financial members
only (not to those in the “grace period”).
2. Rebates are up to 50% of the amount paid for the
course, up to a maximum of $80 for Rider Training and
$60 for First Aid course. If the 50% rebate is less than
$80 or $60, the difference remains a credit until the
member’s next renewal date, when it is reset at $80 or
$60. Credits do not accumulate.
3. The Rider Training Rebates are only available to
licenced riders attending a road safety and/or skills
based advanced training course. They are not available
for training required to obtain a motorcycle licence.
4. The First Aid rebates are available on completion
of a Senior First Aid certificate or Motorcycle First
Responder endorsement.
5. The rebates are only available to members who
successfully complete the course, not just for the
booking. We are requiring a copy of the certificate
of completion issued by the training provider, plus
evidence of payment by the member (receipt).
6. In the case of block bookings (by groups or Branches),
we are requiring individual copies of completion
certificates or a formal listing on Company letterhead
with confirmation of completion. We will pay each
member directly.

is one and the same therefore voiding the member from
claiming twice).
8. These policies will be reviewed in the light of member
response and the financial health of the club.
Rebate claim forms are available on the National website
under ‘Documents’ once logged in.
Rebates will only be issued if the criterion is met. It is
the members’ responsibility to provide all information
required to the Administration Office. At time of booking
your course, please advise your training organisation
that you require a certificate or letter of completion in
order to claim your rebate from Ulysses Club Inc.
Age and Membership Badges
60 Age / 10, 15 Year Length of Membership Badges
These badges are available from Club Administration for
$5.50 each by phoning 1300 134 123 or
email: administration@ulysses.org.au
Members can purchase these badges upon attaining the
appropriate status and subject to confirmation of records
held.
70 & 80 Age / 20, 25 & 30 Year Length of Membership
Badges
These badges are complimentary upon individual
application and subject to confirmation of records held.
Club Constitution
Download a copy of the Club’s Constitution from the
footer of the National Website www.ulyssesclub.org. or
contact the National Administration Office.

7. All courses must be paid for by the member to be able
to claim the rebate. (If a branch subsidises the course the
member cannot claim the rebate. A Branch and the Club

Three basic principles of the Ulysses Club Inc are:a)

To provide ways in which older motorcyclists can get together for companionship and mutual support;

b)

To show by example that motor cycling can be an enjoyable and practical activity for riders of all ages;

c)

To draw the attention of public and private institutions to the needs and views of older riders.
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Club Contact Listing
Please call your local Branch contact for details on local rides, meetings and events or
visit www.ulyssesclub.org
ACT BRANCHES
CANBERRA BRANCH

Canberra

MICHAEL WINTERS

0412 13 4376

BATHURST BRANCH

Bathurst

GRAHAM REA

0427 58 9983

BLUE MOUNTAINS BRANCH

Katoomba

BOB VAN BUSKIRK

0474 07 7823

BORDER RANGES BRANCH

Lismore, Ballina, Casino, Byron Bay

LES TARRAN

0402 27 9260

BROKEN HILL BRANCH

Broken Hill

DEAN SCHMIDT

0428 35 7378

CENTRAL COAST RIDERS
BRANCH

Gosford, Wyong

TONY SINCLAIR

0408 68 5722

CLARENCE VALLEY BRANCH

Grafton

REG HAMPSON

0408 43 1542

COBB HIGHWAY BRANCH,
DENILIQUIN

Deniliquin

PETER NANKIVELL

0484 117 304

COFFS COAST BRANCH

Coffs Harbour

MIKE MELLEFONT

0408 39 5053

COOTAMUNDRA BRANCH

Cootamundra

BILL TEALE

02 6942 3134

COTTON COUNTRY CRUISERS,
MOREE BRANCH

Moree

ROS ROSE

02 6752 1479

COWRA BRANCH

Cowra

BRIAN NAIRNE

0407 45 3829

DUBBO & WESTERN PLAINS
BRANCH

Dubbo Area

JENNIFER
HUMPHRIES

0417 45 3604

EASTERN CREEK BRANCH

Parramatta -Western Suburbs - Sydney

KEVIN WATERSTON

0415 52 7196

EUROBODALLA BRANCH

Batemans Bay

GRAHAM WELLS

0414 07 9857

FORSTER BRANCH

Forster, Tuncurry

PAUL ANLEZARK

0418 61 2226

GLEN INNES BRANCH

Glen Innes

GEOFF BOURNE

0427 49 6752

GLOUCESTER BRANCH

Gloucester

IAN PARKS

0414 58 2019

GOULBURN NSW BRANCH

Goulburn

JOHN ZYLA

0498 11 8734

GRENFELL BRANCH

Grenfell

DEBBIE STEVENS

0429 43 1434

GUNNEDAH BRANCH

Gunnedah

WARREN COOMBES

0431 72 8591

HAWKESBURY BRANCH

Hawkesbury River

PETER SMITH

0447 19 7983

HILLS BRANCH

Castle Hill, North West Sydney

SANDRA MITCHELL

0407 21 1956

HORNSBY DISTRICT BRANCH

Hornsby

DEAN FINCH

0425 21 4866

HUNTER COALFIELDS BRANCH

Cessnock, Kurri Kurri

BILL INGALL

0427 90 2814

NEW SOUTH WALES BRANCHES
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INVERELL SAPPHIRE CITY
BRANCH

Inverell

PHIL KIMBER

0419 95 6270

LAKE MACQUARIE BRANCH

Lake Macquarie

TONY O’NEILL

0475 06 8882

LITHGOW & DISTRICT BRANCH

Lithgow Area

DARRYLL COOPER

0428 14 0555

MACARTHUR BRANCH

Campbelltown, Camden

MARK SHEPHERD

0403 82 9913

MACLEAY VALLEY BRANCH

Kempsey

IAN BRAY

0428 66 5598

MANNING VALLEY BRANCH

Taree

LESSLEY THORNTON

0408 46 9141

MIA BRANCH

Leeton, Griffith

PHIL GRAY

0407 22 3053

MUDGEE BRANCH

Mudgee

ROBERT O'SULLIVAN

0407 10 6807

MYALL LAKES BRANCH

Buladelah

TONY MITCHELL

0417 47 4528

NAMBUCCA VALLEY BRANCH

Nambucca Heads

TODD VERCOE

0438 22 5390

NEPEAN BRANCH

Penrith

STEVEN NEVILLE

0418 22 3720

NEW ENGLAND BUSHRANGERS
BRANCH

Armidale

ADMINISTRATION
OFFICE

1300 134 123

NEWCASTLE LOWER HUNTER
BRANCH

Newcastle, Maitland

DEBRA RELF

0419 35 3755

NORTHERN BEACHES BRANCH

North Sydney metro Beaches

ALAN BATEMAN

0417 68 5246

NORTHERN RIVERS BRANCH

Lismore, Casino, Ballina, Byron Bay

BILL SLADE

0466 57 7524

ORANGE BRANCH

Orange

LEONIE WOOD

0438 54 8041

PORT MACQUARIE MID NORTH
COAST BRANCH

Port Macquarie, Camden Haven,
Wachope

PHIL HEDLEY

0488 73 3520

PORT STEPHENS BRANCH

Port Stephens

ANNE CROWLEY

0417 68 8569

SAPPHIRE COAST BRANCH

Eden, Merimbula, Bega Area

BRUCE BEARMAN

0417 45 6756

SNOWY MOUNTAINS BRANCH

Cooma

ROWAN BOUCHER

0404 97 6021

SOUTH COAST BRANCH

Nowra

MIKE LEONARD

0421 04 4134

ST. GEORGE SUTHERLAND
BRANCH

St George - Sutherland Sydney
Southern suburbs

KEITH MOYLE

0402 81 0875

SYDNEY BRANCH

Sydney

DIANNE MCCALLUM

0417 27 9482

TAMWORTH & DISTRICTS
BRANCH

Tamworth

MARK PAYNTER

0418 21 6673

TWEED BORDER BRANCH

Tweed Heads

LINDA NICASTRI

0417 25 9177

UPPER HUNTER BRANCH

Muswellbrook, Singleton

BILL TINDALE

0488 47 1978

WAGGA WAGGA BRANCH

Wagga Wagga

PAT COMBS

0408 42 0766

WOLLONDILLY WANDERERS
BRANCH

Menangle , Mittagong, Bowral

KEN ROOKE

0418 45 5815

WOY WOY PENINSULA BRANCH

Woy Woy - Southern Central Coast

GARRY FUCHS

0439 02 7566

CENTRAL DESERTS BRANCH

Alice Springs

JEFF COLE

0438 51 4397

TOP END BRANCH

Darwin

JOHN ALLWOOD

0410 02 5032

Beenleigh

NOEL CARNEY

0412 35 6229

NORTHERN TERRITORY
BRANCHES

QUEENSLAND BRANCHES
ALBERT VALLEY BRANCH
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BLACKALL RANGE
NAMBOUR BRANCH

Nambour

ROD CLIFFORD

0419 76 0089

BOWEN BRANCH

Bowen

NOEL SLEEMAN

0400 79 1009

BRISBANE BRANCH

Brisbane

SUSANNE
KENYON-WESTON

0438 18 1054

BUNDABERG BRANCH

Bundaberg

NEIL COOK

0409 60 7511

BURDEKIN BRANCH

Ayr - Home Hill

ANN COFFISON

0428 18 0611

BURNETT BRANCH

Kingaroy, Nanango

COLIN PARKER

0418 71 7626

CAIRNS BRANCH

Cairns

MALCOLM MCKASKILL 0438 78 5276

CAPRICORNIA BRANCH

Rockhampton

STEPHEN SAGNOL

07 4933 3142

DARLING DOWNS BRANCH

Toowoomba

LINDA CAREY

0434 52 6227

FRASER COAST BRANCH

Hervey Bay, Maryborough

WENDY ANDREW

0421 83 1934

GATTON BRANCH

Gatton

PAUL HOFFMAN

0403 75 5331

GLADSTONE BRANCH

Gladstone, Biloela

DESLEY TWINER

0488 98 0884

GLASSHOUSE MOUNTAINS
BRANCH

Caboolture

PAM TOPP

0405 24 5741

GOLD COAST BRANCH

Gold Coast

DAVID HICKS

0428 60 8495

GYMPIE BRANCH

Gympie

PETER PALIS

0435 25 5472

IPSWICH BRANCH

Ipswich

AMANDA PAMENTER

0413 42 0970

LOCKYER BRANCH

Ipswich, Lockyer Valley

EDWARD WEBB

0427 34 2797

LOGAN CITY BRANCH

Logan

IAN KIRKWOOD

0400 14 3063

MACKAY BRANCH

Mackay

GREG POWER

0437 11 6439

MOUNT ISA BRANCH

Mt Isa

ADMIN OFFICE

1300 134 123

MOUNT LINDESAY BRANCH

Mount Lindesay

DONNA KENT

0414 96 3744

NORTHERN GATEWAY BRANCH

Brisbane Northern Suburbs

JOHN MOORCROFT

0478 81 3668

REDCLIFFE BRANCH

Redcliffe - Brisbane Northern suburbs

SANDRA CARROLL

0407 39 3065

REDLANDS BRANCH

Brisbane South East suburbs

TOM DOOLAN

0417 71 9891

SOMERSET REGION BRANCH

Kilcoy, Esk

KATHY ELLEM

0428 65 5554

STANTHORPE BRANCH

Stanthorpe

TBA

SUNSHINE COAST BRANCH

Maroochydore, Caloundra, Noosa

PAUL GROSSMAN

0419 72 2091

TOWNSVILLE BRANCH

Townsville

FRANK MCGUIRK

0409 49 8177

TROPIC COAST TOURERS
BRANCH

Innisfail

DON FULLER

0428 88 1571

WARWICK & DISTRICT BRANCH

Warwick

ELAINE WENHAM

0407 93 7199

ADELAIDE BRANCH

Adelaide

KEN WAGNITZ

0417 35 3389

EYRE PENINSULA BRANCH

Port Lincoln

LLOYD PARKER

0428 83 1184

FLEURIEU BRANCH

Fleurieu Peninsula

DAVE
POLKINGHORNE

0457 64 1507

LIMESTONE COAST BRANCH

Mt Gambier

LYNDA JONES

0403 59 8258

LOWER MURRAY BRANCH

Murray Bridge

KYM FELS

0417 80 1351

MALLEE BRANCH

Berri, Renmark (Riverland)

SCOTT CROCKETT

0402 50 0037

TORRENS VALLEY BRANCH

Adelaide - North East Suburbs

JOHN HANLAN

0403 31 9088

PERRY ZIMMERMAN

0419 13 4511

SOUTH AUSTRALIA BRANCHES

WHYALLA & DISTRICTS BRANCH Whyalla
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TASMANIA BRANCHES
EAST COAST THYLACINES
BRANCH

Bicheno, St Helens, St Marys

BARRY NELSON

0439 72 2515

HOBART BRANCH

Hobart

BETTY PARSSEY

0407 50 1620

NORTH WEST COAST BRANCH

Smithton, Ulverstone, Devenport

ROBIN SMITH

0419 14 3688

TAMAR TOURERS BRANCH

Launceston

FIEONA PETROHILOS

0407 97 9289

ALBURY - WODONGA BRANCH

Albury-Wodonga

BILL ALLOTT

0417 65 2974

ALPINE RIDERS BRANCH

Bright, Harrietville - North East Victoria LEANNE EGAN

0427 50 1033

BAIRNSDALE DISTRICTS
BRANCH

Bairnsdale

STEPHEN BRAFIELD

0427 79 7888

CENTRAL HIGHLANDS BRANCH

Ballarat

SHARRYN NANKERVIS

0417 35 5326

CENTRAL MURRAY-SWAN HILL
BRANCH

Swan Hill

PETER HOLT

0428 54 9003

CENTRAL VICTORIA BRANCH

Bendigo

TONY ELLIOTT

0409 41 1557

ECHUCA BRANCH

Echuca

PAUL BUTLER

0438 55 1450

GEELONG BRANCH

Geelong

JOHN GRACE

0427 42 9660

GIPPSLAND CENTRAL BRANCH

Traralgon

MARG VAN ROSSUM

0427 22 1973

GOULBURN VALLEY BRANCH

Shepparton

TREVOR FRANKLIN

0430 01 4400

GRAMPIANS BRANCH

Ararat, Horsham, Stawell

JOHN HARKIN

0416 21 4631

GREEN TRIANGLE BRANCH

Portland

LINTON CRAM

0429 93 9420

MACEDON RANGES BRANCH

Gisborne, Woodend

MARK FREESTONE

0437 67 4642

MELBOURNE BRANCH

Melbourne

GREG REES

0416 10 9933

MILDURA BRANCH

Mildura

BRUCE WATSON

0409 99 7840

MORNINGTON WANDERERS
BRANCH

Mornington, Somerville

PHIL MATTHEWS

0412 53 2227

OTWAY RANGERS BRANCH

Colac, Otway

BRIAN RATCLIFFE

0419 57 2432

SALE & DISTRICT BRANCH

Sale

STEPHEN WALSH

0467 84 7060

SHEARWATERS BRANCH

Cranbourne

JOHN DOBSON

0417 10 2592

SHIPWRECK COAST BRANCH

Warrnambool

JOHN COWAN

0458 02 8651

SOUTH GIPPSLAND BRANCH

Leongatha, Korumburra

ADMINISTRATION
OFFICE

1300 134 123

TWO BAYS BRANCH

Rosebud, Mornington Peninsula

MICHAEL REED

0400 95 1224

WESTGATE WANDERERS
BRANCH

Melbourne - Western Suburbs

DEBORAH BOEHM

0418 13 5834

WHITTLESEA BRANCH

Whittlesea

RON LAURENCE

0428 53 7500

YARRA RANGES BRANCH

Melbourne - Outer Eastern Suburbs

DENISE GREENHALGH 0414 69 6041

VICTORIA BRANCHES

WESTERN AUSTRALIA BRANCHES
ARMADALE HERITAGE BRANCH

Armadale

RAY SEDDON

0427 96 8994

BROOME WEST KIMBERLEY
BRANCH

Broome

JOHN KENNEDY

0412 46 0442

BUNBURY BRANCH

Bunbury

BRENDA INGRAM

0417 94 2363

ESPERANCE BRANCH

Esperance

STEVE SMITH

0457 08 4693

FREMANTLE BRANCH

Fremantle

JOHN PEFFER

0433 97 6972
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GERALDTON BRANCH

Geraldton

BRUCE RALPH

0427 64 2392

GREAT SOUTHERN BRANCH

Albany

SHANE ROONEY

0459 13 8806

JOONDALUP BRANCH

Perth - Northern Suburbs

KEN EATON

0418 92 5081

KALGOORLIE GOLDFIELDS
BRANCH

Kalgoorlie

GEOFF SHEW

0409 27 3442

MANDURAH - MURRAY BRANCH Mandurah

SANDRA DIX

0413 51 3039

PERTH BRANCH

Perth - Northern Suburbs

MARK DIXON

0413 82 0071

PILBARA BRANCH

Karratha

STEVE TREVURZA

0410 86 7102

DIANNA GLOVER

0419 91 9275

ULYSSES ADVENTURE RIDERS
(SIG)

GARY WICKHAM

0422 00 7979

ULYTTLIES (SIG)

LYN LESSLIE

0410 62 9164

WARNBRO SOUND WANDERERS Rockingham
BRANCH
SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS

INTERNATIONAL CLUBS

CONTACT PHONE / EMAIL

ULYSSES CLUB BOTSWANA

BENNIE PIETERSE

bennie@rhino.co.bw

ULYSSES CLUB CAMBODIA

BOB WILTSHIRE

bobski2010@gmail.com

ULYSSES CLUB FRANCE

ENZO CHOUETTE

enzohome74@gmail.com

ULYSSES CLUB GERMANY

GERNOT MINIG

gminig@hotmail.com

ULYSSES CLUB GREAT BRITAIN

ANDY MORRISON

rabbit@morrison34.freeserve.co.uk

ULYSSES CLUB NAMIBIA

HARE KRUGER

harek@iway.na

ULYSSES CLUB NETHERLANDS

JEROEN SCHUITEN

j.schuiten@chello.nl

ULYSSES CLUB NEW ZEALAND

JIM GALT

vice.p@ulysses.org.nz

ULYSSES CLUB NORWAY

KNUT SVEEN

47 9097 3060 knut_sveen@hotmail.com

ULYSSES CLUB SOUTH AFRICA

MAURITIUS MEIRING

0437 35 3556 ulyssessa@telkomsa.net

ULYSSES CLUB SWITZERLAND

SVEN SPIESS

sven.spiess@bluewin.ch

ULYSSES CLUB THAILAND

MICK DITCHBURN

micks_email@tpg.com.au

ULYSSES CLUB VIETNAM

KEVIN COLLINS

kevinbabyowl@gmail.com

ULYSSES CLUB ZIMBABWE

MARK SALTHOUSE

msalthouse@lzm.co.zw
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We’re 100% committed to beating the
price of your current motorcycle cover.
At QBE you know you’re getting great value motorcycle insurance with our price beat guarantee.
like low usage discounts, a lifetime guarantee on repairs, and apparel and helmet cover up to
$4,000 – we make switching easy. Simply call us today and we’ll work out the best deal for you.

Call 1800 24 34 64

We guarantee to beat our competitors price on motorcycle insurance policies excluding our Premium Cover. The guarantee also applies to existing QBE motorcycle insurance policies that are on
renewal. Price guarantee is based on our standard price compared to competitors price for policies with the same type of insured events. Offer valid for the first 12 months of insurance, after this
premium will be charged at the competitive QBE standard rate. We only guarantee to beat the price of APRA authorised insurers who hold an AFSL issued by ASIC. Guarantee does not apply to any
free offers of insurance. Insurance is issued by QBE Insurance (Australia) Ltd. ABN 78 003 191 035. AFSL 239545. To decide if a policy is right for you please carefully read the PDS which is available
at qbe.com.au or by phoning us on 1800 24 34 64. Price beat guarantee only available on full comprehensive motorcycle insurance. Not available on CTP.

